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Nearly 1,000 crowd-pleasing and award-winning recipes presented in an easy, step-by-step
format to ensure success for anyone-even beginners.More than just a comprehensive
cookbook, The Blue Ribbon Country Cookbook contains easy-to-follow techniques and detailed
explanations that ensure success. Chapters include every type of food, from soups and stews to
pies and tarts, and recipes range from traditional favorites to more contemporary dishes such as
Fresh Pear Salad with Ginger Dressing and Rosemary Chicken with Red Raspberry Sauce.
What makes this book so special is not just the large number of recipes but also the amount of
indispensable information that it contains.An Ebook Library reviewer explains the book best:
"After 16 years of marriage, I was still not able to make some of the dishes my husband's mom
did. I never quite got it right. I can now! In her book, Diane taught me the basics of cooking from
scratch and now I receive the highest compliment--As Good as Mom's and Grandma's."



The recipes in this book contain references to numerous trademarked products. This book has
not been authorized, endorsed, or licensed by the owners of those products.© 1998, 2007 by
Diane RoupeAll rights reserved. No portion of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval
system, or transmitted in any form or by any means—electronic, mechanical, photocopy,
recording, scanning, or any other—except for brief quotations in printed reviews, without the
prior permission of the publisher.Published in Nashville, Tennessee, by Thomas Nelson.
Thomas Nelson is a registered trademark of Thomas Nelson, Inc..Thomas Nelson, Inc., titles
may be purchased in bulk for educational, business, fund-raising, or sales promotional use. For
information, please e-mail SpecialMarkets@ThomasNelson.com.Library of Congress
Cataloging-in-Publication DataRoupe, Diane.The blue ribbon country cookbook: the new
standard of American cooking / by Diane Roupe; illustrations by Sharon K. Soder; photographs
by Mike DieterIncludes index.1. Cooker, American—Midwestern style. 2. Cookery—Middle
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1DEDICATED, WITH LOVE AND GRATITUDE, TOMARGARET AND DUWARD STAPLES, MY
PARENTSDEE AND GARY STAPLES, MY SISTER-IN-LAW AND BROTHERHELEN
LAWRENCE TRAMP, MY GRANDMOTHERSIEGFRIED HOERNER, MY COLLEAGUE AND
FRIENDROSE LORENZ SCHWARTZ, MY TEACHERContentsIntroductionSpecial
InformationGlossaryBoiling Point of Water At Various AltitudesFood SafetyThe Functions of
Ingredients In Batters and DoughsTechniquesHors d’Oeuvres, First-Course Appetizers, and
SnacksCold Hors d’OeuvresChutney DipRaw Vegetable Platter With Vegetable DipSpinach
SpreadABC DipSummer Sausage-Horseradish DipShrimp With DipsGuacamoleTaco
SpreadLast-Minute Cheese SpreadBraunschweiger SpreadDried Beef and Green Pepper
SpreadTriple-Layer Caviar SpreadBok Choy Stuffed With Red CaviarCucumber
WheelsCucumber and Cheese CanapésCherry Tomatoes Stuffed With Curried Chicken
SaladPetite PotatoesRed and Green Vegetable TrayMini Bagels With Smoked SalmonTartlets
With Crabmeat FillingDill Pickle Roll-UpsChristmas Cheese BallChristmas CrackersChutney
Cheese BallCold Poached Whole SalmonOther Cold Hors d’Oeuvre RecipesHot Hors
d’OeuvresHot Bourbon-Cheese DipArtichoke DipAsparagus RollsCrabmeat Supreme With
Sautéed Toast PointsGouda In Puff PastrySausage PuffsPigs In a Blanket:
SaucijzebroodjesPizza MushroomsSwedish MeatballsWater Chestnut Roll-UpsBourbon
BangersWinglets OrientalSpinach BarsFirst-Course AppetizersShrimp Mousse With DillShrimp
CocktailScalloped LobsterHickory-Smoked Ham MousseOther First-Course
AppetizersSnacksMunchiesBeer NutsOyster Cracker SnacksGranolaOther Snack
RecipesSoups and StewsSoupsBeef BrothChicken BrothClarified Beef or Chicken
BrothHomemade Equivalencies of Commercially Canned SoupsBean SoupTen-Bean
SoupCream of Tomato SoupCream of Broccoli SoupCream of Vegetable SoupVegetable
SoupPotato-Leek SoupPotato SoupWild Rice SoupWisconsin Beer Cheese SoupFish



ChowderCorn ChowderDee’s ChiliStewsBrandied Pork Stew With Thyme DumplingsOven
StewFarm-Style Beef StewVeal Stew With Herb DumplingsHeartland StewOyster StewSoybean-
Bratwurst StewSalads and Salad DressingsSalad As a Separate Course In Home DiningFruit
SaladsApple SaladFresh Pear Salad With Ginger DressingPeach and Cottage Cheese
SaladTwenty-Four-Hour SaladFrosty Christmas SaladMolded Fruit SaladsStrawberry-Avocado
Holiday SaladChristmas Gooseberry SaladRaspberry ShimmerCitrus Fruit Three-Layer Party
SaladApricot SaladMandarin Orange SaladCranberry-Orange SaladCinnamon-Apple
SaladMolded Pear SaladMolded Fruit SaladPineapple-Cream Cheese SaladFrosted Lime-
Walnut SaladGinger Ale Fruit SaladVegetable SaladsCaesar SaladBibb Lettuce, Watercress,
and Artichoke Hearts SaladSliced Tomatoes and Lettuce SaladDutch Lettuce SaladBoston
Lettuce, Hearts of Palm, and Mushroom SaladHearts of Palm-Persimmon SaladTossed
SaladsAll-Yellow Vegetable SaladSophisticated SaladSorority House SaladBeet and
Watercress SaladBroccoli-Cauliflower SaladCopper PenniesColorful Marinated Vegetables With
Sweet Basil DressingField of Dreams SaladGarden SaladVegetable Collage With ChèvreCarrot,
Raisin, and Pineapple SaladPea SaladMarinated Cucumbers and OnionsCucumber SaladFresh
Asparagus SaladYellow Summer Squash and Green Bean SaladFantasiaNasturtium
SaladKidney Bean SaladThree-Bean SaladColeslawPotato SaladGertrud’s German Potato
SaladWild Rice SaladMolded Vegetable SaladsCucumber-Dill RingFluffy Egg Confetti
SaladPerfection SaladZippy Vegetable Salad MoldMain-Course SaladsSpinach SaladAvocado
and Banana Salad With Curried DressingCarnival SaladMacaroni SaladSeven-Layer
SaladChicken SaladMesquite-Grilled Chicken SaladHot Chicken SaladWarm Chicken-
Vegetable Salad With Pistachio Nuts and Raspberry Vinaigrette DressingArabesque Turkey
SaladTuna-Almond Luncheon SaladShrimp Luncheon Salad With Fresh Green Beans and
Sherried DressingMolded Shrimp and Cucumber RingCrabmeat SaladCrab LouisLobster
SaladLobster-Avocado SaladSalad DressingsThousand Island DressingFrench DressingItalian
Salad DressingLemon Pepper DressingBlue Cheese DressingHoney-Mustard DressingMustard
DressingParsley DressingSherried Dressing With Fennel and ThymePoppy Seed
DressingSweet Basil DressingCooked Salad DressingLouis DressingVinaigrette DressingsSour
Cream Salad DressingYogurt-Tarragon Salad DressingSpecial Mayonnaise DressingCurried
Mayonnaise DressingTomato Soup Salad DressingMeatsToday’s Leaner MeatsMeat
SafetyBeefBeef and NoodlesSwiss SteakBeef StroganoffRoast Beef Tenderloin With Mushroom
SauceChicken-Fried SteakDried Beef GravyRound Steak Braised With OnionsBroiled
SteakBeef BrisketRib Roast (Standing or Rolled)Pot Roast With VegetablesSauerbraten With
Potato DumplingsBraised Short Ribs With Dilled PotatoesBroiled Ground Beef
PattiesHamburger StuffMother’s Meat LoafHashAlice’s Meat and Tater PieMeat and Potato
PattiesBeef and Biscuit CasseroleGround Sirloin-Noodle CasseroleStuffed Cabbage
LeavesStuffed Bell PeppersOther Beef RecipesVealBreaded Veal Cutlets With Leeks and
Shiitake MushroomsVeal or Calf’s Liver With Bacon and OnionsVeal Tenderloin Roulades With
Wild RiceVeal Piccata With ThymePorkCrown Roast of Pork Filled With Fresh Mixed Vegetables



RosemaryIowa Pork ChopsBarbecued Loin Back RibsLoin of PorkSpareribs and
SauerkrautPork and Noodles Casserole With Sage-Y Red SauceBiscuits and Gravy
MadeiraSausage PattiesSmoked Pork Chops With Prune-Apple StuffingHam Baked In Sherry
SauceTraditional Baked HamHam and Yam CasseroleHam Steak With Glazed PineappleHam
Loaf With Horseradish SauceGlazed Ham LoafHam Pinwheels With Cheese SauceOther Pork
RecipesLambBaby Lamb ChopsRoast Leg of Lamb With Mint Jelly GlazeDay Two Leg of
LambPoultry and Stuffings (Dressings)Poultry and Stuffings (Dressings) SafetyChickenCooked
Chicken: For Salads and Other DishesBaked Cut-Up ChickenChicken Breasts Stuffed With
Spinach and MushroomsChicken DivanSesame Chicken BreastsChicken Breasts Baked In
Sherry SauceRosemary Chicken Breasts With Red Raspberry SauceChicken Thighs With
Peach-Apricot GlazeChicken À La KingChicken and NoodlesScalloped ChickenFried
ChickenBarbecued ChickenOther Chicken RecipesTurkeyRoast Stuffed TurkeyRoast Turkey
BreastPronto Spicy Turkey TenderloinsOther Turkey RecipeStuffings (Dressings)Sage
DressingCorn Bread DressingWild Rice DressingFish and ShellfishFish and Shellfish
SafetyFishBaked Bass With Mustard-Wine SaucePerch Fillets With Hazelnuts and White
WineBaked Walleye DeluxeBroiled Fish FilletsBroiled Walleye Fillets With Caper SaucePanfried
Fish FilletsSalmon LoafPoached Salmon SteaksDeviled Tuna On Patty ShellsOther Fish
RecipesShellfishShrimp CurryBaked Scallops With Sherried Garlic ButterScalloped
OystersBoiled ShrimpBoiled Whole LobstersBoiled Lobster Tails: Lobster Meat for Salads and
Other DishesBoiled Alaskan King Crab Legs: Crabmeat for Salads and Other DishesOther
Shellfish RecipesWild GameBaked PheasantWild Pheasant With Port Wine SauceHungarian
Partridge Grand Marnier With Orange-Wild Rice StuffingWild Duck With Merlot Wine
SauceBaked Goose With Apricot-Cognac DressingWild Goose PâtéWild Turkey Breast Over
Rice With Spiced Grape SauceQuail In NestsOther Wild Game RecipeOutdoor
CookingCharcoalMeat Safety for Outdoor CookingBarbecue Sauce for Outdoor
CookingBeefGrilled SteakGrilled Hamburger SteakPorkPork RubGrilled Iowa Pork ChopsGary’s
Hickory Smoked Pork RibsPork Roast With Tangy Rosemary SauceChickenMesquite-Grilled
Chicken BreastsGrilled Chicken Breasts With Fresh Summer Savory and Toasted
WalnutsRotisserie Chicken With Orange-Ginger GlazeFishMarinated Fish SteaksKathy Griffin’s
Orange Roughy ParmesanGrilled Salmon FilletsShellfishGrilled Lobster Tails Basted With
Tarragon Butter SauceWild GameWine-Marinated Venison SteaksVegetablesOnions In
FoilOther Outdoor Cooking RecipesEggsEgg SizesEgg SafetyBrunch EggsScrambled Eggs
With Fresh SavoryFried EggsDeviled EggsEggs GoldenrodEggsotic EggsRice and
BeansRicePerfect Boiled RiceBroccoli-Rice CasseroleRice In Ring MoldRice PilafSpanish
RiceBaked RiceTo Cook Wild RicePecan Wild RiceWild Rice CasseroleWild Rice With Bacon
and OnionsOther Rice RecipesBeansBaked BeansCalico BeansBaked Beans and Polish
Sausage With Sauerkraut and ApplesauceOther Bean RecipesPastaFettuccine AlfredoPasta
RipienaMacaroni and CheeseChicken and Broccoli PastaGrace Montognese’s Braciole: Italian
Steak RollsGrace’s Spaghetti and MeatballsLasagnaMacaroni-Beef CasseroleIsabel’s Noodle



KugelRainbow Pasta DinnerOther Pasta RecipesOne-Dish MealsBaked Cabbage With
HamburgerLima Bean and Ground Sirloin CasseroleLayered Zucchini CasseroleDinner-In-a-
Hurry CasseroleRing Bologna CasseroleTuna-Noodle CasseroleMartha Cotter’s Seven-Layer
DinnerPork Chop Dinner In FoilOther One-Dish Meal RecipesVegetablesSteamed
VegetablesBoiled VegetablesMiniature VegetablesAsparagusAsparagus SpearsAsparagus
Spears AmandineAsparagus CustardDivine Baked AsparagusGreen and Wax BeansGreen
Bean CasseroleGreen Beans With Bacon and OnionsGreen Beans With
MarjoramBeetsHarvard BeetsBok ChoyBok Choy RouladesBroccoliBroccoli CasseroleBroccoli
PureeBrussels SproutsDinner Brussels SproutsCreamed Brussels Sprouts With
ChestnutsCabbageBraised CabbageSauerkrautRed Cabbage With Red WineCarrotsCarrot
PureeDilled Carrot CasseroleGlazed CarrotsCeleryCelery Baked In Almond SauceBraised
CeleryCornScalloped CornPatty Davis’s Scalloped CornCorn PuddingSquaw CornCorn-Oyster
CasseroleCucumbersBaked CucumbersEggplantDeluxe Eggplant Stuffed With HamEggplant
ParmesanFennelFennel and Tomatoes Braised In WineKohlrabiKohlrabi With TarragonMixed
VegetablesSnappy Stir-Fry VegetablesMixed Fresh Vegetables With
RosemarySuccotashVegetable BundlesMushroomsCreamed Mushrooms Over Angel-Hair
PastaMorel Mushrooms Sautéed In White WineOnionsFrench-Fried Onion RingsCreamed
OnionsPeasCreamed PeasPeas With Mushrooms and ShallotsMinted PeasPotatoesBaked
PotatoesTwice-Baked PotatoesAmerican FriesScalloped PotatoesAllegro Scalloped
PotatoesNew Potatoes With ParsleyCreamed New Potatoes and Peas With Snipped
ChivesMashed PotatoesMashed Potato PattiesMashed Potatoes In a CasseroleDuchess
PotatoesOven-Browned PotatoesPotato DumplingsPotato Pancakes With
LingonberriesYamsBaked YamsCandied YamsYams Grand Marnier With Cranberries and
KumquatsRutabagasStewed Rutabagas With Root VegetablesSpinachSquashBaked Acorn
SquashBaked Butternut SquashZucchini and Yellow Summer Squash With
WalnutsTomatoesScalloped TomatoesStewed TomatoesOther Vegetable
RecipesFruitsAmbrosiaCinnamon ApplesauceScalloped ApplesFresh Fruit CompoteUgli Fruit,
Kiwi, and Strawberry Dessert SuiteHot Curried FruitBroiled GrapefruitBaked FruitPoached
RhubarbOther Fruit RecipesSauces and GraviesSavory SaucesBarbecue SauceCocktail
SauceHorseradish SauceTartar SauceTomato SauceCatsup SauceDill SauceParsley
SauceCaper SauceGreen Sauce (Sauce Verte)Jellied Cranberry SauceApricot SauceRaisin
SauceMedium White SauceBéarnaise SauceHollandaise SauceCheese SauceHot Swiss
Cheese SauceGarlic ButterOnion ButterOrange ButterClarified ButterOther Savory Sauce
RecipesDessert SaucesCaramel SauceHot Fudge SauceChocolate SauceMaple Brandy
SauceLemon SauceCustard SauceRum SauceWhipped CreamDecorator Whipped
CreamOther Dessert Sauce RecipesGraviesMilk GravyCream GravyBeef GravyPot Roast
GravyRoast Pork GravyRoast Lamb GravyTurkey GravyTurkey Giblet GravyOther Gravy
RecipesGarnishes and DecorationsAbout Garnishes and DecorationsEdible FlowersUsing a
Decorating Bag to Pipe Garnishes and DecorationsTo Pipe Various Basic DecorationsButter



RosesButter CurlsFluted Butter WedgesRibbed Butter BallsArtichoke Bottoms Filled With
Broccoli and Carrot PureesArtichoke Bottoms Filled With Tiny VegetablesApple-Lingonberry
GarnishCarrot CurlsCarrot BowsA Bunch of Whole, Miniature CarrotsCelery BrushesCucumber
RosesGrooved Cucumber SlicesMarinated Dried Italian OlivesGreen Onion
BrushesMulticolored Green Onion FlowersTo Cut Leaves, Stems, and Designs from Leek
TopsTo Cut Ribbons and Outline Designs from Green Onion LeavesLemon, Lime, and Orange
TwistsOrange BasketsPickle FansBell Pepper Leaves and Flower PetalsPineapple TulipsRadish
FansRadish GyroscopesRadish RosesStrawberry FansBaked Tomatoes ParmesanTomato
RosesCutout Tomato StarsYellow Summer Squash Rings Filled With Basil JellyChocolate
CurlsShaved ChocolateChocolate ScrollsSugared VioletsTinted CoconutOther Garnish
RecipesOther Decoration RecipesBreads and RollsYeast Breads and RollsTo Shape Loaves of
Yeast BreadTo Store and Freeze Yeast Breads and RollsYeast BreadsWhite BreadWhole-Wheat
BreadLimpa: Swedish Rye BreadHoney-Seed BreadPat Berry’s Julekake: Norwegian Christmas
BreadGarlic BreadYeast RollsDinner RollsHot Cross BunsCinnamon RollsCaramel Rolls (Sticky
Rolls)ToastToasted Bacon BreadToasted Garlic BreadToasted Herb BreadToasted Sesame
BreadToasted Parmesan-Parsley BreadFrench ToastMilk ToastSautéed Toast PointsYeast
DoughnutsRaised DoughnutsOther Donut RecipeQuick BreadsBreadsApricot BreadCranberry
Nut BreadDutch Apple BreadLemon BreadMincemeat Bread With Orange ButterPoppy Seed
Bread With Orange GlazePumpkin BreadRhubarb BreadJanet Stern’s Mandel (Almond)
BreadZucchini BreadWhole-Wheat Orange BreadWhole-Wheat Prune BreadCorn
BreadAmerican Indian Fry BreadBrown BreadMuffinsCornmeal Muffins100% Whole-Wheat
MuffinsSoy Whole-Wheat MuffinsOat Bran MuffinsCranberry-Orange MuffinsBanana
MuffinsBiscuitsBaking Powder BiscuitsOld-Fashioned (Biscuit-Style) ShortcakesOld-Fashioned
Strawberry ShortcakeDumplingsDumplingsCrackersDeluxe CrackersElegant CrackersRice
CrackersCheese StrawsCoffee CakeCinnamon Coffee CakeMarie Dalbey’s Sour Cream Coffee
CakeDoughnutsCake DoughnutsOther Donut RecipesPopoversPancakes and WafflesPancakes
GeorgeWafflesFrittersCorn FrittersPies and TartsTo Cut and Serve Pies and TartsPastryPastry
PiecrustPastry Piecrust Tart ShellsClassical Tart PastryTartlet ShellsPuff Pastry Shells (Patty
Shells)Other PiecrustsUnbaked Graham Cracker CrustBaked Graham Cracker CrustMeringue
Pie ShellGingersnap CrustUnbaked Vanilla Wafer CrustMeringue Pie ToppingPiesTypes of
Dessert PiesFruit PiesApple PieApple Crumb PieBlueberry PieGlazed Fresh Blueberry
PieCherry PieGooseberry-Date PiePeach PieFresh Pear PieRhubarb PieStrawberry-Rhubarb
PieGlazed Strawberry PieRaspberry PieFresh Plum PieBrandied Mincemeat PieCream
PiesGraham Cracker Fudge PieBlack Forest PieButterscotch PieChocolate Cream PieCoconut
Cream PieFrench Silk PieLemon Angel PieLemon Meringue PieOrange Meringue PieSour
Cream Raisin PieCustard PiesPumpkin PieCustard PieRhubarb Custard PieSyrup-Based Nut
PiesPecan PieChocolate Pecan PieChiffon PiesApricot Chiffon Pie With Sugared VioletsDaiquiri
PieBlack Bottom PieEggnog Chiffon PieMelinda’s Pumpkin Chiffon PieLemon Chiffon
PiePineapple Chiffon PieTangerine Chiffon PieKahlúa PieCheese PiesCherry Cheese



PieTartsVanilla Cream Tart FillingApple TartStrawberry TartGrapefruit and Orange TartThree-
Fruit Tart With Peach Schnapps GlazeCakes and FrostingsCakesLayer CakesWhite
CakeShadow CakeWhite and Chocolate 2-Layer CakeCheckerboard CakeChocolate
CakeChocolate Banana Cake With Banana-Nut FrostingGerman Chocolate CakeYellow
CakeBurnt-Sugar CakeHarvest Moon CakeCarrot CakePink Champagne CakeLady Baltimore
CakeWhipped Cream Cake With Crème De Menthe FrostingSpice CakeSheet
CakesApplesauce Cake With Vanilla SauceRhubarb CakeFruit Cocktail CakePineapple Upside-
Down CakeWacky CakeGingerbreadSour Cream Spice CakeOatmeal CakeCola CakeAunt
Tell’s Devil’s Food CakeLoaf and Bundt CakesJerri Goreham’s Chocolate-Nut Bundt
CakeMarble CakeMilky Way CakePound CakeScripture CakeAngel Food CakesAngel Food
CakeGeorge Washington Icebox CakeStrawberry “Shortcake” (With Angel Food Cake)Sponge
and Chiffon CakesSponge CakeSponge-Style ShortcakesStrawberry Sponge-Style
ShortcakeJelly RollYule Log: Bûche De NoëlBoston Cream PieOrange-Coconut Chiffon
CakeFruitcakesTraditional Holiday FruitcakeTortesJoy Mcfarland’s Mile-High TorteBlack Forest
Cherry Torte: Schwarzwälder KirschtorteHazelnut TorteFrostingsCake Decorators’
IcingsButtercream FrostingLemon Buttercream FrostingMocha Buttercream FrostingCreamy
Cinnamon FrostingBoiled FrostingConfectioners’ FrostingSeven-Minute FrostingChocolate
FrostingCaramel FrostingPowdered Sugar FrostingOrange FrostingBanana-Nut
FrostingWhipped Cream-Coconut FrostingCoconut-Pecan Frosting ICoconut-Pecan Frosting
IICrème De Menthe Butter FrostingCrème De Menthe Whipped Cream FrostingHoney-Cream
Cheese FrostingFluff FrostingMarshmallow Cloud FrostingOrnamental Vanilla
FrostingOrnamental Chocolate FrostingSupreme Chocolate IcingGlazeChocolate
GlazeChocolate CoatingCookiesBar CookiesRaisin BarsDate BarsPumpkin Bars With Cashew
FrostingLemon Bars3-Layer Cherry Chip BarsRose Lee’s Apricot BarsJanhagel Koekjes:
Johnny Buckshot CookiesButterscotch Magic Bars With Brazil NutsBlack Walnut BarsTrail Mix
BarsDream BarsLebkuchen: Spiced Honey CakeCharlotte’s Butter Rum Cheese BarsCrème De
Menthe BarsFrosted BrowniesMarble Brownies With Feather IcingGraham Cracker
GoodiesSaint and Sinner CrunchiesColette Wortman’s Danish PuffDrop CookiesButter Brickle
CookiesAlmond-Butter PuffsButterscotch Oatmeal CookiesChocolate Chip CookiesQuick-As-a-
Wink Chocolate-Coconut CookiesCoconut Oatmeal CookiesEaster Egg NestsCoconut
MacaroonsCornflakes MacaroonsBran Flakes CookiesHoney-Granola CookiesOatmeal-Date
CookiesOat Bran CookiesMonster CookiesSour Cream Drop CookiesFrosted Chocolate
CookiesFrosted Orange CookiesFrosted Molasses CookiesFruitcake
CookiesHaystacksSunflower Seed CookiesMacadamia Nut CookiesHealth Nut
CookiesMother’s Pineapple CookiesNighty NightsMadeleinesMolded CookiesArtist’s Palette
ThumbprintsKringlaDutch Letters: BanketstavenChristmas Holly WreathsPfeffernüsse:
PeppernutsRum BallsLace CookiesGrace’s Peanut CrispiesCrispy CookiesPeanut
CookiesPeanut Butter CookiesChocolate Peanut Butter BallsSnickerdoodlesWhole-Wheat
Oatmeal CookiesJerry’s GingersnapsUnbaked Wheat Germ BallsRolled CookiesOld-Fashioned



Sugar CookiesGingerbread PeopleCutout CookiesValentine Cutout
CookiesSpringerleZimtsterne: Cinnamon StarsPinwheel CookiesScotch ShortbreadDesigner
Filled CookiesCream-Filled Pastry FluffsRefrigerator CookiesOatmeal Refrigerator
CookiesGumdrop-Oatmeal CookiesButterscotch Icebox CookiesPressed
CookiesSpritzDesserts and Ice CreamDessertsCherry CobblerPeach CobblerApple CrispApple
Brown BettyApple DumplingsBaked ApplesFruit Cocktail DessertRhubarb RaptureCreamy Rice
PuddingOld-Fashioned Rice Pudding (No Eggs)Tapioca PuddingRed Raspberry TapiocaDate
Pudding With Amber SauceEnglish Plum PuddingSnow PuddingBread Pudding With Lemon
SauceChocolate-Cherry SouffléBaked CustardCréme CaramelCheesecakeMrs. Dowell’s
DessertMaple Nut MousseConcerto for Dates and NutsPistachio ArabesqueKahlúa Icebox
DessertStrawberries, Triple Sec, and Whipped CreamStrawberry Bavarian CreamIce
CreamVanilla Ice CreamHot Fudge SundaeSauces and Toppings for Ice CreamBaked Nutmeg
Bananas With Ice Cream and Caramel SaucePeanut Butter Brickle Ice Cream PiePeppermint
Stick DessertPink Grapefruit SorbetOther Dessert RecipesCandiesBourbon BallsCaramel Puff
BallsPecan CaramelsDivinityChocolate-Almond ToffeeChocolate-Covered CherriesPeanut
BrittlePeanut ClustersPeanut BarsTurtle BarsCream Cheese MintsPink PeppermintsCandied
Orange PeelFudgePenuchePeanut Butter FudgeSpiced PecansPopcorn BallsPopcorn
CakeCaramel CornChocolate Cracker SnacksBeveragesCocoaEggnogEggnog
CoffeeLemonadeGrape Juice-Ginger Ale RefresherChampagne PunchCranberry-Vodka
PunchDes Moines Club PunchBreakfast PunchIceberg Punch (Orange)Spritzer PunchHot
Spiced Cider With ApplejackPermissions and CourtesiesSources ConsultedProduct
SourcesAcknowledgmentsIndexMetric Conversion TablesVolume and Weight MeasuresRecipes
Tagged with Winning RibbonsRECIPES FOR MY WINNING ENTRIES AT THE IOWA STATE
FAIR ARE TAGGED AS FOLLOWS:RECIPE FOR A BLUE RIBBON WINNER (FIRST PLACE)
AT THE IOWA STATE FAIR.RECIPE FOR A RED RIBBON WINNER (SECOND PLACE) AT THE
IOWA STATE FAIR.IN ADDITION, TWO RECIPES FOR OTHER PEOPLE’S WINNING
ENTRIES ARE INCLUDED AND TAGGED. THOSE RECIPES ARE:Pat Berry’s JULEKAKE
(NORWEGIAN CHRISTMAS BREAD) (PAGE 355).Joy McFarland’s MILE-HIGH TORTE (PAGE
496).IntroductionAmerica is a unique political and social amalgamation of people and cultures
from around the world. Our food is a rich reflection of this diversity interwoven with the copious
bounty of our magnificent, fruitful land. American food rightfully can be counted as one of the
grand cuisines of the world.The first edition of The Blue Ribbon Country Cookbook presented
Midwest food—deriving from the twelve-state stretch of our nation’s land that harbors some of
the most fertile, productive soil on the planet—as uniquely supreme and the genesis of a blue
ribbon, American cooking style. The recipes contained in this new edition of the cookbook
remain predominantly of the Midwest American persuasion—a distillation of this nation’s
bountiful land and opulent ethnicity, and at the heart of the American food and cooking style.The
Blue Ribbon Country Cookbook was written to be much used in everyday cookery. It is a
practical book containing recipes for foods that Americans love to eat—everything from boiling



potatoes to preparing standing rib roast and baking pineapple upside-down cake. I call it “the
real world.”The recipes call for familiar ingredients, and the procedures are written clearly and in
detail. Featured are more than 100 explicitly written techniques, ranging from how to make flaky
piecrust to the basics of yeast-bread baking to directions for making dried and fresh bread
crumbs. One can learn to cook from The Blue Ribbon Country Cookbook, and experienced
cooks will welcome the easy-to-follow, dependable recipes for a broad range of traditional and
contemporary American foods.It is hoped that you find The Blue Ribbon Country Cookbook to
be one of your kitchen standbys on which you rely for wonderful American food recipes.Happy
blue ribbon cooking!Special InformationNotes About Recipe IngredientsHIGH-QUALITY
PRODUCTS. Prepared foods are only as good as the products that go into them. The whole
equals the sum of its parts. Select fresh, high-quality foods to bring into your kitchen. Neither the
combining of inferior products with other foods nor the cooking process will disguise poor-quality
products.EGGS. Recipes are based on the use of extra-large eggs unless otherwise specified.
For best results with the recipes herein, extra-large eggs should be used unless otherwise
specified; however, if extra-large eggs are not available, large eggs may be substituted in most
recipes. A few recipes, in which the volume of eggs is critical, specify the number of large eggs
that may be used in substitution for extra-large eggs.BUTTER. Use lightly salted butter unless
otherwise specified.SUBSTITUTION OF MARGARINE FOR BUTTER. Margarine may be
substituted for butter in most recipes; however, in my opinion, the flavor of the end product will
be adversely affected in most cases. For example, cakes and cookies made with butter have a
deep, rich taste, which is missing when margarine is substituted in the same recipes.MILK. In
general, when whole milk is specified in a recipe, fat-free (skim) milk or lowfat (1% or 2%) milk
should not be substituted. While fat-free (skim) milk is a good-tasting, nonfat, healthful product
for drinking, the use of whole milk in baked goods and for most cooking results in finer end
products. Try to select ways other than eliminating whole milk from cooking to reduce fat in the
family diet.PURE VANILLA EXTRACT. Use of pure vanilla extract is specified in the recipes.
Imitation vanilla results in inferior flavor.BAKING POWDER. Remember to watch the expiration
date on the container and discard after that date.WINE AND ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR. Use good
wine and alcoholic liquor for cooking. Poor-quality wine and spirits produce second-class flavor
in finished dishes.GROUND BEEF. Lean ground beef is called for in these recipes. The ground
beef should be 97% lean, pure ground beef containing no fillers, such as carrageenin or oat
bran, and no additives, such as salt or hydrolyzed vegetable protein.MUSHROOMS. Unless
otherwise designated, “mushrooms” specified as an ingredient refers to the common, cultivated
white mushrooms (Agaricus bisporus) generally available in most supermarkets. Cultivated
white mushrooms are sometimes called “button” mushrooms, generally referring to small white
mushrooms.HAZELNUTS. Hazelnuts are also known as filberts.COMMERCIAL CAN SIZES.
The sizes of commercial cans of food often change (generally becoming smaller). In many
cases, using a can of food which varies slightly in size from that specified in a recipe will not
affect the outcome of the prepared food. The cook will have to make this determination. If there



is a significant variation in can size from the recipe specification, it may necessitate using a
portion of food from a second can or reducing the amount of food used from a single, larger
can.FLOUR STORAGE. For convenient use, all-purpose flour may be stored in an airtight
canister placed in a dry, cool place on the kitchen counter. Surplus all-purpose flour may be
stored in a dry place at cool, room temperature. For storage, place the paper package of
remaining flour in a zipper-seal plastic bag. Flour stored at room temperature should be used
within 6 months.Wheat germ and flour containing part germ, such as whole wheat flour, should
be stored in the refrigerator or freezer to prevent rancidity caused by oil in the germ. For
refrigeration or freezing, wheat germ and small quantities of flour may be placed in glass jars
with tight lids; larger quantities of flour may be left in their original paper packages and sealed
tightly in zipper-seal plastic bags.Refrigerated or frozen wheat germ and flour should be brought
to room temperature before being used in a baked product.GlossaryN.=NOUN, V.=VERB,
ADJ.=ADJECTIVEALMOND PASTE: N. Blanched almonds blended to an oily consistency, then
mixed with a sugar and water syrup that has been cooked to 240°F and then
kneaded.AMANDINE: ADJ. Prepared or garnished with almonds.AMARETTO: N. An almond-
flavored liqueur, although apricot pits are often used to flavor it rather than almonds. Amaretto di
Saronno, the original Amaretto, comes from Saronno, Italy.APPLEJACK: N. Apple
brandy.ARROWROOT: N. The starch from the root of a tropical plant used to thicken glazes and
sauces. Flavorless and colorless, it produces exceptionally clear, smooth glazes and sauces.
Ideal for use in mixtures which should not boil because, unlike cornstarch and flour, it requires
no cooking and reaches its maximum capability as a thickener at a temperature below the
boiling point.ASPIC: N. Jellied meat, poultry, fish, or vegetable broth used to mold or coat foods
—usually meat, poultry, fish, or vegetables. Unflavored aspic is gelatinized water.BAKE: V. To
cook a food product, covered or uncovered, in an oven.BARBECUE: V. (1) To cook, primarily,
meats, poultry, fish, shellfish, or wild game by indirect heat in an outdoor smoker or grill. (2) To
cook, primarily, meats, poultry, fish, shellfish, or wild game indoors, using barbecue
sauce.BARBECUE SAUCE: N. A highly seasoned, traditionally tomato-based sauce containing
vinegar and/ or wine and a sweetener; generally used on foods grilled or smoked outdoors, but
may also be used on foods prepared indoors.BASTE: V. To spoon or brush a liquid or sauce over
a food while it is cooking for one or more of the following purposes: (1) to keep the food moist,
(2) to help cook the top surface of the food, or (3) to add flavor. The liquid or sauce may or may
not be from the pan or other container in which the food is cooking. A bulb baster is an efficient
utensil for drawing liquid from around cooking food and expelling it over the food to
baste.BATTER: N. A thick but pourable raw mixture of ingredients, usually including flour.BEAT:
V. To rapidly move a single food or a mixture of foods for the purpose of smoothing, blending or
combining, and/or incorporating air, using (1) an electric mixer, (2) a hand-operated rotary
beater (sometimes referred to as an eggbeater), or (3) a spoon, fork, or whisk by repeatedly
lifting the food(s) in a circular motion from the bottom to the top of the bowl or sauce
dish.BLANCH: V. To dip briefly in boiling water, generally for the purpose of loosening the skin of



a food for peeling or for the purpose of cooking briefly (see To Blanch, page 29).BLEND: V. To
mix two or more ingredients together until the separate ingredients are indistinguishable.BOIL: V.
(1) To heat a liquid until it reaches a temperature at which large vapor bubbles form rapidly, rise
and burst below the surface of the liquid, and leave the liquid, agitating the surface. At sea level,
water boils at 212°F. Due to less atmospheric pressure in higher altitudes, the boiling point of
water decreases as the altitude above sea level increases. To a lesser extent, weather
conditions are another factor which causes fluctuations in the temperature at which water boils
(see Boiling Point of Water at Various Altitudes, page 9). (2) To cook food in a boiling
liquid.BOUQUET GARNI: N. A small bunch of flavorful herbs—usually assorted and preferably
fresh—tied together, added to foods (such as soups, stews, and sauces) during cooking, and
removed before serving. A bouquet garni traditionally consists of parsley, thyme, and a bay leaf;
however, any single herb or combination of herbs may be used. The herbs may be tied in a
cheesecloth bag, if desired. Dried herbs may also be placed in a cheesecloth bag and used in
substitution for fresh herbs. (See To Make a Fresh Bouquet Garni, page 26.)BRAISE: V. To cook
a food in a small amount of liquid at a low simmer in a covered skillet or pan.BRANDY: N. An
alcoholic liquor distilled from wine.BREAD: V. To coat food with ground, dry bread or a ground,
dry, breadlike product, such as cracker crumbs, cornmeal, or cornflake crumbs, in preparation
for cooking. Often, the food to be breaded is first dipped in beaten egg and/or milk, or some
other liquid, to help achieve adherence of the crumbs.BRINE: N. A strong salt and water solution
used in pickling, curing, and fermenting food for the purpose of preserving it and/or imparting
flavor.BROIL: V. To cook food by direct exposure beneath a dry heat source.BROTH: N. The
strained liquid produced by the long, slow simmering of meat, poultry, fish, bones, and
vegetables—alone or in combination. Used in making sauces, soups, and other dishes. Usually
clarified when served as a thin soup. Also known as stock.BROWN: V. As a first step in cooking
a food (often meat), to cook it quickly on all sides in a small amount of fat over medium to high
heat until a golden to deep-brown color for the purpose of sealing in the juices and enhancing
the flavor and color of the finished, cooked food.BUN: N. A round and rather flat plain or sweet
yeast roll.BUTTERFLY: V. To split—usually meat or shrimp —nearly in two and lay open, making
the product resemble a butterfly. The butterflied product may be cooked open or may be stuffed,
with the butterfly “wings” encasing the stuffing.CANAPÉ: N. A small, attractively cut piece of
bread (untoasted or toasted) or a small cracker topped with a tasty spread or other food and
often an eye-appealing decoration or garnish; served as an hors d’oeuvre. “Canapé” is a French
word meaning “couch.”CANDIED: ADJ. (1) Fruit—especially the peel—or ginger which has been
cooked in a syrup until tender and translucent and then drained. Candied foods are used in
cooking, or some are eaten alone as a candylike product, such as candied orange peel. (2)
Sweet potatoes or other foods cooked in a syrup or with a sweet glaze.CAPERS: N. Flower buds
of the caper plant, a Mediterranean shrub, which are pickled and used in cooking for flavoring or
garnish.CASSEROLE: N. (1) A container, usually glass, in which food is baked and served. It
generally has built-in handles and a lid. (2) The dish baked and served in a casserole.CAVIAR:



N. The roe (eggs) of large fish. True caviar—and the finest—is the black roe of the beluga
sturgeon, which is imported from Russia and Iran. Red caviar is the roe of salmon. Yellow caviar
is also marketed.CELERY HEARTS: N. The small, tender, pale green to nearly white celery
stalks (and leaves) at the very center of a bunch of celery.CHOP: V. To cut into small, usually
irregular, pieces, using a knife or other sharp implement.CHUTNEY: N. A highly spiced, thick
relish of Indian origin, containing fruits, spices (usually including ginger), vinegar, sugar (often
brown sugar), often raisins, and often onions and/or garlic; used primarily as a condiment (see
definition), especially with curry dishes, but also used as an ingredient in other
dishes.CLARIFIED BUTTER: N. The clear, yellow liquid which rises to the top of slowly melted
butter, separated from the milk solids which settle on the bottom of the pan. The fat floating on
top of the clarified butter is skimmed off, and, using a baster, the clarified butter is drawn off,
leaving the milk solids on the pan bottom.COBBLER: N. A baked fruit dessert covered with a
biscuitlike crust.CODDLE: V. To cook food (usually unshelled eggs) in liquid at just below the
boiling point.COGNAC: N. A brandy (see definition) produced in the Cognac region of
France.COMBINE: V. To mix two or more ingredients or combination of ingredients together until
the separate and/or combination ingredients are evenly distributed but still distinguishable, as in
adding nuts to cake batter.CONDIMENT: N. A sauce, relish, or seasoning placed on or beside
food, usually at the table, to enhance flavor.CONSERVE: N. A sweet spread similar to jam, with
the same consistency. Conserves generally—but not always—contain two or more fruits, one of
which is usually a citrus fruit. They contain nuts and/or raisins and/or coconut. In their purest
form, conserves contain both nuts and raisins. They are favored for meat and poultry
accompaniments; however, they also may be used as spreads on bread products.CORE: V. To
remove the central, often inedible, part of some fruits such as apples.COURT BOUILLON: N. A
well-seasoned liquid, usually consisting of water, wine and/or vinegar, vegetables, and
seasoning, in which fish or shellfish is poached.CREAM: V. To beat, usually using an electric
mixer on high speed, a fat (generally butter, margarine, or shortening) until smooth, fluffy, and
completely blended if creamed with another product such as sugar.CRÈME DE CASSIS: N. A
black currant-flavored liqueur.CROQUETTE: N. A mixture of ground or minced foods, usually
meat, fish, and/or vegetables, molded into a cone shape, coated with beaten egg and crumbs,
and deep-fat fried or baked.CROUTONS: N. Small cubes of toasted bread, seasoned or
unseasoned, used as an ingredient or garnish in salads and other dishes.CRUDITÉS: N. Raw
vegetables cut into small strips or pieces and served, usually with a dip, as an hors d’oeuvre or
first-course appetizer.CUBE: V. To cut food into chunks with 6 equal square sides greater than ¼
inch square.CURRANTS: N. (1) Any of several varieties of a tiny, acid berry which grows on
shrubs of the genus Ribes. There are red, black, and white currants, red currants being the most
common. Gooseberries are related to currants. (2) Dried Black Corinth grapes, called Zante
currants (unrelated to the fruit in the first definition).CURRY POWDER: N. Various blends of
several ground, pungent spices and herbs. Originated in India.CUT IN: V. To cut solid fat, such
as butter or lard, into particles and/or small pieces while simultaneously mixing it with a dry



ingredient, usually flour or a flour mixture, using a wire pastry blender or two knives.DASH: N.
Less than ⅛ teaspoon.DEEP-FAT FRY: V. To cook a food by immersing in hot fat. Also known as
French fry.DEGLAZE: V. To release food particles stuck to the bottom of a pan in which food has
been cooked by adding liquid to the pan, placing it over low heat, and scraping the bottom with a
spoon or spatula.DEVILED: ADJ. Seasoned highly with spices and/ or condiments such as
mustard.DICE: V. To cut food into small pieces with 6 equal sides ¼ inch square or
less.DOLLOP: N. A spoonful of soft food, such as whipped cream, usually informally placed on
the top of another food.DOUGH: N. A very thick, unpourable raw mixture of ingredients, usually
including flour, which is stiff enough to be kneaded or shaped.DREDGE: V. To coat a solid food
with a fine, dry ingredient, such as flour, or a mixture of dry ingredients, by pulling the food
across the ingredient or mixture or by sprinkling the ingredient or mixture over the food.DRESS:
V. To eviscerate and otherwise prepare an animal, fowl, or fish for cooking after
killing.DRIPPINGS: N. Juices and fat which run off meats and fowl during cooking.DUMPLING:
N. (1) A bread product that is a portion of batter dropped (dumped) onto boiling liquid, such as
soup, stew, or water, and cooked, covered, by low-boiling/steaming (see Dumplings, page 382).
(2) A formed ball of dough that may include various foods, such as chopped, riced, or ground
vegetables and/or meats, dropped into boiling liquid, such as broth or water, to cook; for
example, Potato Dumplings (page 281), matzoh balls, and liver dumplings. (3) A vegetable, fruit,
meat, fish, or shellfish dipped in batter and deep-fat fried; for example, tempura and some fritters
(not the Corn Fritters or Apple Fritters on page 390 of this cookbook, which are fried in a small
amount of oil in a skillet). (4) A whole fruit or large pieces of fruit wrapped in pastry and baked
usually in a syrup; for example, Apple Dumplings (page 575). (5) Food encased in pasta or other
dough and cooked in boiling liquid or deep-fat fried; for example, ravioli and egg rolls.DUTCH
OVEN: N. A heavy—often aluminum—round pot with small side handles and a tight-fitting,
domed lid, both usually made of the same metal as the pot; sometimes equipped with a rack.
Commonly 4- or 6-quart capacity. Generally used for browning, braising, and roasting.FILLET: N.
A strip, piece, or slice of boneless meat or fish, especially the tenderloin of beef, and the strip or
piece of flesh from either side of a fish.FILLET: V. To cut fillets.FILET MIGNON: N. A thick steak
cut from the small end of a tenderloin of beef.FLUTED: ADJ. In the shape of a continuous series
of scallops or rounded grooves.FOLD: V. To move a utensil, usually a spoon, briefly and carefully
through a mixture in a vertical circular motion (down the back of the bowl, across the bottom, up,
and over) to blend or combine an ingredient(s) with the mixture while (1) retaining the air in both
the new ingredient(s) and the mixture and (2) incorporating new air.FOWL: N. Any bird, domestic
or wild.FRITTER: N. A small amount of batter, usually containing a vegetable, fruit, or meat,
which is deep-fat fried or sautéed.FRY: V. To cook a food in fat in a skillet, pan, or griddle over
heat. (See definitions for Deep-Fat Fry and Sauté.)GIBLETS: N. The liver, heart, and gizzard of
poultry.GLAZE: N. (1) A thin, translucent, sweet, soft-gel coating usually brushed on or drizzled
over fruit fillings in pies, tarts, and desserts to give a smooth sheen and add flavor. (2) A thin,
translucent mixture used to coat foods before serving to give a glossy appearance and add



flavor. (3) A very thin frosting (usually powdered sugar frosting) used to coat certain doughnuts
and ice certain cakes and breads. (4) Concentrated meat stock.GLAZE: V. To apply
glaze.GLUTEN: N. The viscous (or thick) and elastic proteins, particularly in wheat flour, which,
when mixed with liquid and manipulated (stirred/kneaded), develop into strands. These help
retain, in doughs and batters, gas bubbles created by leavening agents such as yeast, baking
powder, and steam. This allows doughs and batters to rise, resulting in light baked
products.GRAND MARNIER: N. A French orange-flavored liqueur with a cognac brandy base
(see definition for Cognac).GRATE: V. To break down a semi-hard product to a texture
resembling finely rolled cracker crumbs, usually by rubbing the product against a sharp, densely
pronged, metal kitchen tool made for this purpose, or by processing it in a food processor or
blender.GRAVY SKIMMER: N. A spouted liquid measuring cup designed for separating and
pouring off the drippings from the fat in meat pan juices.GREEN ONION: N. A young onion
pulled before the bulb has enlarged. Also known as a “scallion.”GRILL: V. To cook food by direct
exposure over direct heat, as in cooking food on a grate directly over charcoal in an outdoor
grill.GRIND: V. To reduce food to small fragments or powder with the use of a grinder or other
kitchen implement or tool.HERBS: N. The fresh or dried green leaves of certain plants used for
flavoring foods.HORS D’OEUVRES: N. Small, attractive savories served as appetizers, usually
with cocktails, before a meal and before proceeding to the table.HULL: V. (1) To remove the
green, leafy sepals at the stem end of a fruit, plus the pith (the central strand of tissue) of
strawberries. (2) To remove the outer covering of a fruit or seed.INTERMEZZO: N. A minor
course in a meal, usually consisting of a small serving of sorbet or sherbet, served between
principal courses for the purpose of cleansing the palate.JULIENNE: V. To cut into very narrow,
square or rectangular matchstick-like strips, usually not exceeding ¼ inch wide by 2 to 2½
inches long.KAHLÚA: N. A brand of coffee-flavored liqueur (see definition) produced in
Mexico.KIRSCHWASSER: N. Cherry brandy. A German word meaning “cherry water.” It is
pronounced “keersh-vahser.”KNEAD: V. To manipulate dough—for the purposes of gaining
cohesiveness and developing the gluten—by placing it on a lightly floured surface, folding the
dough in half toward you, pushing the dough with the heels of your hands, turning it one-quarter,
and repeating this procedure for a specific time or until the dough is smooth and elastic. (See
Kneading Dough, page 348.)LARD: N. A soft, solid fat rendered from the fatty tissue of pork.
Leaf lard, from leaf fat around the kidneys, is the finest lard.LEAVENING AGENT: N. A gas—air,
steam, or carbon dioxide—which is incorporated into, or forms in, a batter or dough, causing it to
rise, increase in volume, and become light and porous during preparation and cooking. Baking
soda (sodium bicarbonate), baking powder, and yeast are products used in cooking which,
when activated, produce carbon dioxide by a chemical or biological reaction. (See Leavening,
page 18.)LIQUEUR: N. A sweetened, alcoholic liquor, such as brandy, flavored with fruit, nuts,
spices, herbs, or seeds. The best liqueurs usually are made with a cognac (see definition)
base.LIQUOR: N. (1) A distilled alcoholic beverage, usually whiskey, vodka, gin, rum, and
brandy. (2) A natural (as in oysters) or other concentrated liquid surrounding food.LUKEWARM:



ADJ. Approximately 97 to 100°F. (body temperature); tepid.LYONNAISE: ADJ. Prepared with
onions, as in lyonnaise potatoes.MACAROON: N. A cookie made principally of egg whites,
sugar, coconut or almond paste, and flavoring.MARINADE: N. A liquid consisting of one or more
ingredients, usually with seasonings, in which a food, usually meat, fowl, or fish, is immersed for
a period of time prior to cooking for the purpose of imparting flavor and/or
tenderizing.MARINATE: V. To let food stand in a marinade.MARZIPAN: N. A candy made with
sweetened almond paste, which is often colored and molded into miniature fruits and
vegetables, animals, flowers, and other forms.MERINGUE: N. A mixture of stiffly beaten egg
whites and sugar which is (1) piled high on top of pies or other desserts and baked until golden
(a soft product), or (2) used to make pie or other dessert shells (a hard product).MINCE: V. To
chop into tiny pieces.MOCHA: ADJ. Flavored with coffee, often in combination with
chocolate.MOUSSE: N. A light, airy, molded dish, usually a dessert or an appetizer, made with
gelatin and/or egg whites, and often whipped cream. Dessert mousses are usually smooth in
texture; solid ingredients in appetizer mousses are usually ground, minced, or
chopped.NONPAREILS: N. Tiny sugar pellets, in various colors, used to decorate cookies,
cakes, doughnuts, candies, and other sweet foods.PARBOIL: V. To partially cook in boiling water,
preliminary to additional cooking by a different method.PARE: V. To cut the skin or outer layer off
a tight-skinned product, such as a potato. (In contrast to “peel”—see definition.)PARFAIT: N. A
dessert made by layering variously flavored ice creams and/or sherbets, fruit sauces, syrups,
and whipped cream in a special, tall, narrow, short-stemmed parfait glass. Eaten with an iced-
tea spoon.PÂTÉ: N. (1) Ground or diced meat, fish, or fowl, usually highly seasoned and
sometimes with added ingredients, which is packed into a loaf pan and baked. May have an
aspic and/or pastry covering. Served cold, thinly sliced, and usually as a first course. (2) A
spread made of seasoned, finely ground or pureed meat, fish, or fowl.PECTIN: N. Water-soluble
substances found in the cell walls and intercellular layers of fruits. Combined with sugar and acid
in correct proportions, pectin forms a gel which is the basis for jellied sweet spreads such as jelly
and jam. Commercially packaged powdered or liquid fruit pectin is often used in making these
jellied products.PEEL: N. The skin or outer layer of a loose-skinned product such as a banana or
a blanched tomato (see definition for Blanch), which can be stripped off with little or no
cutting.PEEL: V. To strip the skin or outer layer off a loose-skinned product, such as a banana,
with little or no cutting. (In contrast to “pare”—see definition.)PETIT FOUR: N. A fancy, dainty
sweet consisting of a very small, usually square, piece of cake covered with icing glaze and
usually decorated with a piped flower or other piped decoration. The cake may be layered with a
filling(s).PHYLLO: N. Also known as “filo.” A paper-thin pastry dough which is usually layered
when used in making desserts and other dishes, producing a flaky pastry when baked. Usually
available, frozen, in supermarkets. “Phyllo” is from the Greek word meaning “leaf.”PICKLE: N. A
food prepared in a seasoned vinegar mixture or a brine solution to preserve it and/or impart
flavor.PILAF: N. Seasoned rice, often browned, with added meat, poultry, shellfish, and/or
vegetables.PINFEATHER: N. An undeveloped, new feather just coming through the skin of a



fowl.PIT: N. The centralized seed of certain one-seeded fruits. Also known as a stone.PIT: V. To
remove the pit (also known as the stone) from certain one-seeded fruits.POACH: V. To cook in
liquid at a simmer. A cooking method used especially when care is to be taken to retain the
shape of the food product.POULTRY: N. Domestic birds raised for eggs and/or meat.PUFF
PASTRY: N. A light, flaky, high-rising pastry made of many thin, alternating layers of flour dough
and butter. Usually available, frozen, in supermarkets.PUREE: V. To whip, press, or mash a solid
or semisolid food to a smooth, thick consistency, but not liquefied. A blender, food processor,
food mill, or sieve is often used to puree a food.REDUCE: V. To boil or simmer a liquid or thin
mixture, uncovered, for the purpose of condensing it by evaporation.RELISH: N. (1) A chopped
vegetable(s) and/or fruit(s) cooked in vinegar and seasonings; eaten as a complement to other
food. (2) Raw vegetables, olives, and other such food, commonly finger-type, served as an hors
d’oeuvre or an appetizer at the table.RIND: N. A usually tough outer layer; for example, the peel
of a fruit.ROAST: V. To cook, uncovered, by dry heat in an oven or on an outdoor grill using
indirect heat. Also, to cook food products in hot coals or ashes.ROASTER: N. Similar to a Dutch
oven (see definition) except oval shaped and usually larger; 8-quart capacity is common for a
large roaster.ROLLING BOIL: N. A full, rapid boil, when water-vapor bubbles continuously and
rapidly burst below the surface of the liquid, causing extreme agitation over the entire surface as
they leave the liquid. A full rolling boil cannot be stirred down.ROULADE: N. A thin piece of meat
or other food that is rolled around vegetables or another filling; usually browned and then baked
or braised.RUB: N. A dry mixture of ground spices, herbs, and other seasonings that is rubbed
on the surface primarily of meats, poultry, fish, and wild game before barbecuing, grilling, or
roasting for the purpose of enhancing flavor.SALT PORK: N. Exceptionally fat pork which has
been cured in salt; generally used in foods to add flavor.SAUTÉ: V. To cook in a small amount of
fat in a skillet over heat.SCALD: V. (1) To heat liquid to just under the boiling point. Milk reaches
the scalding point when tiny bubbles appear at the edge of the pan. (2) To dip a food briefly in
boiling water. Also known as blanch (see definition).SCALLION: N. Same as a “green
onion” (see definition).SCALLOP: N. Any of a number of bivalve mollusks of the family
Pectinidae. In the United States, the large adductor muscle which closes the valves is the part
eaten. The most commonly eaten species are the large sea scallop (Placopecten magellanicus)
and the tiny bay scallop (Aequipecten irradians), although other species are available in various
regions of the United States.SCALLOP: V. To bake a food or a combination of foods in a sauce
or liquid, usually with a crumb topping.SCORE: V. To cut shallow slits, often in a diamond
pattern, in the surface of meats or other foods, to prevent surface fat from curling during cooking,
to tenderize, to mark for later cutting, or for decorative purposes.SHERBET: N. Sorbet (see
definition) that contains milk or cream.SHRED: V. To cut a semi-hard food into tiny or small
strips, usually by rubbing it against a sharp, perforated metal kitchen tool made for this purpose,
or by cutting it very thinly with a knife.SHUCK: V. (1) To remove the husks from some foods such
as corn. (2) To remove the shells from mollusks, such as oysters.SIFT: V. To put one or more dry
ingredients, such as flour, baking powder, and baking soda, through a wire-mesh sifter or sieve



for the purpose of removing any lumps and/or mixing the ingredients and/or incorporating
air.SIMMER: N. When liquid reaches a temperature just below the boiling point, at which time
small water-vapor bubbles, which form principally on the bottom of the pan, slowly rise to the
surface and break.SMOKING: V. To cook primarily meats, poultry, fish, shellfish, and wild game
by indirect heat in an outdoor smoker or covered grill using hardwood of choice to infuse a
smoked flavor. In noncommercial smoking, hardwood is used to produce the desired smoke
flavor while charcoal (see Charcoal, 204) generally is used to provide the heat source.SORBET:
N. An ice usually made with fruit juice and/or pureed or very finely chopped fruit pulp, and a
sugar and water syrup. Egg white or gelatin may also be ingredients.SOUFFLÉ: N. A very light,
airy, high-rising, baked dessert or savory usually made with a sauce or mixture containing egg
yolks, beaten egg whites, and sometimes pureed or ground food. Special round, straight-sided
dishes are generally used for baking soufflés. Soufflés must be served immediately after
removal from the oven, before they lose their height and puffiness due to the escape of
air.SPICES: N. The pungently flavored roots, stems, bark, seeds, buds, or fruit of certain plants
and trees used for seasoning foods.STEAM: V. (1) To cook food in steam by placing it in a
perforated, metal container suspended over boiling or simmering water in a covered pan. (2) To
cook food in an airtight container lowered into low-simmering water, as in steamed
puddings.STIR: V. To move a utensil, usually a spoon, through a liquid or a pliable mixture,
principally in a circular motion around a bowl or pan, for the purpose of mixing ingredients or
preventing a mixture from sticking to the bottom of a pan during cooking.STIR-FRY: V. To cook,
in a wok (see definition) or skillet, bite-sized slices or pieces of meat and/or vegetables in a
small amount of oil over medium-high to high heat, stirring and turning constantly. The
vegetables are cooked until just tender but still crisp.STOCK: N. Same as broth (see
definition).TAPIOCA: N. A starch from the root of the tropical cassava plant. Available in granular
form (quick-cooking tapioca) and two sizes of small, round pellets (small pearl and large pearl
tapioca). Most commonly used to make tapioca pudding and as a thickener in fruit pies and
other fruit desserts. Also available in flour form.TEPID: ADJ. Moderately warm; lukewarm (see
definition).TOAST: V. To brown a food by exposure to dry heat.TRIPLE SEC: N. An orange-
flavored liqueur (see definition).TRUSS: V. To bind the legs and wings of a fowl close to the
carcass, and to bind the carcass cavities, usually with poultry skewers and/or cotton string, in
preparation for cooking.VINAIGRETTE: N. A salad dressing (or sauce) made of oil and vinegar.
Seasonings and other additions may be used. Variations on vinaigrette substitute lemon juice or
wine for the vinegar. (See headnotes for Vinaigrette Dressings and Basic Vinaigrette Dressing,
page 129.)VINEGAR: N. An acetic and other acid solution produced by fermentation. Four
common types of vinegar are cider, distilled white, wine, and malt. Herb, fruit, nut, and other
flavored vinegars usually are made by flavoring wine vinegars.WHIP: V. To beat (see definition)
very rapidly and vigorously for the purpose of incorporating air and increasing volume, as in
whipped cream.WINE: N. The fermented juice of grapes. Also, the fermented juice of other fruits
or other plant products.WOK: N. A bowl-shaped, Asian cooking utensil used like a skillet;



especially good for stir-frying (see definition for Stir-Fry).ZEST: N. Very small, thin curls or pieces
of the colored, outer part of the peel of citrus fruits; used for flavoring or decoration.Boiling Point
of Water at Various AltitudesAs altitude increases, atmospheric pressure decreases due to a
thinner blanket of air. As the atmospheric pressure decreases, causing less weight of air on the
surface of water, the boiling point of water also decreases. At sea level, water boils at 212°F. The
following chart shows the boiling point of water at higher altitudes.AltitudeBoiling Point of
WaterSea Level212°F.1,000 ft.210°F.2,000 ft.208°F.3,000 ft.206°F.4,000 ft.204°F.5,000
ft.203°F.6,000 ft.201°F.7,000 ft.199°F.8,000 ft.197°F.To find out the altitude of the location in
which you live, call the local Extension Service office serving your county or your local district
conservationist with the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation
Service.Weather conditions also affect the boiling point of water, but to a far less extent than
altitude. At a given altitude, high barometric pressure causes water to boil at a somewhat higher
temperature and low barometric pressure causes water to boil at a somewhat lower temperature.
Therefore, when recipes call for cooking foods to a specific number of degrees above the boiling
point of water, it is a good idea to check the boiling point of water with a candy thermometer just
before making these products.Food SafetyThere is greater prevalence of foodborne illness than
most people realize. It is estimated that 33 million cases of food poisoning occur in the United
States each year. It is further estimated that 85 percent of these cases could have been avoided
if consumers had followed safe food storage, handling, and cooking practices.Food poisoning,
caused by harmful bacteria, parasites, and viruses, normally produces intestinal flu-like
symptoms which last a few hours to several days. However, in the case of botulism, or when
foodborne illness strikes infants and young people, pregnant women, elderly people, ill persons,
or people with weakened immune systems, it can be serious or sometimes fatal.You are usually
unaware that harmful bacteria are present. They are microscopic in size, and you normally can’t
taste, smell, or see them. Of course, when food has an unusual odor or appearance, it should be
discarded immediately, untasted. Most moldy food should be discarded. The poisons that molds
can form are found under the surface of food. Hard cheeses, salamis, and firm fruits and
vegetables can sometimes be safely saved if a large section of the food around and under the
mold is cut away.Safe storage, sanitation, and proper cooking are critical factors in food safety.
Below are general food safety guidelines, as well as particular food safety procedures for
packed lunches, picnics, and microwave ovens. Food safety guidelines for several specific foods
are found in other sections of The Blue Ribbon Country Cookbook, as follows:Meat Safety, page
134Meat Safety for Outdoor Cooking, page 204Poultry and Stuffings (Dressings) Safety, page
168Fish and Shellfish Safety, page 184Egg Safety, page 220• When you are doing errands, do
your grocery shopping last—just before you return home. At the grocery store, select perishable
foods requiring refrigeration after you have selected the nonperishable items on your list.
Transport perishable foods home and get them under refrigeration as soon as possible.• Do not
purchase any food you will not use by the expiration date given on the packaging.• Refrigerate
perishable foods at 40°F. or below. Keep your refrigerator as cold as possible without freezing



stored milk and fresh vegetables. Keep your freezer and the freezing compartment of your
refrigerator at 0°F. or below. At 0°F. bacterial growth is stopped. Use an appliance thermometer
to check the temperatures of your refrigerator and freezer.• Thaw food in the refrigerator or in the
microwave oven (see Microwave Ovens [page 15–16] for procedural information), not on the
kitchen counter or in the sink. Thawing proceeds from the outside in, so surface bacteria can
multiply to illness-causing levels before food is thawed all the way
through.EQUIVALENCIESFoodQuantityApproximate EquivalencyApples1 lb.3 c. slicedBeans,
navy, dried½ lb. (1 c.)2½ c. cookedBran flakes crumbs2 c. unrolled flakes1 c. rolled
crumbsBread crumbsdry bread1 slice¼ c. processed or rolled crumbsfresh bread1 slice½ c.
crumbsButter¼ lb. (1 stick)½ c. or 8 tbsp.Carrots, fresh Cheese1 lb.3 c. shreddedcheddar4 oz.1
c. shreddedcottage cheese8 oz.1 c.cream cheese3 oz.¼ c. plus 2 tbsp.Parmesan4 oz.1 c.
gratedRomano4 oz.1 c. gratedSwiss4 oz.1 c. shreddedChocolatebaking squares chips1 oz. 6
oz.1 square 1 c.Coconutflaked7 oz.2 c.Cookie crumbschocolate wafers15 2¼-inch wafers1 c.
rolled crumbsvanilla wafers22 wafers1 c. rolled crumbsCracker crumbsgraham crackers20
squares1½ c. finely rolled crumbsRitz crackers12 crackers½ c. rolled crumbssaltines10
crackers½ c. rolled crumbsCreamsour cream (commercial)8 oz.1 c.sour cream (homemade)8
oz.1 c.whipping cream1 c. (½ pint)2 c. whippedGelatin, unflavored¼-oz. envelope2 tsp.Honey16
oz.1 c.Mandarin11-oz. can,1 c.orangedrainedsegments, canned11-oz. can, drained;¾+
c.segmentscut in halfwidthwise15-oz. can,1½ c.drained15-oz. can,1¼ c.drained;segmentscut in
halfwidthwiseMilkevaporated5-oz. can½ c. plus2 tbsp.12-oz. can1½ c.sweetened condensed14-
oz. can1¼ c.Mushrooms, fresh8 oz.3 c. slicedNutsalmonds1 lb. in shells1 c. shelledBrazil nuts1
lb. in shells1½ c. shelledcashews1 lb. shelled3¼ c.hazelnuts1 lb. in shells1½ c. shelledhickory
nuts1 lb. in shells c. shelledpeanuts1 lb. in shells2 c. shelledpecans1 lb. in shells2 c. halves,
shelledwalnuts, black1 lb. in shells½ c. shelledwalnuts, English1 lb. in shells shelled1¾ c.
halves,Pastamacaroni, elbow7 oz. (2 c.)4 c. cookednoodles, egg8 oz.6 c. cookedspaghetti8 oz.4
c. cookedPopcorn¼ c.8 c. poppedRice, white, long-grain1 c.3½ c. cookedRice, wild1¼ c.4 c.
cookedShortening, vegetable1 lb.2 c.Soup, condensed, canned10 ¾-oz. can1½
c.Sugarbrown, light or dark1 lb.2¼ c. packedgranulated1 lb.2¼ c.powdered1 lb. unsifted4
c.Syrup, corn, light or dark16 oz. (1 pint)2 c.Water chestnuts, sliced, canned8-oz. can, drained1
c.THICKENER EQUIVALENCIES2 tablespoons flour =2 tablespoons quick-cooking tapioca =1
tablespoon cornstarch =1 tablespoon arrowroot• Before storing packages of raw meat, poultry,
fish, and shellfish in the refrigerator, place the packages on plates to prevent raw juices from
dripping onto other foods.• The danger temperature zone for the growth of foodborne bacteria is
between 40 and 140°F. In this temperature range, foodborne bacteria can double in number
every 20 minutes. The rule is: never leave either raw or cooked perishable foods unrefrigerated
for more than 2 hours. Normally, bacteria do not multiply to dangerous levels in less than 2
hours.• Promptly refrigerate leftovers. When refrigerating a large quantity of food, divide it among
small, shallow containers for quick cooling. Avoid packing the refrigerator. To keep food at a safe
temperature, it is necessary for the cool refrigerator air to circulate.• Hot cooking temperatures



kill most bacteria found in raw foods. For information on safe cooking temperatures for meats,
poultry and stuffings (dressings), fish, shellfish, and eggs, refer to the other food safety sections
listed above.• Use a meat thermometer or instant thermometer (page 28) to gauge the internal
temperature of meats, poultry, and other foods.• Properly refrigerated, leftover cooked foods
may safely be served cold. When reheating leftover cooked foods, bring gravies, sauces, and
soups to a boil. Thoroughly heat other leftover foods to at least 165°F (steaming hot).• An
astonishing number of bacteria are carried by hands. Wash your hands with soap and hot water
immediately before commencing to prepare food. Wash your hands again with soap and hot
water after handling raw or cooked meat, poultry, fish, shellfish, and eggs, before you handle
other food. Use a utensil, rather than your hands, to mix meat, salads, and other foods.• Wash
kitchen tools and equipment, cutting boards and other work surfaces, sink, and faucet handles
with hot, soapy water after they come in contact with raw or cooked meat, poultry, fish, shellfish,
and eggs, and before they come in contact with other food.• Use clean utensils and a clean
platter or bowl to serve cooked meat, poultry, fish, shellfish, and eggs. Do not reuse utensils,
platters, or bowls that came in contact with these foods before they were cooked unless they are
first washed in hot, soapy water.• Do not use food from damaged containers. Check cans for
dents and bulging lids, and glass jars for cracks. Check paper packages for leaks and stains.•
Do not purchase refrigerated foods that are not cold to the touch. Frozen foods should be
completely solid.• Wash fresh fruits and vegetables well to remove soil as well as bacteria,
viruses, and insecticide sprays.• Wash kitchen towels, dishcloths, and sponges often. When
washing the cloth items, use the hottest water setting on the washer.• When entertaining, keep
perishable foods which will be served cold, refrigerated until serving time. Remove perishable
foods from serving tables when they have been unrefrigerated more than 2 hours, or serve cold
perishable foods on ice. Hot foods left on serving tables for consumption by guests over a period
of time should be kept heated to 145°F or above, by use of chafing dishes or other suitable
methods.• Keep pets and insects away from food, kitchen counters and sinks, and dining
tables.• For additional information on the safe storage, handling, and preparation of meat and
poultry products, as well as information on the labeling of these foods, call the Meat and Poultry
Hotline, a service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Food Safety and Inspection Service at
888-674-6854 (TTY at 800-256-7072), Monday through Friday, 10:00 A.M. –4:00 P.M. Eastern
time; or visit the Food Safety and Inspection Service Web site at www.fsis.usda.gov; or email at
mphotline.fsis@usda.gov.PACKED LUNCHES• Keep perishable foods cold. If a refrigerator is
not available for storage of your packed lunch, pack it in a small, lunch-sized, insulated cooler or
bag. Place a zipper-seal plastic bag filled with ice cubes or a frozen packet of ice or ice
substitute in the cooler or bag to keep the contents cold. A thermos may be used to keep milk or
juice cold.• If you prepare your lunch the night before, refrigerate the perishables, such as meat,
poultry, fish, and shellfish, and sandwiches and foods containing perishables such as eggs and
mayonnaise. Pack your lunch the next morning just before leaving.• Good food choices for
packed lunches are:~ Canned meats, poultry, and fish which can be opened and eaten



immediately. If the can does not have a self-opener, make sure that the can opener you use has
been washed.~ Commercially precooked and ready-to-eat meats such as bologna, salami, and
corned beef.~ Fresh fruits and vegetables.• Keep perishable foods that will be microwaved at
lunchtime in a refrigerator or in an insulated cooler or bag.• Do not leave lunch containers in the
sun or near a warm radiator or other heat source.• Wash your hands with soap and hot water
before eating lunch, or use disposable wet wipes.• Wash the lunch container after each use to
prevent bacteria from growing. An occasional washing with baking soda will help eliminate
odors.PICNICS• Pack all perishable foods in an insulated cooler kept cool with sufficient ice
cubes or frozen packets of ice or ice substitute.• Thoroughly chill perishable foods before
placing them in the cooler. Cans or bottles of beverages should be cold before placing them in
the same cooler with perishable foods.• If you are packing a large quantity of cold beverages for
a number of people, pack the beverages in one insulated container and the perishable foods in
another. This will help avert the danger of perishable foods being exposed to warm air by
frequent opening of the cooler lid.• Salads with commercial mayonnaise are safe if kept cold.
Avoid cream and custard pies, cream puffs, cream-filled rolls, and other pudding- and custard-
like foods.• When driving to and from the picnic site, try to avoid transporting the coolers in the
hot trunk of the car. If possible, carry the coolers in the passenger area.• At the picnic site, keep
the coolers in the shade. Avoid opening the lid of the cooler holding perishable foods too often. If
possible, replenish melting ice in the cooler.• If running water is not available for picnickers
responsible for the final preparation and serving of the food to wash their hands, take along
disposable wet wipes.• In hot weather of 85°F or above, do not leave food out more than 1 hour
(not including cooking time for items grilled at the picnic site).• Put leftover, perishable foods
back in the cooler as soon as you finish eating. The leftovers should be safe to save if you are
gone from home no longer than 4 to 5 hours, and the perishable foods are kept cold in the cooler
except when cooked and/or served.MICROWAVE OVENSUnique characteristics of microwave
cooking present problems in achieving the uniform cooking or reheating of food. Uneven cooking
in microwave ovens can leave cool or cold spots in food where foodborne pathogens can survive
and cause illness.When food is cooked or reheated in a microwave oven, cold spots in the food
can occur because of the irregular way in which the microwaves enter the oven and are
absorbed by the food. Further, microwaves cook food from the outside to the inside; therefore,
outer portions of food may become fully cooked or reheated while inner portions remain cool.
Additionally, microwaves heat fats, sugars, and liquids more quickly than other food elements.
These factors and others create food safety hazards which can be alleviated with the application
of special microwaving procedures.• Use only containers approved for microwave use. Glass
and glass ceramic dishes are safe for use in a microwave oven. Do not reuse containers and
trays provided with microwavable foods. They have been designed for one-time use with a
particular food product.Avoid using metal-trimmed dishes and containers, and metal twist ties.
TV dinners in aluminum foil trays no deeper than ¾ inch may be microwaved. Large pieces of
aluminum foil should not be used; however, small pieces of foil may be used to cover poultry



legs and other small areas over food, provided the foil ends are wrapped smoothly over the food
or area being covered. Any aluminum foil should be kept at least 1 inch from the sides of the
oven.Do not use dairy cartons, margarine tubs, and other such containers designed for cold
storage. The high heat of a microwave oven could cause chemicals from these containers to
invade cooking food.Carefully follow the instructions in the manufacturer’s manual that
accompanies your microwave.• Cover the food container used for microwaving food with a glass
lid or plastic wrap. Vent the plastic wrap and make certain it does not touch the food. (Unless
plastic wrap is heavy duty, it could melt when coming in contact with hot food.) Covering food in
this manner helps retain steam, which aids in obtaining thorough and even cooking, and in
destroying bacteria and other pathogens. A small amount of water added to the food assists to
create additional steam.Waxed paper is also safe for covering food in the microwave. Plain white
paper towels and napkins may be used to cover food provided they have not been made from
recycled material.• Rotate the food container during cooking to achieve even cooking. If your
microwave does not have a turntable, rotate the food container by hand once or twice during
cooking. Move food inside the container several times during cooking; stir soups, stews, and
sauces.• Adhere to the standing time called for in the recipe or package instructions. Food
continues to cook during the standing time. Specified standing times are usually about  the
length of cooking times.• Use the microwave oven temperature probe, a meat thermometer, or
an instant thermometer to make certain that food has reached a safe temperature. Check the
internal temperature of the food at several places.• Debone large pieces of meat before cooking.
Bone can prevent meat around it from cooking thoroughly.• Cook large pieces of meat at 50
percent power for longer time periods. This will help achieve proper cooking of inner areas of the
meat without overcooking the outer portions. Commercial oven bags are safe for use in the
microwave and are useful in helping to secure even cooking and a tender final product.• Do not
use the microwave oven for cooking whole, stuffed poultry. Poultry bones and density of the
stuffing (dressing) prevent even and thorough cooking.• Before commencing to thaw food in the
microwave oven, remove the food from its store wrap. Plastic trays, paper wrapping, and other
packaging material not designed for microwaving may contain chemicals which could transfer to
the food under the high heat of a microwave oven.• Do not defrost or hold food at room
temperature in the microwave for longer than 2 hours.• After thawing food in the microwave,
immediately proceed to finish cooking it. The heat of the microwave may cause outer portions of
the food to commence cooking, raising the outer temperature of the food to a level conducive to
quick bacteria multiplication.• If the microwave oven is used to partially cook food, immediately
transfer the partially cooked food to a conventional oven, broiler, or grill for completion of the
cooking. Do not partially cook food and then complete the cooking at a later time (even if the
partially cooked food will be stored in the refrigerator).• Heat leftovers and other cooked foods to
at least 165°F (steaming hot).The Functions of Ingredients in Batters and DoughsFlour, liquid,
fat, sugar, eggs, leavening, and salt are the basic ingredients used in batters and doughs. The
quality of home-baked products depends on the proportions of ingredients, how they are mixed,



and the cooking temperatures and times. These relationships affect the color, flavor, texture,
shape, and volume of the final product.FLOURFlour contains proteins that combine with liquid to
form gluten. This sticky, elastic material gets stronger and more elastic as the batter is stirred or
the dough is kneaded. These strands of gluten form a network of cells that expand when heated.
Baking “sets” this framework.Flour also contains starch, which absorbs liquid and swells. When
heated, this adds body to the framework of baked foods.Three common types of flour are:All-
purpose flour. A blend of hard and soft wheat flours, which makes it versatile for many products.
It is usually enriched, and may be bleached or unbleached.Bread flour. Made from hard wheat
and is rich in protein, which forms strong gluten. It is desirable for yeast breads.Cake flour. Made
from soft wheat. As it is lower in protein, less gluten is developed. Thus, it produces more tender
cakes.When the same amount of liquid is used, both all-purpose flour and bread flour produce a
stiffer dough than cake flour.Whole wheat, buckwheat, rye, barley, and soy are among other
types of flours used in batters and doughs.LIQUIDSome type of liquid is needed to develop the
gluten, gelatinize the starch, activate the leavening agent, and dissolve the sugar and salt to
distribute them through the batter or dough.The proportion of water and flour helps determine
the amount of gluten formed.Milk is the most commonly used liquid, although fruit juice and
water also can be used. Whole milk is 87.69 percent water and also contains protein. Milk tends
to give baked products a finer texture, better color, and somewhat different flavor than
water.FATShortening, cooking oil, butter, and margarine make baked products tender and rich.
They also help retain freshness and serve to blend and distribute flavorings. When butter is
used, it gives a special flavor to the final product.Since fat is insoluble in any of the other
ingredients, it separates the particles of dough. During baking, the fat melts while other
ingredients are setting up. It is easy for the leavening gas to expand into the tiny areas of melted
fat. However, excess fat weakens the gluten structure and can cause the product to decrease in
volume or fall.Vegetable shortenings and oils are 100 percent fat. By contrast, butter and
margarine combine 80 percent fat with 20 percent water and milk solids.SUGARAlthough
primarily added for sweetening, sugar has additional functions. As it caramelizes with heat,
sugar helps the product brown during baking. It also increases the tenderness of the
product.Honey, corn syrup, and molasses are sugars and can be substituted for granulated
sugar. However, the amount of liquid used also must be adjusted.Noncaloric sweetening agents
require special recipes. They contribute a sweet flavor but do not tenderize or increase browning.
Sometimes they lose their sweetening power and become bitter with heat.EGGSBy their
emulsifying action, egg yolks bring about even distribution of fat in batters and doughs. They
promote tenderness and a fine texture. The egg proteins, along with gluten, form the structure of
the product.Beaten eggs, particularly beaten egg whites, aid in leavening because of the
formation of tiny air cells. The air expands on heating and steam is formed from the moisture of
the egg. As the egg proteins coagulate with heating, the cell walls become
set.LEAVENINGLeavening is produced by the release and/or expansion of gas within a batter or
dough. A variety of substances contribute to lighten the batter or dough.Air is incorporated in



baking mixtures in several ways. The most common is folding beaten egg whites into the batter.
Other ways include beating whole eggs, creaming sugar and fat, and beating the batter
itself.Heating the batter or dough causes the air bubbles to expand, making the batter light.
Angel food cakes depend on the incorporation of air for one-half to two-thirds of their
leavening.Baking powder releases gas during mixing and/or baking and is used in most cakes
and quick breads. Baking powder contains baking soda (sodium bicarbonate) and acid-reacting
ingredients. In the presence of moisture and heat, these components react to form carbon
dioxide gas, which expands and leavens.Baking powder contains cornstarch to keep the mixture
dry by absorbing moisture, and to standardize measuring.Baking soda is required to neutralize
an acid ingredient such as buttermilk, sour cream, sour milk, or molasses. The combination
releases carbon dioxide gas, which leavens the batter or dough.Steam provides the leavening in
batters containing large proportions of liquid, such as popovers and cream puffs. When water is
heated, it produces more than 1,600 times its volume in steam.Yeast is a microscopic plant that
grows rapidly in a warm, moist medium. It ferments sugar and/or starch to form carbon dioxide
gas and alcohol. The gas is the principal leavener, but the alcohol vaporizes during baking and
also helps in leavening. During baking, the heat expands the gas, stops the yeast action in the
raised dough, evaporates the alcohol, and sets the gluten.SALTThe major function of salt in
baked products is to add and enhance flavor. In yeast breads, it helps to control the action of the
yeast, thus improving texture.This section consists of edited extractions from Publication
N-2857: What’s in a Recipe? published by Iowa State University, Cooperative Extension Service,
Ames, Iowa, in March 1986, and prepared by Phyllis Olson and Diane Nelson.For additional
information on the function of ingredients in yeast dough, see Yeast Breads and Rolls, page
346.TechniquesTO COOK AND BAKE AT HIGH ALTITUDESAtmospheric pressure decreases
as altitude increases. This fact has several ramifications which affect cooking and baking. As
altitude increases:• water and other liquids boil at lower temperatures;• water and other liquids
evaporate faster at a given temperature;• leavening gases expand more.These principles
necessitate adjustments in ingredients, temperature, time, and procedures in the cooking and
baking of many foods at high altitudes. Most cookbook recipes, including those herein, are
written for use at sea level. (see Note, page 21). This section gives some guidelines for adjusting
sea-level recipes for use at higher altitudes. While adjustments for altitude are definitive in the
preparation of some food products such as the processing of home-canned foods, exact
formulas cannot be given for modifications of sea-level recipes for many items, such as cakes,
quick and yeast breads, and cookies. Cooks and bakers will need to experiment with
adjustments to specific recipes for these products in order to fine-tune modifications—if
modifications are needed at all.At sea level, the temperature of boiling water is 212°F. For each
500 feet above sea level, the boiling point of water decreases approximately 1°F. See Boiling
Point of Water at Various Altitudes (page 10) for a chart and a more complete
explanation.GENERAL COOKING: Because water boils at lower temperatures at higher
altitudes, it often takes longer to cook foods at high elevations. In addition, it may be necessary



to increase liquid due to greater vaporization before foods are fully cooked.BOILED CANDIES
AND FROSTINGS: When making boiled candies and frostings, the temperature of the boiling
sugar mixture (syrup) exceeds the temperature of boiling water as the water in the syrup
evaporates. The less water in the syrup, the higher the temperature rises above the boiling point
of water. The temperature of the boiling syrup, gauged by a candy thermometer, is the most
accurate way of determining when sufficient water has evaporated.In principle, for each 500 feet
above sea level, the temperature to which candies and frostings are boiled should be decreased
1°F. from the temperature called for in sea-level recipes. However, another factor should be
taken into account: at any given altitude, the atmospheric pressure frequently varies somewhat
due to changing weather conditions. Thus, atmospheric conditions also affect the boiling point of
water (see page 10). Therefore, it is a good practice to test the temperature of boiling water
immediately before commencing to make boiled candy or frosting.To test for the boiling point of
water, attach the candy thermometer to a saucepan of water. Bring the water to a boil and let it
boil for a few minutes, or until the thermometer indicator stops rising. The thermometer reading
will give the current boiling point of water from which any necessary adjustments in the recipe
can be calculated. For example, if the thermometer registers 210°F (2°F below 212°F, the boiling
point of water at sea level) and the sea-level candy recipe to be followed calls for the syrup to be
brought to 234°F, the temperature to which the syrup should be boiled will be decreased 2°F, or
to 232°F.It should be noted that candy thermometers are not always precisely accurate. Testing
for the boiling point of water will accommodate any inaccuracy in the
thermometer.SHORTENED CAKES: Most sea-level cake recipes do not require adjustment
when used at altitudes of less than 3,000 feet above sea level. At altitudes of 3,000 feet and
above, adjustments may be necessary.GUIDELINE ADJUSTMENTS TO SEA-LEVEL RECIPES
FOR SHORTENED CAKES BAKED AT HIGH ALTITUDESAltitude of Baking
LocationAdjustment3,000 feet5,000 feet7,000 feetBaking PowderFor each teaspoon,
decrease⅛ teaspoon⅛ to ¼ teaspoon¼ teaspoonSugarFor each cup, decrease0 to 1
tablespoon0 to 2 tablespoons1 to 3 tablespoonsLiquidFor each cup, increase1 to 2
tablespoons2 to 4 tablespoons3 to 4 tablespoonsAt high altitudes, cakes made using sea-level
recipes may rise excessively due to less atmospheric pressure. This overexpansion stretches
the cell structure of the cake, causing coarse texture or causing the cake to fall if the cells break.
A decrease in the leavening agent usually will correct this problem. Also, an increase in baking
temperature by 15°F to 25°F will help set the cake structure before it collapses.Faster and
excessive evaporation of liquid in cakes baked at high altitudes causes dryness and a higher
concentration of sugar, resulting in a weakened cell structure. (One of the functions of sugar in
cake batter is to increase tenderness; see The Functions of Ingredients in Batters and Doughs,
page 17.) This problem may be alleviated by a reduction in sugar and/or an increase in liquid.
Because eggs help strengthen cell structure, the addition of an egg or an egg yolk may be
warranted.Fat, like sugar, weakens cell structure. Therefore, in a very rich cake, a reduction of fat
by 1 to 2 tablespoons per cup may be part of the solution.The chart, above, gives ranges for



adjustments in baking powder, sugar, and liquid for shortened cakes baked at designated high
altitudes. It is suggested that the smaller adjustments be used when first modifying a
recipe.ANGEL FOOD AND SPONGE CAKES: Air is one of the primary leavening agents in
angel food and sponge cakes (see page 448). Much of the air in these cakes is incorporated by
the inclusion of numerous beaten egg whites. At high altitudes, air incorporation can be reduced
in these cakes by beating the egg whites only until soft peaks fall over, and not until they are stiff.
An increase in flour by 1 or 2 tablespoons, a reduction in sugar by 1 or 2 tablespoons, and an
increase in baking temperature are other suggested modifications.QUICK BREADS: To adjust
sea-level recipes for baking cake-type quick breads at high altitudes, follow the
recommendations for Shortened Cakes, above.Biscuit and muffin-type quick bread recipes
generally need no alteration for use in high altitudes due to the resilience of their cell structure,
which deters overexpansion. However, due to inadequate neutralization, baking powder and
baking soda can sometimes produce a bitter or alkaline taste in these products baked at high
altitudes. If this occurs, flavor generally can be enhanced by a slight decrease in these leavening
agents.YEAST BREADS: Yeast breads rise more rapidly at high altitudes. As a shorter rising
period reduces the desired time for development of flavor, it is particularly advisable to let the
dough rise twice before shaping. Be careful to allow the dough to rise only until doubled in bulk
(see Raising Dough, page 348).Flour is generally drier in high, dry locations, making the flour
capable of greater liquid absorption. As a result, less flour may be required at higher
elevations.COOKIES: While many sea-level cookie recipes may be used without adjustment at
high altitudes, slight adjustments often improve the quality of the end results. Possible
adjustments include slight increases in baking temperature, liquid, and flour; and slight
decreases in baking powder or baking soda, sugar, and fat.PIECRUST: Sea-level piecrust
recipes usually do not require modification for use at high altitudes. However, slightly more liquid
may be needed due to the general occurrence of drier flour in higher elevations.PUDDINGS
AND CREAM PIE FILLINGS: At altitudes above 5,000 feet, puddings and cream pie fillings
made in a double boiler do not reach a high enough temperature to achieve maximum
gelatinization of cornstarch or flour ingredients used as thickeners. Therefore, in locations above
5,000 feet, these products should be made in a saucepan over direct heat.HOME-CANNED
PRODUCTS: Altitude is a critical factor in the safe canning of foods at every altitude. Length of
processing time in boiling-water bath canning and pounds of pressure in pressure canning are
determined, in part, by the altitude of the canning location.NOTE: Recipes specifically written for
use at high altitudes are available. Contact the local Cooperative Extension Service office
serving your county for assistance in securing such recipes.Several excellent high-altitude
recipe booklets have been published by Colorado State University Cooperative Extension.
Copies may be secured at reasonable prices. For information, visit their Web site at
www.cerc.colostate.edu/titles.html#food or write:Cooperative Extension Resource Center115
General Services BuildingColorado State UniversityFort Collins, Colorado 80523TO USE
HERBSWHAT ARE HERBS? There is not a clear-cut consensus as to the definition of an herb



(pronounced “erb” in the United States and “herb” in England). Herbalists, lexicographers,
botanists, and culinarians vary in their opinions as to what makes an herb an herb—particularly
when contrasting herbs with spices.As applied to culinary use, I define herbs and spices as
follows:Herbs: The fresh or dried green leaves of certain plants used for flavoring foods.Spices:
The pungently flavored roots, stems, bark, seeds, buds, or fruit of certain plants and trees used
for seasoning foods.Strictly speaking, by these definitions dillweed and fennel weed are herbs,
while dill seed and fennel seed are spices. However, dill seed and fennel seed often are
categorized as herbs along with the leaves of these plants. I plead “culinary license” in siding
with these exceptions in my own definitions.Herbalists frequently label certain flowers as herbs
based upon their aromatic, cosmetic, or medicinal utility. However, for culinary purposes, I prefer
to exclude edible flowers from designation as herbs (see Edible Flowers, page 316).Since
ancient times, both herbs and spices have been highly valued for their medicinal, aromatic,
cosmetic, and culinary uses as well as for their beauty. In early history, they also were employed
in religious rites and were steeped in symbolism. Herbs, an essential part of Roman gardens,
were cultivated, studied, and widely used in monasteries for many centuries. By the 1400’s, herb
gardens had become quite widespread.HERB CHARTSOUPS
STEWSSALADSMEATSPOULTRYBASILTomato, Vegetable, Chicken, and Minestrone Soups;
Beef, Pork, Veal and Bratwurst StewsGreens; Vegetable; Tomato and Onion; Chicken; Shellfish;
Italian and Vinaigrette Salad DressingsBeef, Pork, Veal, and Lamb; Meat Casseroles; Swiss
Steak; Italian Meat and Sauce DishesBaked Chicken; Sautéed Chicken Breasts; Turkey
DishesBAY LEAVESVegetable Beef Soup; Beef and Chicken Broth; Corn Chowder; Bratwurst,
Beef, and Fish StewsSeldom UsedBeef; Beef and Noodles; Sauerbraten; Italian Meat Sauces;
LambCertain Chicken Dishes such as Chicken CacciatoreCHERVILVegetable and Cream
Soups; Broths; Decoration for Most Soups; Fish Soups and Stews; Meat and Vegetable
StewsVegetable; Chicken; Turkey; Greens; Sliced Tomatoes; Cottage Cheese; Egg; PotatoBeef;
Veal; Béarnaise SauceBaked Chicken; Chicken Casseroles; Cornish Game Hens; Turkey
Dishes; StuffingsCHIVESVegetable and Chicken Noodle Soups; Soup Topping; Decoration for
Many Soups and StewsGreens; Vegetable; Cucumber; Potato; Cottage Cheese; Avocado;
Vinaigrette Salad DressingGround Beef and Pork Dishes; Ham Salad; VealChicken Breasts;
Turkey CasserolesCORIANDER (Cilantro; Chinese Parsley)Tomato Soup; Garnish for Chicken
and Pea SoupsGreens; Vegetable; Bell Pepper; TomatoGarnish for Beef and Pork; Lamb;
Smoked MeatsCornish Game Hens; ChickenDILLWEEDCucumber, Vegetable, Tomato, Split
Pea, and Chicken Soups; ChowdersCucumber; Shrimp; Cottage Cheese; Cabbage; Potato;
Vegetable; Fish; Salad DressingsCold Sliced Beef; Veal; LambChicken Casseroles; Turkey
DishesFENNEL WEEDTomato, Cucumber, and Lentil Soups; Meat and Fish StewsShrimp;
Other Shellfish; Fish; Green Bean; Pasta; Greens; Salad DressingsBeef; Pork; LambChicken;
Goose; DuckMARJORAMChicken, Onion, Fish, Tomato, and Potato Soups; Meat and Vegetable
StewsGreens; Vegetable; Cottage Cheese; Cabbage; Fish; Shellfish; Chicken; Salad
DressingsVeal; Ground Beef Dishes; Braised Beef Dishes; Lamb; Meat SaucesBaked Chicken;



Turkey; Chicken and Turkey Casseroles; Duck; StuffingsFISH SHELLFISHWILD
GAMEVEGETABLESEGGS CHEESEBREADSHalibut; Baked and Poached Fish; Salmon; Tuna;
All ShellfishQuail; Venison; Rabbit; Duck; MooseTomatoes; Zucchini; Potatoes; Lima Beans;
Peas; Corn; Carrots; Asparagus; BroccoliScrambled Eggs; Omelets; Pasta and Cheese Dishes;
Cheese Spreads; Combined with Grated Parmesan or Romano Cheese; Cottage Cheese;
Cream Cheese; Cheese SaucesYeast Breads; Muffins; Toasted Herb Bread; Sautéed Toast
PointsPoached Salmon; Poached Shellfish; Shrimp DishesBraised Pheasant; Venison; Rabbit;
Antelope; Grouse; Partridge; QuailPotatoes; Tomatoes; Beets; SauerkrautRarely UsedNot
UsedMild Fish Fillets; Baked Fish Dishes; Fish SaucesPartridge; Quail; Pheasant; Woodcock;
Wild Turkey; StuffingsCarrots; Spinach; Potatoes; Peas; Zucchini; Tomatoes; Cabbage;
SquashOmelets; Scrambled Eggs; Baked Egg Dishes; Cottage Cheese; Cream Cheese;
Cheese Dips and Spreads; Cheese SaucesToasted Herb BreadSalmon; Most Baked and
Broiled Fish; Shellfish Dishes; Green SauceQuail; Rabbit; Partridge; Wild TurkeyPotatoes;
Creamed Peas; Tomatoes; Lima Beans; Corn; Onions; ArtichokesOmelets; All Egg Dishes;
Cheese Sauces; Cottage Cheese; Cream CheeseToasted Herb BreadAll ShellfishQuail;
GrouseCorn; Tomatoes; Onions; Beets; Potatoes; SalsaCream Cheese Spreads; Cottage
CheeseQuick BreadsSalmon; Tuna; All Fish and Shellfish; Green SaucePrairie Chicken; Wild
Turkey BreastPotatoes; Parsnips; Carrots; Cucumbers; Peas; Green Beans; Brussels Sprouts;
CauliflowerBaked Egg Dishes; Creamed Eggs; Cottage Cheese; Casseroles with Cheese
Sauces; Swiss and Cheddar Cheese Spreads; Cheese SaucesYeast Breads; Bagels; Croutons;
Toasted Herb Bread; Sautéed Toast PointsBroiled Fish Fillets; Salmon; Mackerel; Shellfish; Fish
SaucesDuck; Goose; MooseTomatoes; Cucumbers; Green Beans; Cabbage; Onions; Zucchini;
PotatoesVegetable Omelets; Baked Egg Dishes; Cottage Cheese; Cheese SpreadsYeast
Breads; Toasted Herb BreadTuna, Swordfish, and Halibut Steaks; Salmon; Lobster; Crab
Dishes; Fish SaucesDuck; Goose; Wild Turkey; Venison; Rabbit; Elk; StuffingsGreen Beans;
Broccoli; Asparagus; Brussels Sprouts; Eggplant; Sauerkraut; Corn; CarrotsEgg Dishes;
Scrambled Eggs; Omelets; Cheese Dishes; Cheese SpreadsBagels; Toasted Herb
BreadSOUPS STEWSSALADSMEATSPOULTRYMINTSplit Pea, Cold Cucumber, Lentil, Black
Bean, and Cream of Vegetable SoupsDecoration for Fruit Salads; Melon; Cucumber; Fish; Mint-
flavored Mayonnaise for Fruit SaladsLamb and Lamb Sauces; Veal Sauces; Mint Jelly for Lamb
GarnishCold Sliced Chicken and TurkeyOREGANOCream of Broccoli, Tomato, Vegetable Beef,
and Minestrone Soups; Chowders; Gumbos; Meat StewsVegetable; Fish; ShellfishMeat Loaf;
Spanish Rice; Italian Meatballs and Sauces; Veal; Pork; Meat StuffingsChickenPARSLEYPotato,
Vegetable, Wild Rice, and Tomato Soups; Beef and Chicken Broth; Corn Chowder; Chili; Beef,
Pork, and Veal StewsGreens; Vegetable; Wild Rice; Chicken; Turkey; Fish; Egg; Italian and
Vinaigrette Salad DressingsAll Meats; Meat Roulades; Ground Beef, Veal, Pork, and Ham
Dishes; Swiss Steak; Italian Meat and Sauce Dishes; Béarnaise SauceBaked Chicken; Chicken
and Turkey Dishes; Duck; Goose; Plate Decoration for All PoultryROSEMARYPea, Chicken, and
Potato Soups; Fish Chowder; Bratwurst Stews; Meat and Vegetable StewsBeef, Pork, and Lamb;



Vegetable; Greens; Fish; Shellfish; Salad DressingsBeef; Roast Pork; Lamb; Ham; Meat Sauces
and GraviesChicken; Turkey; Duck; Cornish Game Hens; StuffingsSAGEChicken, Turkey;
Tomato, and Fish Soups; Chowders; Pork StewsCottage Cheese; Chicken; Turkey; Duck; Goose;
Pork; Asparagus; Artichoke; Salad DressingsPork Sausage; Roast Pork; Ground Pork Dishes;
Lamb; Sauces and GraviesStuffings for Chicken and Turkey; Chicken and Turkey Casseroles;
Duck; Goose; Sauces and GraviesSUMMER SAVORYVegetable, Onion, Pea, Lentil, and
Chicken Noodle Soups; Broths; Meat and Vegetable StewsVegetable; Greens; Cabbage; Potato;
Tomato; Cucumber; PoultryPork Sausage; Beef; Pork; Veal; Lamb; Calf’s Liver; Sauces and
GraviesBaked Chicken; Turkey Casseroles; Cornish Game Hens; StuffingsTARRAGONTomato,
Vegetable, Chicken, Dried Bean, Pea, and Cream Soups; Chowders; Meat StewsZucchini;
Green Bean; Lettuce and Vegetable; Tomato; Fish; Shellfish; Salad DressingsBeef; Pork; Veal;
Lamb; Béarnaise SauceBaked and Creamed Chicken; Turkey Dishes; Duck; Goose; Sauces and
GraviesTHYMEVegetable, Pea, Chicken, Beef, and Tomato Soups; Fish Chowders;
GumbosGreens; Fish; Shellfish; Green Bean; Tomato; Chicken; Turkey; Vegetable; Salad
DressingBeef; Stuffed Cabbage Leaves and Stuffed Onions using Ground Beef; Lamb; Veal;
Barbecue Sauce; Sauces and GraviesScalloped Chicken; Turkey Casseroles; Baked Chicken;
Corn Bread Dressing; Wild Rice DressingFISH SHELLFISHWILD GAMEVEGETABLESEGGS
CHEESEBREADSBaked and Broiled Fish; Fish Sauces; SalmonCold Sliced Wild Turkey
BreastPeas; Celery; Carrots; Potatoes; Green Beans; Spinach; EggplantCottage Cheese; Cream
CheeseSeldom UsedAll Fish; Fish Sauces; Scalloped OystersVenison; Pheasant; Dove;
AntelopeTomatoes; Mushrooms; Eggplant; Onions; Asparagus; Broccoli; Potatoes; Squash; Bell
PeppersScrambled Eggs; Omelets; Pizza; Cheese Sauces; Cheese SpreadsYeast BreadsBaked
Fish; Tuna; Salmon; Swordfish and Halibut Steaks; Escargots; Scalloped Oysters; Most Shellfish; 
Green Sauce; Caper SauceGoose, Duck, and Venison Pâtés; Woodcock; Quail; Pheasant;
Baked Duck; Goose; Grouse; StuffingsCarrots; Potatoes; Tomatoes; Beets; Cauliflower; Sautéed
Onions and Mushrooms; Most VegetablesGarnish for Deviled Eggs and Egg Dishes; All Egg
Dishes; Cottage Cheese; Cheese Dips and Spreads; All Cheese Dishes; Combined with Grated
Parmesan or Romano CheeseYeast Breads; Dumplings; Toasted Sesame Bread; Toasted
Parmesan-Parsley Bread; Toasted Herb Bread; Sautéed Toast PointsFull-flavored Fish; Halibut;
Tuna; Salmon; All ShellfishVenison; Elk; Moose; Goose; Antelope; Duck; Rabbit;
DoveCauliflower; Kohlrabi; Carrots; Onions; Zucchini; Red Bell Peppers; TurnipsBaked Egg
Dishes; Selected Cheese Dishes; Cheese SaucesYeast Breads; Corn Bread; Biscuits;
Dumplings; Toasted Herb BreadAll Fish; Stuffings for Fish; Special Flavoring for
ShellfishPartridge; Prairie Chicken; Grouse; Pheasant; Quail; Duck; Goose; StuffingsBrussels
Sprouts; Tomatoes; Green Beans; Artichokes; Eggplant; Zucchini; Carrots; CeleryCreamed
Eggs; Egg Casseroles; Cheese Spreads; Baked Dishes with Cheese; Swiss Cheese
SaucesYeast Breads; Buns; Dumplings; Corn Bread; Corn FrittersAll Baked and Broiled Fish; All
Shellfish; Fish SaucesPartridge; Quail; Grouse; Prairie Chicken; PheasantCarrots; Peas; Green
Beans; Zucchini; Cauliflower; Rutabagas; Asparagus; Lima Beans; ArtichokesScrambled Eggs;



Omelets; Soufflés; Cream Cheese; Cheese Dips; Casseroles with CheeseDumplings; Biscuits;
Toasted Herb BreadBaked and Broiled Fish; Poached Fish; Lobster; Fish SaucesElk; Moose;
Duck; Goose; Pheasant; PartridgeGreen Beans; Tomatoes; Asparagus; Kohlrabi; Sautéed
Onions and Mushrooms; Spinach; BeetsEgg Dishes; Soufflés; Cheese Casseroles; Cottage
Cheese; Cheese SpreadsCroutons; Toasted Herb BreadPoached Salmon; Baked and Broiled
Fish; Shellfish Dishes; Fish Sauces; Fish and Shellfish SpreadsVenison; Duck; Quail; Goose;
Rabbit; Pheasant; Partridge; Wild Turkey; StuffingsOnions; Potatoes; Carrots; Tomatoes;
Asparagus; Eggplant; Sauerkraut; Spinach; CauliflowerEgg Dishes; Scrambled Eggs; Cottage
Cheese; Casseroles with Cheese; Cheese Dips and SpreadsYeast Breads; Muffins; Dumplings;
Rolls; Corn Bread; Biscuits; Toasted Herb BreadHerbs and spices continue to play a central role
in modern-day life, primarily as flavor-enhancers for food. While spices have been consistently
prized and heavily used, especially in sweet, baked goods and desserts, herbs are enjoying a
groundswell of new popularity in everyday cooking.In the agricultural Heartland, the pleasure of
herb gardening is undergoing a renaissance, buoyed by herb study clubs which focus on both
the cultivation of herbs and their use in cooking. The nutritional benefits derived from the
substitution of herbs for food flavorings high in fat and cholesterol have given further impetus to
the resurgent interest in herb cookery.COOKING WITH HERBS: In cooking, herbs may be used
fresh or dried. Fresh herbs are definitely preferable because a measure of characteristic flavor
and aroma, as well as potency, is lost when herbs are dried. This is particularly apparent when
subtle, delicately flavored herbs, such as chervil and summer savory, are dried. Another hazard
in using dried herbs is their relatively short shelf life of approximately 9 to 12 months. When kept
too long, herbs lose much of their individualistic flavor and aroma, deteriorating to a grasslike
state. To best retard this deterioration, freshly dried and crushed herbs should be placed in
tightly covered jars or bottles and stored in a dark, dry, cool place.In general, fresh and dried
herbs may be used interchangeably if the proportions are altered. Use 3 portions of fresh herbs
to 1 portion of dried herbs; in other words:3 teaspoons (1 tablespoon) fresh herbs = 1 teaspoon
dried herbs.Be prudent and cautious about using multiple herbs to flavor the same dish. While
many herbs such as parsley, chives, and chervil, are successfully used in combination with other
herbs, be careful when it comes to using more than one predominant herb in a single dish. And
avoid overwhelming the flavor of a dish with too great a quantity of herbs. Properly used, herbs
should complement, not overtake.To use dried, crushed (not ground) herbs that can be removed
from a dish after cooking, place them in a cheesecloth bag (page 28).The Herb Chart on pages
22–25 suggests some of the foods which popularly used herbs complement.TO SNIP FRESH
HERBS: Fresh herbs are commonly snipped into tiny pieces for use in cooking. First, wash the
sprigs of herbs in cold water and place them in a colander to drain. Bounce the herbs in the
colander to expel as much water as possible. Place the herbs, single layer, between layers of
paper towels to dry.Using your fingers or kitchen scissors, remove the leaves from the stems of
the herbs; discard the stems. Place the leaves on a cutting board, the top of which is at least 1¼
inches higher than the counter surface (to allow space for the scissoring procedure, to follow).



Holding the kitchen scissors parallel with the top of the cutting board, while containing the herb
leaves with your free hand, snip the leaves to the desired fineness, cutting through the entire
little pile of herbs with each cut of the scissors.An exception to this procedure is the method
used to snip chives. The structure of chive leaves allows them to be cut into uniform pieces using
standard scissor-cutting procedure.Snipped fresh herbs may be stored in the refrigerator in
small, airtight containers for 2 to 4 days.TO MAKE A FRESH BOUQUET GARNI: A fresh
bouquet garni is an assortment of selected fresh herb sprigs, tied together and added during
cooking to dishes, such as soups and stews, for flavor enhancement. It is removed from the dish
and discarded after the cooking period.While the traditional bouquet garni usually consists of
parsley, thyme, and a bay leaf, any single herb or combination of herbs may be used, and any
number of sprigs may be included. Commonly, bouquets garnis are made of 2 to 10 sprigs.
Among the herbs often included in bouquets garnis are:ParsleyMarjoramThymeSavoryBay
leavesChervilChivesTarragonBasilCelery leaves(Note: Celery leaves are usually classified
nowadays as a vegetable.)To make a bouquet garni, gather the herb sprigs in your hand as you
would a bouquet of flowers. Using white cotton string, securely tie the bouquet together at the
stem end of the herb sprigs. When preparing herb sprigs for inclusion in a bouquet garni, leave
sufficiently long stems for tying so the leafy ends of the sprigs can fan out, allowing the cooking
liquids to flow more freely through the herbs.Alternatively, the fresh herbs may be tied loosely in
a cheesecloth bag (page 28).TO DRY HERBS: While it is preferable to use fresh herbs, the
relatively short Midwest growing season permits fresh herbs from the garden only during a few
summer months. Even though a greater variety of fresh herbs is available nowadays in good
supermarkets, the quality is often disappointing and the price quite high. Midwest herb
gardeners rely heavily upon their supply of dried summer herbs for use in cold-weather dishes.
Anyway, preparing dried herbs is fun and the extra supply makes much-appreciated holiday
gifts.While herbs may be dried in an electric dehydrator, the instructions that follow are for drying
herbs by hanging. In addition to the fact that most households are not equipped with an electric
dehydrator, the hanging procedure results in equally fine herbs for cooking and is a more
satisfactory method of handling large quantities of harvested herbs. Most herbs, except chives,
may be successfully dried by hanging.Herbs are at their height of flavor when the plants are
mature, but just before they bloom. The flower buds should be pruned. Despite vigilance, if herb
plants are allowed to bloom, the blooms should be snipped off (unless being reserved for use as
edible flowers (see page 316–318).To prepare herbs for drying, cut off branches of the plants
and use extra-long pieces of twine to tie them in small bundles. Tie the bundles near the bottom
of the branches in order to allow as much air as possible to circulate around the leaves while
drying. The diameter of the branch bundles, where tied, should not exceed approximately 2 ½
inches after tying. Leave the long ends of twine uncut, and use them to tie each bundle upside
down on a clothesline located preferably in the basement, or, alternatively, in the garage. The
bundles should not be in direct sunlight which might cause fading, and should be protected from
dust which would cause the final product to be dirty.Allow the bundles to hang until the leaves



are dry and brittle—approximately one month, depending upon the dryness of the basement (or
other hanging location). Keep the basement well ventilated and as free as possible from
dampness. Let the bundles hang only as long as it takes the leaves to thoroughly dry. A measure
of flavor, color, and aroma will be lost each week they are allowed to hang thereafter.Process
one bundle at a time on a large table covered with waxed paper. Use kitchen scissors or your
fingers to carefully remove the leaves, discarding the stems. Place a small quantity of leaves in a
large bowl and crush them in your hands repeatedly until crumbled to tiny pieces. Transfer the
processed herbs to another bowl.Repeat the procedure until all the dried leaves are processed.
Place a small quantity of the processed herbs in a small airtight bottle to keep in the kitchen for
immediate use. Place the remainder in airtight, glass jars or bottles and store them in a dark, dry,
cool place such as a metal cabinet in the basement. A large plateful of charcoal placed in the
cabinet will help to retain dryness. After 9 to 12 months, stored dried herbs lose their original
potency and flavor.TO MAKE A CHEESECLOTH BAG FOR HERBS OR SPICESTo make a
cheesecloth bag to hold herbs or spices that are to be removed from the dish after cooking and
then discarded, cut 4 layers of plain, untreated cheesecloth into a square large enough to hold
the herbs or spices to be used (usually about 7 inches square). Draw the corners of the
cheesecloth together and tie the bag very securely with white, cotton sewing thread. Do not pull
the bag too tightly, leaving space for the liquid to flow freely through the herbs or spices.TO USE
A MEAT THER MOMETERMeat thermometers are used to gauge the internal temperature of
meats and fowl during roasting or baking to determine degree of doneness.LARGE MEAT
CUTS: Insert the meat thermometer into the meat—preferably before commencing to cook—
positioning the pointed tip of the thermometer at the center of the thickest part of the meat, not
touching bone or fat.To help in determining how deep to insert the thermometer, hold the
thermometer against the side of the meat with the pointed tip at the depth which will reach the
center of the thickest part of the meat; then, place your thumb on the thermometer stem at the
top surface of the meat. While continuing to hold your thumb on the thermometer stem, insert
the thermometer into the thickest part of the meat to the depth of your thumb.WHOLE FOWL:
Insert the meat thermometer into one of the inner thigh areas near the breast—preferably before
commencing to cook—making certain that the tip of the thermometer is not touching
bone.POSITION ADJUSTMENT: During cooking, meat thermometers often work away from
their original position. Therefore, when the thermometer reaches the temperature for desired
doneness, push it deeper into the meat or fowl and watch the gauge to see whether or not the
temperature drops. If it does, additional cooking time will be required.INSTANT
THERMOMETERS: Small, instant thermometers are convenient and helpful for certain
applications. They register the temperature of meats, fowl, and other foods in just a few seconds
and are used toward the end of cooking. They are not left in food in the oven.The best and most
common type of instant thermometer has a 1-inch dial head and a very thin probe, allowing a
minimum loss of juices when the flesh of meats or fowl is pierced. Instant thermometers make it
easy to quickly find the temperature at two or more locations in a piece of meat or a fowl.In



general, a regular meat thermometer is the most practical for use with many meats and with
whole fowl as it allows the internal temperature to be monitored throughout the cooking period
with only one invasion of the flesh.BURGERS: To secure the accurate internal temperature
reading of a burger, insert an instant thermometer into the edge of the burger, parallel to the
surface of the burger and halfway between the top and bottom of the burger. For an accurate
reading on many instant thermometers, you must push the thermometer into the burger at least
2 inches; however, it is important to read the instructions accompanying the instant thermometer
being used as the temperature-reading mechanism on instant thermometers varies.ENCASED
SAUSAGES: To secure the accurate internal temperature reading of an encased sausage, such
as a bratwurst, insert an instant thermometer into the center of one of the ends of the sausage.
For an accurate reading on many instant thermometers, you must push the thermometer into the
sausage at least 2 inches; however, it is important to read the instructions accompanying the
instant thermometer being used as the temperature-reading mechanism on instant
thermometers varies.TO BLANCH“Blanch” means to dip briefly in boiling water, generally for the
purpose of loosening the skin of a food for peeling or for the purpose of cooking briefly. To
blanch a food, bring water to a rapid boil in the bottom of a blancher or in a saucepan or kettle. If
using a blancher, place the food in the top of the blancher and lower it into the boiling water. If
using a saucepan or kettle, drop the food directly into the boiling water. Leave the boiling water
over heat, and use a timer to accurately time the blanching process. Follow the recipe for
suggested blanching time.To blanch for peeling, tomatoes require approximately 45 seconds
and peaches require approximately 1 minute in boiling water. Blanching times will vary
somewhat, depending upon the ripeness and variety of the produce. During the blanching
process, use a wooden mixing spoon to turn over foods that float in order that the boiling water
reaches all surfaces.When the blanching time is completed, immediately remove the food from
the boiling water and immerse it in cold water to stop the cooking.TO SEED AND CORE
TOMATOESIn general, when seeded and cored tomatoes are used in food preparation, the
tomatoes should be blanched (29) and peeled prior to seeding and coring.To seed and core
tomatoes, first quarter the tomatoes lengthwise. Then, using your thumb, remove and discard
the seeds and the pouches containing them. Using a small paring knife, cut away and discard all
white and greenish core and membrane. Only red tomato flesh should remain.TO PARE
CARROTSThe quickest and best way to remove the thin outer skin of carrots is to use a
vegetable parer. When carrots are pared with a vegetable parer, their round shape is retained,
the pared surface of the carrots is smooth, and very little of the flesh is pared away. When a
vegetable parer is not available, carrots may also be pared by scraping them with the blade of a
sharp paring knife.TO PARE AND CORE CUCUMBERSTO PARE CUCUMBERS: Cut a slice off
both ends of the cucumbers to trim. Then, use a vegetable parer to pare.TO CORE
CUCUMBERS: Cut the cucumbers in half lengthwise. Using a serrated-type apple corer, scoop
out the seeds and cores, leaving only the cucumber flesh.TO PEEL PEARL ONIONSPlace pearl
onions in a saucepan; cover with boiling water and let stand 2 minutes. Drain the onions and



immediately immerse them in cold water to halt the cooking process. Drain the onions in a
colander. With the aid of a small paring knife, peel the onions.TO EXTRACT ONION JUICEOver
waxed paper, rub a peeled onion back and forth over a very fine metal grater. Pour off and save
the onion juice that accumulates on the waxed paper. Reserve the remaining grated onion pulp
for other uses.TO CHOP RAISINS AND OTHER DRIED AND CANDIED FRUITSUse a wet knife
or wet kitchen scissors to chop raisins and other dried and candied fruits. A wet cutting tool will
minimize the problem of stickiness.TO DUST NUTS, RAISINS, AND FRUITS WITH FLOURTo
help prevent nuts, raisins, and chopped fruits from sinking to the bottom of cakes and breads,
dust them with flour before adding them to the batter. For dusting, use flour from the measured
flour in the recipe before any other ingredients, such as baking soda or baking powder, are
added. Measure 1 tablespoon flour to dust 2 cups nuts and/or raisins. To dust damp, chopped
fruit, measure 2 tablespoons flour for each 2 cups chopped fruit. Place nuts and/or raisins and/or
chopped fruit in a mixing bowl; sprinkle with flour and stir until evenly coated.TO PLUMP
RAISINS AND OTHER DRIED FRUITSPlace measured raisins or other dried fruit in a saucepan;
add hot water to cover. Cover the pan. Bring to a boil over high heat. Immediately remove from
the heat. Let stand, covered, until cool. Drain in a colander or sieve. The juice may be retained
for serving over fresh fruit, braising pork, or other uses.Dark baking raisins are now available at
the supermarket. They are moist and are ready for use in most baked goods without plumping.
Golden raisins are generally more moist than dark raisins and may not require plumping before
inclusion in baked goods.TO GRATE PARMESAN AND ROMANO CHEESESUse a food
processor to grate Parmesan and Romano cheeses. Cut the cheese into 1-inch-square chunks;
using the steel blade, grate 1 cup at a time, using on/off turns until the cheese is of desired
fineness.A hand-operated, drum-style grater (see illustration, page 32) is sometimes used to
“grate” Parmesan and Romano cheeses. While this kitchen tool reduces the cheese to a
consistency generally compatible with its intended use, the tool actually finely shreds the
cheese rather than grating it.TO SHRED FRESH HORSERADISHPurchase firm horseradish
root which is not sprouting and does not have greenish tinges. Pare only as much of the root as
you plan to use. Shred the pared root medium-finely to finely. Freshly shredded horseradish
quickly loses some of its pungency and browns in color; therefore, it should be shredded shortly
before serving unless it is to be prepared with vinegar (see To Make Prepared Horseradish,
below) or added to a sauce. To store unpared horseradish root, dampen it very slightly, wrap it
tightly in plastic wrap, and refrigerate.TO MAKE PREPARED HORSERADISHCut horseradish
root into 1-inch pieces. In a food processor, mince the horseradish root (see Note). Uncover the
processor bowl away from your face to avoid the pungent aroma. Place the minced horseradish
root in a small glass mixing bowl. Add enough white wine vinegar to moisten the horseradish.
Add a dash of sugar and a dash of salt; stir to combine.Place the Prepared Horseradish in a
glass jar; cover and refrigerate. Best when eaten within 1 to 2 weeks.NOTE: If a food processor
is not available, the horseradish root may be grated or shredded finely by hand, using a simple
grater/shredder kitchen tool.CREAMED PREPARED HORSERADISH: Follow Prepared



Horseradish recipe, above, adding unwhipped whipping cream to the other ingredients to
moisten the horseradish.TO USE FRESH GINGERTo use fresh ginger, pare the ginger root and
then grate or slice it. Fresh ginger may be stored in the refrigerator in a zipper-seal plastic bag up
to approximately 1 month.TO CUT CITRUS ZESTZest (see definition, page 10) is cut from the
thin, colored, outer part of the peel of citrus fruits. To cut citrus zest, first wash the fruit well,
removing any brand names or other markings which may be stamped on the surface. Pull a
citrus zesting tool (see illustration) firmly across the unpeeled fruit to cut tiny curls of zest. If a
citrus zester is not available, a small, handheld, metal shredder may be used. When cutting zest,
try to exclude any of the white membrane which lies underneath the colored, outer portion of the
peel. Not only does the white membrane have a bitter taste, but also, inclusion of any of it will
generally make the zest too thick.Citrus ZesterTo cut pieces of zest rather than tiny curls, use a
vegetable parer or a sharp paring knife.If not using zest immediately, place it in a very small
sauce dish, cover securely with plastic wrap, and refrigerate to retain its moisture, pliability, and
color. Zest may be satisfactorily stored in this manner only for a brief period of time—no longer
than 1 day.TO GRATE CITRUS RINDSelect unblemished fruit to use for grating citrus rind (see
definition, page 8). Wash the fruit well, removing any brand names or other markings which may
be stamped on the surface. Leave the fruit whole, and use a small, handheld, metal, prong-type
grater to grate (see definition, page 6) the rind. Grate only the thin, colored, outer part of the
fruit’s peel. Try not to include any of the white membrane beneath the outer, colored portion of
the peel. The white membrane has a bitter taste and is not the flavor desired when grated citrus
rind is called for in a recipe.When finely grated rind is specified, as is often the case, use a very
finely pronged grater (see illustration). Grate over waxed paper and use a paring knife or a tiny
kitchen brush (such as a toothbrush reserved only for use as a kitchen tool) to help remove
grated rind that does not fall onto the waxed paper and builds up between the tiny
prongs.Instead of a finely pronged grater, an ultra-fine Microplane® (see illustration) may be
used. A Microplane® actually shreds (see definition, page 9) extremely finely rather than grates;
however, the planed citrus rind very closely resembles grated rind.Finely Pronged GraterUltra-
Fine Microplane®One medium-sized lemon or 1 very small orange will yield about 1 teaspoon
of finely grated or planed rind.If grated citrus rind will not be used immediately, place it in a very
small sauce dish, cover securely with plastic wrap, and refrigerate to retain its moisture and
color. Grated citrus rind may be satisfactorily stored in this manner up to 1 day.TO SECTION
ORANGES AND GRAPEFRUITUsing a small, sharp, thin-bladed knife, cut a small slice off both
the stem and blossom ends of the fruit. Then, cut away the peel, including all white membrane
on the outer surface of the fruit meat, cutting circularly around the fruit to preserve its round
shape.To cut away sections, make lengthwise cuts along both sides of the membranes which
divide the sections, cutting to the core of the fruit. Carefully remove each released section as it is
cut away; remove any seeds. Properly sectioned fruit should be free of all membrane.Cut away
the sections over a bowl in order to retain any juice which may be released from the fruit during
the cutting process. With your hands, squeeze the fruit which remains after the sections have



been removed to extract additional juice.TO MAKE DRIED BREAD CUBESTo make dried bread
cubes, use a type of sliced, fresh bread which is rather firm. Do not use the very soft-style bread.
Lay the bread slices single layer on waxed paper to dry slightly before cutting into cubes. This
will help prevent crushing the bread when slicing and will aid in cutting more uniform cubes.
Using a very sharp, thin-bladed knife, cut each slice into ½-inch-square cubes. The bread crusts
may or may not be cut away before cutting the cubes. (Generally, the crusts are not removed
when preparing bread cubes for stuffings.) Place the bread cubes single layer on waxed paper.
Let stand (uncovered) to dry at least 24 hours, turning the cubes with a spatula at least 3 times.
When completely dry, use immediately or store in an airtight container for up to 3 days at room
temperature.Approximately 12 slices of bread (with crusts) make 7 cups of dried cubes.TO
MAKE CROUTONSPLAIN CROUTONS1 cup ½-inch-square fresh, white bread cubes with
crusts removed (about 2 slices bread)2 tablespoons butter, meltedSpread the fresh bread cubes
single layer on waxed paper; let stand to dry at least 24 hours, turning occasionally with a
spatula.Preheat the broiler.In a small saucepan, melt the butter over low heat. Remove from the
heat. Add the dried bread cubes; using a spoon, toss lightly. Place the croutons single layer in a
small, shallow baking pan; toast under the broiler until golden brown, turning several times to
toast all sides of the cubes. Remove from the broiler and place pan on a wire rack; cool croutons,
uncovered. Store in a covered jar up to 1 week in the refrigerator or up to 3 months in the
freezer.GARLIC CROUTONS: Follow the Plain Croutons recipe, above, except: simmer, briefly,
½ pressed garlic clove in the butter prior to tossing with the dried bread cubes. Or, add ⅛
teaspoon garlic powder to the melted butter.ONION CROUTONS: Follow the Plain Croutons
recipe, above, except: simmer, briefly, 1 teaspoon grated onions in the butter prior to tossing with
the dried bread cubes. Or, add ⅛ teaspoon onion powder to the melted butter.HERB
CROUTONS: Follow the Plain Croutons recipe, above, except: add ¼ teaspoon dried parsley,
leaf basil, leaf thyme, leaf tarragon, leaf chervil, dillweed, or other dried herb to the melted
butter; stir to combine. If fresh herbs are used, add ¾ teaspoon fresh herbs to the melted butter.
More than 1 herb may be used. Herbs may also be added to the melted butter just prior to
tossing Garlic Croutons and Onion Croutons (recipes above).TO MAKE BREAD
CRUMBSDRIED BREAD CRUMBSCut fresh bread, including the crust, into small cubes.
Spread single layer on waxed paper; let stand (uncovered) to dry at least 24 hours. Using a
spatula, turn the bread cubes 2 or 3 times during the drying period. When the cubes are very
dry, crumb them in a food processor or blender, or roll them with a rolling pin. One slice of bread
makes approximately ¼ cup dried crumbs. Store in a covered jar up to 3 days at room
temperature, up to 1 week in the refrigerator, or up to 3 months in the freezer.FRESH BREAD
CRUMBSTear slices of fresh bread into pieces approximately 1 inch square. Place up to 3 slices
torn bread at a time in a food processor and process until crumbled finely. If a food processor is
not available, pull small pieces of bread from the slices or from an unsliced loaf and crumble
them between your fingers.Use of the crust is optional, depending upon its softness. One slice of
bread makes approximately ½ cup fresh crumbs. Use immediately or store in a covered jar up to



1 week in the refrigerator or up to 3 months in the freezer.TO MAKE, STORE, AND USE
BUTTERED CRUMBSBUTTERED CRACKER CRUMBS¼ cup rolled cracker crumbs (6 Ritz
crackers or 5 saltines)1 tablespoon butterUsing a rolling pin, roll the crackers medium-finely; set
aside. In a small saucepan, melt the butter over low heat. Remove from the heat; add the crumbs
and stir until the crumbs are evenly coated with butter.BUTTERED BREAD CRUMBS: Follow the
Buttered Cracker Crumbs recipe, substituting ¼ cup Dried Bread Crumbs (page 33) for rolled
cracker crumbs.STORING BUTTERED CRUMBS: For use within 3 days, buttered crumbs may
be stored in a covered jar in the refrigerator. Otherwise, buttered crumbs store well in the freezer.
Store in a tightly covered, labeled jar up to 3 months.USING BUTTERED CRUMBS TO TOP
CASSEROLE DISHES: When preparing casserole dishes topped with buttered crumbs, add the
buttered-crumb topping just before baking to prevent the crumbs from becoming soggy.
Approximately ¼ cup buttered crumbs will top a dish to be baked in a 2-quart round baking dish
or a 7 × 11-inch baking dish.TO CRUMB CORNFLAKESMeasure the cornflakes; transfer to a
food processor or blender. Process a few seconds until the cornflakes are of desired texture. If
using a blender, it may be necessary to stop the blender once or twice and shake the covered
beaker to redistribute the unprocessed flakes. Approximately 2½ cups cornflakes makes ½ cup
crumbs.TO GRIND MOST FOODS OTHER THAN NUTS AND COFFEE BEANSTo grind (see
definition, page 6) most foods other than nuts and coffee beans, use a hand-cranked food
grinder, generally called a “meat grinder” although it is used to grind many foods in addition to
meats (see illustration). Meat grinders come with coarse- and fine-blade fittings for adaptation to
specific uses. Some meat grinders come with additional fittings such as a sausage stuffer.Meat
GrinderMeat grinders reduce foods to small, fairly uniform fragments. Meat grinders do not
shred or splinter food during grinding, and the ground food retains its original consistency quite
well. For uniform size, shape, and texture, and for an attractive finished food, a meat grinder is a
requisite tool in the preparation of many foods.Although food processors often are used to chop
foods, they generally are not well suited for grinding foods because often they do not cut foods
into a uniform size and shape, and some foods may become paste-like or partially liquefy during
processing.TO PREPARE BROKEN, CHOPPED, GROUND, AND GRATED NUTSBROKEN
NUTS: Break nuts into pieces with your fingers. Broken nuts are more coarse in size than
chopped nuts.CHOPPED NUTS: Most nuts can be chopped in a hand-operated, rotary nut
chopper with metal (not plastic) blades (see illustration). If you desire more finely chopped nuts,
run the nuts through the chopper two or more times.Nut ChopperAlmonds are very firm;
therefore the use of slivered almonds for chopping simplifies the process and produces chopped
pieces of more uniform size. Chop slivered almonds in a hand-operated, rotary nut chopper. Run
the nuts through the chopper twice if necessary.Whole almonds, Brazil nuts, and hazelnuts are
too firm to chop in a hand-operated, rotary nut chopper. Chop these nuts in a food
processor.GROUND NUTS: Grind nuts in a food processor until very fine. Do not overprocess or
nuts will form a butter. Nuts may also be ground in a blender, although it is more difficult to
achieve a consistent coarseness (some large pieces of nuts may remain unground while,



simultaneously, other very small pieces turn to butter).GRATED NUTS: Grate nuts in a hand-
operated, drum-style grater (see illustration). Use a grater made of heavy-duty metal or plastic.
Flimsy metal graters are not sturdy enough to grate nuts successfully. Ground nuts (see above)
often may be substituted for grated nuts if they are ground carefully to prevent their becoming
too oily and butterlike. Very firm nuts, such as almonds, Brazil nuts, and hazelnuts—especially
when they are whole—are difficult to grate in a hand-operated grater, and it is recommended
that they be ground in a food processor.Drum-Style GraterTO TOAST NUTS AND SEEDSTo
toast shelled almonds, pine nuts, sesame seeds, or other nuts and seeds, spread the nuts or
seeds in a shallow baking pan. Bake 6 minutes, until lightly browned, at 350°F, turning once or
twice with a spatula during the baking period. Watch closely during baking to prevent
overbrowning.TO TOAST HAZELNUTS AND REMOVE SKINS: Shell hazelnuts and place them
in a shallow baking pan. Bake 20 minutes at 350°F, turning once or twice with a spatula during
the baking period. When cool enough to handle, remove the skins by rubbing the warm
hazelnuts between your fingers or in a tea towel. It is extremely difficult (and for most uses,
unnecessary) to remove every bit of skin covering the hazelnuts; however, perfectionists may
use a small paring knife to help remove little pieces of skin that do not rub off easily.TO SHELL,
SKIN, AND BOIL CHESTNUTSTo shell and skin chestnuts, use a small, sharp knife to cut a
cross on the flat side of the chestnuts. Place, single layer, in a baking pan. Bake 15 minutes at
450°F. Remove the shells and inner skin while the chestnuts are still warm.To boil chestnuts,
place shelled and skinned chestnuts in a saucepan; add water to cover. Boil, covered, about 20
minutes until tender; drain.TO BLANCH ALMONDSShelled almonds may be blanched for the
purpose of removing the skin that tightly covers the nutmeats.To blanch shelled almonds, place
the nuts in a mixing bowl or saucepan. Pour boiling water over the nuts until covered; let stand 1
minute. Then, immediately drain the nuts in a sieve. Briefly run cold water over the nuts to halt
the heating. Pinch each almond between your thumb and index finger to slip off the skin. Place
the skinned almonds between two layers of paper towels to partially dry. When the excess water
covering the nuts has been absorbed by the paper towels, place the almonds single layer on two
layers of clean, dry paper towels; let stand, uncovered, until thoroughly dry.TO STORE
NUTSStale nuts have spoiled many a batch of cookies and brownies, as well as other dishes.
Even in state fair food competitions, a surprising number of entries containing less-than-fresh
nuts are encountered in a day of cookie judging.Light, air, warmth, and moisture all cause nuts to
become rancid quite quickly. Unless used immediately upon purchase, nuts should be stored in
the freezer either in their unopened bag, or if opened, in a tightly covered glass jar or plastic
container or in a zipper-seal plastic bag.Nuts defrost rapidly and may be broken, chopped,
ground, or grated just a few minutes after removal from the freezer. After preparing and
measuring partially thawed nuts, it is best to leave them in an uncovered bowl as they continue
to warm at room temperature. If covered, condensation can cause the nuts to become slightly
damp and lose some of their snap. Hurry unused nuts back to the freezer.Broken and chopped
nuts may be stored in the freezer satisfactorily. If more than one kind of chopped nuts is stored,



use freezer tape to label the containers because it is sometimes difficult to distinguish types of
nuts after they have been chopped.Nuts may be stored in the freezer for approximately 6 to 8
months. After that, they begin to lose their flavor. The freezer life of nuts depends, to a degree,
upon how fresh they were when purchased. In many cases, the consumer has no way of
knowing how long nuts have been sitting on the grocery shelf or stored in a warehouse.
Expiration dates, which are given on some packages, are an indication of age; however, some
observed expiration dates allow for nuts to remain on unrefrigerated, bright grocery shelves for
many months. It is not unusual to purchase nuts found to be past their prime when tasted at
home.Before using nuts which have been frozen for 6 or more months, it is best to taste them
before using to determine if they still have their characteristic and full flavor.TO MEASURE
INGREDIENTSThe accurate measurement of ingredients is critical to the successful production
of many prepared foods such as breads, pastry, cakes, cookies, and sauces. In fact, consistent,
reliable cookery leans heavily on the dependability of measuring. The rigid overtones of this
statement are not meant to throw cold water on the important and satisfying works of culinary art
created by inventive cooks who assemble a little of this, some of that, and a wee bit of the other
to culminate in one-of-a-kind chefs d’oeuvre. However, soon after the creative high begins to
fade, best that the artiste de cuisine take pencil and paper in hand and translate the inspired
dish into measurable portions or, alas, it may be lost to ephemeral memory. All of the traditional
foods we love were born of inspired minds, but they were also reduced to notations (recipes) so
they could be enjoyed more than once.MEASURING UTENSILS: There are three fundamental
sets of measuring utensils that are standard in a well-equipped kitchen:• Measuring spoons (¼
teaspoon, ½ teaspoon, 1 teaspoon, and 1 tablespoon).• Fractional measuring cups (¼ cup, 
cup, ½ cup, and 1 cup).• Glass measuring cups with pouring spouts (1 cup, 2 cups, and 4
cups).PREPARATION FOR MEASURING: Before commencing to measure and prepare a food,
assemble all the measuring utensils and other kitchen tools and cooking equipment which will
be needed.Place a piece of waxed paper on the counter before beginning the measuring
process. Measuring over waxed paper expedites kitchen cleanup.TO MEASURE DRY
INGREDIENTS: For correct measurement, dry ingredients must be measured in fractional
measuring cups or measuring spoons which are overfilled and then leveled. Accurate
measurement of dry ingredients cannot be achieved by filling fractional measuring cups or
measuring spoons less than overfull before leveling, or by using glass measuring cups with
pouring spouts due to the fact that their capacity is greater than the amount of dry ingredients to
be measured.Stir dry ingredients, such as flour, cornmeal, baking powder, baking soda, and
spices, before they are measured for the purpose of aerating.Use a scoop or spoon to lightly
place flour, cornmeal, and other such prestirred dry ingredients in a fractional measuring cup or
a measuring spoon, filling it to slightly overflowing. Do not cause the dry ingredient to settle or
pack in the measuring utensil by touching the top surface of the mounded ingredient with the
scoop or spoon, or by shaking the measuring utensil, tapping the side of the utensil, or rapping
the bottom of the utensil on the counter. To level the dry ingredient with the top of the measuring



utensil, draw the flat side of a table knife blade across the top of the measuring cup or
measuring spoon, letting the excess drop onto the waxed paper. Use the table knife or a spoon
to gather the excess and return it to the storage package or canister.Many recipes call for flour to
be sifted before it is measured. See To Sift Flour (page 40) for sifting and measuring
procedures.Prestirred baking powder, baking soda, and spices may be measured by lightly
dipping a measuring spoon directly into their containers. Slightly overfill the measuring spoon;
then, draw the flat side of a table knife blade across the spoon, letting the excess drop back into
the container or onto the waxed paper. Most baking powder containers are designed with a strip
of thin metal across one side of the top for use in leveling measuring spoons dipped into the
container. This is a completely satisfactory method of leveling.To measure ⅛ teaspoon of a dry
ingredient, measure ¼ teaspoon of the ingredient and then use a knife to divide the measured
portion in half.TO MEASURE BROWN SUGAR: Contrary to the procedure used to measure
most other dry ingredients, brown sugar is packed into a fractional measuring cup or a
measuring spoon before it is measured. Use a spoon to place brown sugar in a fractional
measuring cup, intermittently packing it firmly into the cup with your thumbs. Measuring spoons
may be dipped directly into the brown sugar and then packed into the spoon with your thumbs.
To level the cup or measuring spoon, draw the flat side of a table knife blade across the top,
letting the excess brown sugar drop onto the waxed paper.After a package of brown sugar has
been opened, transfer the sugar to a quart-sized glass jar with a tight-fitting lid for storage at
room temperature in the cupboard. Improperly stored brown sugar quickly dries out, making it
difficult, if not impossible, to measure and evenly combine with other ingredients.TO MEASURE
LIQUID INGREDIENTS: All three types of measuring utensils—measuring spoons, fractional
measuring cups, and glass measuring cups with pouring spouts—may be used to measure
liquid ingredients. I prefer using measuring spoons or fractional measuring cups in most cases.
To measure liquids in a glass measuring cup with a pouring spout, the measuring cup must be
placed on a level counter—not held in the hand. Then, while measuring the liquid, the measuring
line of the cup must be viewed at eye level, which requires the cook to do a deep knee bend in
front of the counter.The top surface of contained liquid, called the “meniscus,” is not level. It is
crescent-shaped. The liquid at the center of a filled measuring utensil is higher than at the edges
of the utensil. Liquid is measured at the outside edge, or brim, of the top surface. Therefore, to
measure liquid in a measuring spoon or fractional measuring cup, completely fill the utensil to
the outside brim. When measuring liquid in a glass measuring cup with a pouring spout, the
liquid should be even with the line on the measuring cup which designates the amount to be
measured.Some liquid is retained on the inside surface of measuring utensils after the liquid is
poured from them. For this reason, when a glass measuring cup with a pouring spout is used to
measure liquid, a measuring cup as close as possible in size to the amount of liquid to be
measured should be used. An inaccurate measurement will occur if measured liquid is poured
from a proportionately oversized glass measuring cup.For accurate measurement, it is
necessary to use a small, rubber spatula to empty measured viscous liquids such as honey,



corn syrup, and molasses from the measuring utensil. (See To Measure and Store Honey, page
38.)TO MEASURE PLASTIC FATS (butter, margarine, vegetable shortening, and lard): The
measurement lines printed on most wrappings covering ¼-pound sticks of butter and margarine
may be relied upon for measuring tablespoons and teaspoons (1 stick = ½ cup = 8 tablespoons
= 24 teaspoons). Use a small, sharp knife to cut through the wrapping and butter or margarine at
the desired measurement line.Similar to measured sticks of butter and margarine but twice the
size, 1-cup sticks of vegetable shortening with fractional measurement lines on the foil wrappers
are now available on supermarket shelves. This packaging provides a reliable, convenient way of
measuring vegetable shortening. To my knowledge, premeasured lard is unavailable.To
measure vegetable shortening or lard not purchased in premeasured packaging, it must be
packed into a fractional measuring cup or a measuring spoon and then leveled. Cold, hardened
vegetable shortening or lard is somewhat difficult to pack in measuring utensils as air spaces
between the pieces of hard fat must be eliminated if an accurate measurement is to be achieved.
To measure cold vegetable shortening or lard, use a table knife to cut medium chunks of the fat
for placement in a fractional measuring cup, or small pieces for placement in a measuring
spoon. Very firmly press the fat into the measuring utensil, a portion at a time, with your thumbs.
When the utensil is packed slightly more than full, draw the flat side of a table knife blade across
the top of the utensil to remove the excess. In the process of packing, the warmth of your thumbs
will slightly soften the fat. When it is important to use very cold fat in the preparation of a food
such as pastry piecrust, it is advisable to measure the lard (or vegetable shortening) a little in
advance of use, and then to refrigerate it until just ready for incorporation in the product being
prepared.When recipes do not call for the use of cold vegetable shortening or lard, the fat may
be softened at room temperature, making it easier to measure. Lard or vegetable shortening to
be used in pastry piecrust and other foods in which very cold fat is to be cut into other
ingredients, may also be softened prior to measuring if, after measurement, it is refrigerated for a
lengthy period of time until it cools to refrigerator temperature throughout and rehardens.TO
MEASURE AND STORE HONEY: When measuring honey, use a wet measuring spoon or cup to
avoid sticking. Also, use a wet, small rubber spatula to empty the measuring utensil. Store honey
at room temperature, not in the refrigerator.TO MEASURE OTHER FOODS: Other foods—
whole, grated, shredded, chopped, cubed, or prepared in any other designated fashion—may
be measured using any of the three types of measuring utensils (see Measuring Utensils, page
36). Selection of the measuring utensil is dependent upon the quantity and makeup of the food
to be measured and the preference of the cook.TO USE A PASTRY CLOTH AND A STOCKINET-
COVERED ROLLING PINThe purpose of using a pastry cloth and a stockinet-covered rolling pin
is to provide surfaces which help prevent pastry and dough from sticking when they are rolled,
kneaded, or otherwise handled. While some good pie and cookie bakers roll their pastry and
dough on wooden boards, I have always achieved better results, with less effort, using a pastry
cloth and stockinet-covered rolling pin, and I recommend their use.Pastry cloths and stockinet
covers for rolling pins are usually sold together. The best pastry cloths are made of preshrunk



canvas and come equipped with a frame to keep the cloth from shifting. The frame consists of
two narrow, wooden slats which slide into the hemmed top and bottom of the pastry cloth, and
two metal rods which run along the sides of the pastry cloth and loop over the ends of the
wooden slats to hold the cloth tightly. The front of each metal rod hangs over the edge of the
kitchen counter or other work surface to prevent the frame and pastry cloth from slipping. A taut,
secure pastry cloth greatly assists in the production of evenly rolled pastry and dough. Stockinet
rolling pin covers are fairly standard. They are made of knit material and fit any regular rolling pin
(see illustration).Pastry Cloth and Stockinet-Covered Rolling PinIf a pastry cloth with a frame is
not available at a local cookware store, one may be ordered from Sweet Celebrations Inc. (see
Product Sources, page 631).Pastry cloths without frames are more commonly available. They
also usually come with a knit stockinet rolling pin cover. When using a pastry cloth without a
frame, the pastry cloth can be held more securely by placing a flour canister (or other heavy
object) on one of the upper corners of the pastry cloth, and a sugar canister (or other heavy
object) on the other upper corner of the pastry cloth.Pastry cloths and stockinet-covered rolling
pins nearly always are floured immediately before use. Often they are floured lightly, but
sometimes more heavily, depending upon the consistency of the pastry or dough in a particular
recipe and the task to be performed (rolling, kneading, etc.).To flour a pastry cloth, use a flour
scoop to sprinkle flour over the area of the pastry cloth to be used (generally, most of the cloth).
Then, with your hand, spread the flour evenly over the cloth, exerting slight downward pressure
to press a little of the flour into the fabric. This helps produce an evenly floured, nonstick surface.
When rolling pastry and cookie dough, it is desirable to have only as much loose flour on the
pastry cloth as required to prevent sticking. When pastry and dough are rolled over loose flour, a
portion of the flour assimilates into the pastry or dough, thereby causing the rolled product to
become more dry. The same general technique used in flouring a pastry cloth is used to flour a
stockinet-covered rolling pin.It is usually necessary to lightly reflour the pastry cloth and/or
stockinet covering on the rolling pin before rolling, kneading, or handling each portion of pastry
or dough. If little pieces of moistened flour are left on the surface of the pastry cloth after rolling a
portion of pastry or dough, before proceeding to roll the next portion, lightly flour the pastry cloth
and use the back of a spatula to clear the pastry cloth surface, pushing the flour to the extreme
top of the pastry cloth in the same manner that you would use to clean a griddle surface. Then,
lightly reflour the pastry cloth. Sometimes, bits of pastry or dough cling to the stockinet covering
the rolling pin. When this happens, lightly reflour the spot of pastry or dough and then use your
fingernail or a knife to remove it. It will be necessary to reflour the cleared spot on the
stockinet.When rolling pastry or dough of proper consistency on a properly floured pastry cloth
using a stockinet-covered, then properly floured rolling pin, the pastry or dough will virtually glide
over the pastry cloth as it spreads. A few well-executed rolls outward from the center of the
pastry or dough to the edges, and the job is done. Especially in the case of pastry, where
minimum handling is critical, use of a pastry cloth and stockinet-covered rolling pin can
significantly improve the finished baked product.I also use a pastry cloth for kneading and



handling yeast-bread and yeast-roll dough, although I call for use of either a pastry cloth or a
wooden board in the yeast-bread and yeast-roll recipes in this book. Some bread bakers prefer
to work on a wooden board; however, I get better results using a pastry cloth.Recipes in this
book specify when the use of a pastry cloth and/or stockinet-covered rolling pin is
recommended. Sometimes, when a perfectly flat finish is desired on rolled dough (unmarked by
the thread pattern of a knit stockinet), such as in Springerle cookies (page 562), a pastry cloth
and an uncovered rolling pin are used.Pastry cloths and stockinets should be washed after use. I
do not put pastry cloths in the dryer, but hang them over a clothesline or rod until thoroughly
dry.Rolling pins should not be washed by immersing them in water because water will seep
inside around the handles and cause damage. After use, simply wipe the rolling pin with a warm,
damp sponge, and wipe it dry with a clean tea towel.TO GREASE AND FLOUR BAKING
PANSTRADITIONAL METHODTo grease and flour a baking pan, use a pastry brush to spread a
thin application of room-temperature vegetable shortening over the entire inside of the pan,
including the bottom and sides. Then, sprinkle about 2 tablespoons of all-purpose flour over the
bottom of the pan. Over the kitchen sink, tilt the pan back and forth until all the greased surfaces
are coated with flour. Turn the pan upside down and tap it on the rim of the sink to expel excess
flour.SPECIAL GREASE½ cup vegetable shortening, softened½ cup vegetable oil½ cup all-
purpose flourPlace the ingredients in a medium mixing bowl. Using an electric mixer, beat on
high speed until perfectly smooth. Place in an airtight plastic container; store in the refrigerator.
Special Grease will keep in the refrigerator for several months.Special Grease replaces both the
grease and flour when used to prepare a pan. (Do not flour the pan after applying Special
Grease.)WHEN TO USE SPECIAL GREASE: Special Grease helps prevent many cakes and
certain other baked products from sticking to the pans in which they are baked. Many cake
recipes in this cookbook specify the recommended use of Special Grease on the pans. It is also
excellent for use in baking muffins and casserole dishes.Most cookies which require baking on
greased cookie sheets are best when baked on cookie sheets which have been lightly greased
with vegetable shortening or vegetable oil. The flour in Special Grease can cause a slight
residue on the bottoms of baked cookies; however, this cookbook specifies the use of Special
Grease in certain cookie recipes because of its unique nonstick quality.When recipes in this
cookbook call for the pans to be greased and floured, Special Grease should not be used either
in total substitution or in substitution for the grease. Rather, the procedure given under
Traditional Method, above, should be used.TO SIFT FLOURThere are three purposes for sifting
flour:• To pulverize any lumps in the flour or other ingredients with which the flour is sifted.• To
help evenly combine the flour with other dry ingredients with which it is sifted; most commonly,
these include leavens (baking powder and/or baking soda); seasonings, such as salt and spices;
and flavorings, such as powdered cocoa.• To incorporate air, helping to make the end product
lighter.Recipe ingredient lists give instructions about flour sifting in one of three ways:• 1 cup
sifted flour (flour is to be sifted before measuring).• 1 cup flour, sifted (flour is to be sifted after
measuring).• 1 cup flour (if flour is to be sifted at all, instructions are given in the recipe



procedures).If the flour is to be sifted before measuring, a simple, small 1-cup sifter is a very
convenient and workable means of accomplishing the task. On a large piece of waxed paper,
hold the small sifter over the properly sized fractional measuring cup (1 cup in the above
examples), scoop flour lightly into the sifter, and sift it into the measuring cup until the cup is
slightly more than full. Without shaking the cupful of sifted flour, causing it to settle or pack, draw
the flat side of a table knife blade across the top of the measuring cup, letting the excess flour
drop onto the waxed paper (see To Measure Dry Ingredients, page 36). Generally, recipes call
for sifted and measured flour to be subsequently sifted with other ingredients, in which case, the
sifted, measured flour can be placed immediately in the top of a regular-sized sifter, ready for
sifting with other ingredients. For convenience and conservation of counter space, one large
piece of waxed paper may be used for all the flour-sifting procedures involved in most recipes,
using the left side of the paper for the initial sifting and measuring, and situating the large sifter
on the right side of the paper for the final sifting. After placing sifted and measured flour in the
large sifter, use the table knife to remove all flour which has spilled onto the waxed paper during
the measuring process. The waxed paper will then be free of any unmeasured flour and may be
used for the final sifting procedure.When recipes call for the flour to be sifted after it is
measured, measure the flour and place it directly in the large sifter for sifting.Recipe procedures
for baked goods often call for unsifted, measured flour to be sifted with other ingredients. In
general cooking (in contrast to baking), flour usually is measured and used directly in the dish,
with no sifting involved.There are two common types of regular-sized (5-cup is preferable)
kitchen sifters. One type looks like a wire mesh, basket-type sieve and operates with a rotary
crank. The other type is cylindrical in shape, with three tiers of wire mesh which serve to sift the
ingredients three times in a single operation. This latter type sifter is operated by repeatedly
gripping and releasing the handle, and is my preference. Triple sifting better achieves all three
purposes for sifting stated above. Particularly in cake baking, when evenly combined ingredients
and optimal air incorporation are important factors, triple sifting is a must. It saves time and
energy to triple sift in one operation.Whichever type sifter is used, during the sifting process the
bottom of the sifter should be held about 6 inches above the waxed paper or top of the sifted pile
of ingredients. This will help incorporate air into the flour and other sifted ingredients.When a
large quantity of ingredients is placed in a triple sifter, the gripping handle is more difficult to
operate and the ingredients are somewhat slow in working through the three screens of wire
mesh. To overcome this sluggishness, continue holding the sifter by the handle with one hand,
and beat against the side of the sifter with the other hand until some of the ingredients have
sifted, at which time the gripping-releasing procedure may be resumed. Sifting quality is not
diminished by using the beating methodology.Because the incorporation of air is one of the
purposes of sifting, the final sifting of flour and other ingredients should be delayed until these
ingredients are about to be added to the batter or dough.Use a scoop to transfer sifted
ingredients from the waxed paper to the mixing bowl. Scoop beneath the pyramid of sifted
ingredients in order not to crush the light, airy flour or flour mixture.Do not wash flour sifters as it



is difficult to expel wet flour from the fine, wire mesh. After using, firmly tap both ends of the sifter
against the kitchen sink rim to remove excess flour. Then, wipe the inside and outside of the
sifter with a clean, barely damp towel. Store in a dry kitchen cabinet. Sifters made of stainless
steel are preferable as they will not rust and are usually constructed more sturdily.If food
requiring the sifting of whole-wheat flour is prepared often, it is a good practice to equip the
kitchen with two sifters—one for white flour and one for whole-wheat and dark rye flours as well
as other fibrous and/or darker-colored flours and food products. This will preclude small particles
of coarse grain, which may become trapped in the sifter, from infusing sifted white flour, and will
prevent any discoloration of sifted white flour due to previously sifted darker flours or food
products.Commercial flours labeled “presifted” should be sifted anyway, if sifting is called for in
the recipe. While presifted flour may virtually be void of lumps, thus fulfilling the first purpose for
sifting, sifting is still necessary to accomplish the second and third purposes—to thoroughly
combine the flour with other dry ingredients, and to incorporate air. Proper sifting of flour and
other ingredients is one of the elements that makes the difference between “okay baking” and
“exceptional baking.”TO SIFT POWDERED SUGAROver a piece of waxed paper, place
powdered sugar in a medium (about 6 inches in diameter) sieve. Hold the sieve by the handle
and use short, quick, back and forth, and up and down motions of the hand and arm to sift the
powdered sugar onto the waxed paper. To sift powdered sugar directly onto the top of cakes,
cookies, and other desserts, use a very small, handheld strainer. Powdered sugar does not sift
satisfactorily through most flour sifters.TO MAKE SOUR MILK AND SOUR CREAM1 CUP
SOUR MILKPour 1 tablespoon freshly squeezed, strained lemon juice into a 1-cup glass
measuring cup with pouring spout. Add whole milk to fill the measuring cup to the 1-cup
measuring line. Let stand 5 minutes. Stir briefly to blend. Use immediately.½ CUP SOUR
MILKPour 1½ teaspoons freshly squeezed, strained lemon juice into a 1-cup glass measuring
cup with pouring spout. Add whole milk to fill the measuring cup to the ½-cup measuring line. Let
stand 5 minutes. Stir briefly to blend. Use immediately.SOUR CREAMFollow either Sour Milk
recipe above, substituting unwhipped whipping cream for whole milk.TO MAKE SEASONED
SALTSome commercially purchased seasoned salt contains MSG (monosodium glutamate),
which many people prefer to avoid eating. The following is a recipe for seasoned salt which may
be used in lieu of the commercial product.SEASONED SALT¾ teaspoon salt½ teaspoon garlic
powder¼ teaspoon pepper¼ teaspoon ground thyme¼ teaspoon ground sage¼ teaspoon
ground cardamom¼ teaspoon sugar⅛ teaspoon paprika⅛ teaspoon cayenne pepper⅛
teaspoon ground cumin⅛ teaspoon ground turmericPlace all ingredients in a small mixing bowl;
stir to combine.MAKES 1 TABLESPOONHors d’Oeuvres, First-Course Appetizers, and
SnacksCold Hors d’OeuvresCHUTNEY DIP3 ounces cream cheese, softened8 ounces
commercial sour cream1 tablespoon finely grated onions¾ teaspoon curry powder⅛ teaspoon
chili powder⅛ teaspoon salt½ cup commercially canned chutney, large pieces choppedPaprika
for decorationRidged potato chips or crackersIn a medium mixing bowl, place the cream
cheese, sour cream, onions, curry powder, chili powder, and salt; using an electric mixer, beat



on high speed until no lumps of cream cheese remain. Add the chutney; using a spoon, fold in to
combine. Turn into a serving bowl and sprinkle sparingly with paprika. Serve with potato chips or
crackers.MAKES ABOUT 2 CUPS(4 DOZEN HORS D’OEUVRES)RAW VEGETABLE PLATTER
WITH VEGETABLE DIPOn a platter, attractively arrange a selection of raw vegetables around a
bowl of Vegetable Dip (recipe follows). The following vegetables, as well as others of choice,
may be used:Beet strips*Broccoli flowerets*Carrot stripsCauliflower flowerets*Celery
stripsCherry tomatoesCucumber slicesYellow summer squash and zucchini slices or
stripsGreen onionsGreen, red, yellow, orange, and purple bell pepper stripsRadish roses (page
339)Turnip strips*May be steamed (page 252) 1 minute to bring out color and enhance flavor.
Immediately after steaming, place the steamer basket containing the vegetables under cold,
running water to stop the cooking. Drain well. Place carefully in a zipper-seal plastic bag;
refrigerate until completely cold. Vegetables should be steamed and prepared separately to
preserve their individual colors and tastes.VEGETABLE DIP1 cup mayonnaise1 tablespoon
finely grated onions1 tablespoon cider vinegar1 tablespoon prepared horseradish, homemade
(page 30) or commercially canned½ teaspoon curry powderFinely snipped, fresh chives for
garnishIn a small mixing bowl, place the mayonnaise, onions, vinegar, horseradish, and curry
powder; stir well. Transfer the dip to a serving bowl and garnish with chives.MAKES ABOUT 1
CUPVARIATION: Hot Swiss Cheese Sauce (page 303) makes a tasty and different dip for raw
vegetablesSPINACH SPREAD1 10-ounce package frozen chopped spinach16 ounces
commercial sour cream1.8 ounces (2 envelopes) vegetable soup mix1 8-ounce can sliced
bamboo shoots, drained and chopped very coarsely1 tablespoon white wine vinegar1 teaspoon
soy sauce1 teaspoon sugarAssorted crackersAT LEAST 6 HOURS BEFORE SERVING: In the
sink, place the spinach in a colander and defrost, allowing the liquid to drain off.When defrosted,
press the spinach in the colander to extract any remaining liquid. In a medium mixing bowl, place
the spinach, sour cream, soup mix, bamboo shoots, vinegar, soy sauce, and sugar; using a
spoon, stir until well combined. Cover and refrigerate at least 6 hours to allow the soup mix to
soften and the flavors to blend. Serve in a bowl and surround with crackers; supply a small knife
for spreading.MAKES ABOUT 3 CUPS(7 DOZEN HORS D’OEUVRES)KALE SPREAD1 10-
ounce package frozen chopped kale**Frozen chopped kale is not always available at the
supermarket.Follow the Spinach Spread recipe above, substituting the frozen chopped kale for
the frozen chopped spinach. After pressing the defrosted kale to extract any remaining liquid,
chop the kale into somewhat smaller pieces to make the dip easier to spread and eat.MAKES
ABOUT 3 CUPS(7 DOZEN HORS D’OEUVRES)ABC DIP cup sliced almonds, chopped
coarsely3 strips bacon, fried crisply, drained between paper towels, and crumbled1½ cups
shredded sharp cheddar cheese1 tablespoon plus 1 teaspoon finely grated onions¾ cup
Miracle Whip dressingPaprika for decorationAssorted crackersIn a small mixing bowl, place the
almonds, bacon, cheese, onions, and dressing; stir lightly to combine. Turn into a serving bowl;
sprinkle with paprika to decorate. Place the bowl on a doily-lined plate. Arrange the crackers on
plate around the bowl of dip.MAKES ABOUT 2 CUPS(4 DOZEN HORS D’OEUVRES)SUMMER



SAUSAGE-HORSERADISH DIP8 ounces regular cream cheese spread½ cup mayonnaise3
tablespoons honey¼ teaspoon salt⅛ teaspoon dry mustard1 cup finely ground (page 16), fully
cooked cervelat summer sausage*2 tablespoons undrained, prepared horseradish, homemade
(page 30) or commercially canned¾ cup finely chopped green bell peppers 2 tablespoons finely
grated onions Low-sodium whole-wheat crackers*Cervelat is the name given to a classification
of semi-dry, mildly seasoned, smoked summer sausages. Most cervelats are made with both
pork and beef. Thuringer is probably the most popular. Other cervelats include Farmer,
Goettinger, Goteborg, Gothaer (made with pork only), Holsteiner, and Landjaeger. Any of these
cervelats may be used in this recipe.In a medium mixing bowl, place the cream cheese,
mayonnaise, honey, salt, and dry mustard; using a spoon, stir vigorously until completely smooth
and blended. Add the summer sausage, horseradish, green peppers, and onions; stir to
combine. Serve with crackers.MAKES ABOUT 3 CUPS(6 DOZEN HORS D’OEUVRES)SHRIMP
WITH DIPSBoil fresh shrimp (page 191); shell, leaving the tails on, and devein (page 191).
Refrigerate in a covered container until cold. Arrange attractively on a platter and serve with one
or more of the following sauces for dipping:Cocktail Sauce (page 296)Louis Dressing (page
128)Hot Swiss Cheese Sauce (page 303)GUACAMOLEThe dressing in this version of
guacamole not only adds a zingy flavor, but also allows advance preparation of the hors
d’oeuvre by using the dressing to spread over the avocado mixture, thus sealing it and
preventing it from darkening. You stir the guacamole just before serving. Bacon also adds a new,
delicious twist to this ever-popular savory.2 large ripe avocados1 tablespoon minced onions1
garlic clove, pressed¼ teaspoon chili powder½ cup Miracle Whip dressing4 slices bacon1
medium tomatoTortilla chipsPeel, pit, and cut the avocados into small chunks; place the chunks
in a blender. Add the onions, garlic, and chili powder; process the mixture in the blender until
pureed. Place the mixture in a glass mixing bowl. Using a small, narrow, angled spatula, spread
evenly and smoothly in the bowl. Spoon the dressing over the avocado mixture; using a clean,
small, narrow, angled spatula, carefully spread until smooth, sealing in the avocado mixture to
prevent it from discoloring. Using plastic wrap, cover the bowl tightly and refrigerate.Fry the
bacon until crisp; drain well between paper towels. Using your fingers, crumble the bacon into
small pieces. Place the pieces in a covered container and refrigerate. Blanch the tomato for 45
seconds (page 29); stem, peel, quarter, seed, and core it (page 29). Then chop it finely. Measure
½ cup chopped tomato; place in a covered container and refrigerate. Reserve the remaining
chopped tomato for other uses.At serving time, add the bacon and chopped tomato to the bowl
containing the avocado mixture and dressing. Using a tablespoon, stir together the avocado
mixture, dressing, bacon, and tomatoes until evenly combined. Transfer the guacamole to a
medium- shallow serving bowl. Serve it with tortilla chips for dipping.MAKES ABOUT 2 CUPS(4
DOZEN HORS D’OEUVRES)TACO SPREAD11 ounces cream cheese, softened½ cup
commercial sour cream2 tablespoons plus 1 teaspoon commercial taco seasoning mix1
tablespoon vegetable oil1 pound lean, pure ground beef½ cup finely chopped onions1 garlic
clove, pressed16 ounces (2 cups) commercially canned mild salsa8 ounces (2 cups) shredded



cheese for tacos½ cup sliced, pitted ripe olives1¾ cups coarsely chopped iceberg lettuce, well
dried2 cups blanched (page 29), peeled, stemmed, quartered, seeded and cored (page 29),
and diced (about ¼-inch square) tomatoes1 10-ounce bag tortilla chipsIn a small mixing bowl,
place the cream cheese, sour cream, and taco seasoning mix; using an electric mixer, beat on
high speed until smooth and blended. Using a tablespoon and a small, narrow spatula, press the
cream cheese mixture evenly onto the bottom of a 9 × 13-inch baking dish; cover and
refrigerate.Place the vegetable oil in an electric skillet or a skillet on the range over medium heat
(350°F in an electric skillet); using a spatula, distribute the oil over the bottom of the skillet. Add
the ground beef; using a large spoon, break up the chunks of meat as it begins to brown. Add
the onions and garlic; sauté until the contents are lightly browned, stirring often. Cool to room
temperature; spread evenly over the cream cheese mixture in the baking dish; press very lightly.
Spread evenly in layers over the beef mixture in the following order: salsa, shredded cheese,
olives, lettuce, and tomatoes. Cover and refrigerate.To serve, place tortilla chips in an attractive
basket or bowl next to the Taco Spread. Provide 1 or 2 small knives for spreading.MAKES
ABOUT 9 CUPS(11 DOZEN HORS D’OEUVRES)LAST-MINUTE CHEESE SPREADA good-
tasting hors d’oeuvre you can prepare in a jiffy after a quick trip to the grocery store. A simple
sprig of parsley will doll up the top of the spread.12 ounces (1¼ cups) regular cream cheese
spread2 tablespoons whole milk*1 cup shredded sharp cheddar cheese4 ounces blue cheese,
crumbledAssorted crackers*Lowfat or skim milk may be substituted.In a medium mixing bowl,
place the cream cheese and milk; using a spoon, stir until blended. Add the cheddar cheese and
blue cheese; stir until evenly combined. Serve the spread in an attractive bowl surrounded by
assorted crackers. Supply a small knife for spreading.MAKES ABOUT 2½ CUPS(5 DOZEN
HORS D’OEUVRES)BRAUNSCHWEIGER SPREADBraunschweiger is a soft, smooth, smoked
pork liver sausage. Its name derives from the German town of Braunschweig.8 ounces
braunschweiger16 ounces commercial sour cream1 1-ounce envelope onion soup mixCocktail-
sized pumpernickel breadAT LEAST 6 HOURS BEFORE SERVING: Place the braunschweiger
in a medium mixing bowl; let it stand at room temperature until slightly softened.Using a
tablespoon, mash the braunschweiger. Add the sour cream; using an electric mixer, beat on
medium speed until blended. Add the onion soup mix; using a spoon, stir to combine. Cover and
refrigerate at least 6 hours to allow the soup mix to soften and the flavors to blend.Spoon the
Braunschweiger Spread into a serving bowl; place it on a doily-lined plate and surround it with
slices of pumpernickel bread. Provide a small knife for spreading.MAKES ABOUT 3 CUPS(6
DOZEN HORS D’OEUVRES)ALTERNATIVE SERVING SUGGESTION: Spread Braunschweiger
Spread on cocktail-sized pumpernickel bread slices prior to serving; garnish each canapé with a
small, fresh parsley leaf or a thin slice of tiny, sweet gherkin pickle.DRIED BEEF AND GREEN
PEPPER SPREADThis is one of my sister-in-law’s standbys served at family gatherings for
years. We love it! Hope you do too. The recipe has been in Dee’s files for so long, she can’t
remember the source. This is often the case with many Midwest recipes handed down and
exchanged over the years (and generations).16 ounces cream cheese, softened3 tablespoons



finely grated onions2 garlic cloves, pressed1 tablespoon white wine Worcestershire sauce5
ounces sliced dried beef, chopped finely (about 1 cups)1½ cups finely chopped green bell
peppers (about 1½ medium green peppers)Low-sodium whole-wheat crackersPreheat the oven
to 300°F.In a medium mixing bowl, place the cream cheese, onions, garlic, and Worcestershire
sauce; using an electric mixer, beat on high speed until creamy. Add the dried beef and green
peppers; using a spoon, stir until evenly combined. Turn the mixture into a 1-quart round baking
dish. Cover the dish and heat the mixture in the oven until warm, not hot, stirring twice during the
warming period (about 30 minutes). The purpose of warming the mixture is to blend the flavors
while retaining the crispness of the green peppers. Do not allow the mixture to become hot and
begin to bubble. Transfer the warm mixture to a serving bowl; cover and refrigerate it until cold.
Serve with crackers; provide a knife for spreading.MAKES ABOUT 3½ CUPS(7 DOZEN HORS
D’OEUVRES)TRIPLE-LAYER CAVIAR SPREAD½ cup (¼ pound) butter, softened3 extra-large
eggs, hard-cooked (page 222) and chopped8 ounces commercial sour cream¾ cup finely
chopped onions3½ ounces caviarSmall, plain water crackersAT LEAST 6 HOURS BEFORE
SERVING: In a blender, place the butter and chopped eggs; process until the mixture is a
smooth, buttery consistency. Using a small, narrow, angled spatula, spread the mixture evenly
over the bottom of a 7- or 8-inch flat-bottomed crystal serving plate with short sides (or an 8-inch
glass pie plate). In a small mixing bowl, place the sour cream and onions; stir to combine. Spoon
the sour cream mixture over the egg-butter layer in the serving plate; using a clean small,
narrow, angled spatula, spread evenly and smoothly. Cover well with plastic wrap and then
aluminum foil; refrigerate at least 6 hours.Shortly before serving, carefully spoon the caviar over
the sour cream layer in the serving dish and spread evenly. Place the serving dish on a round,
silver or crystal plate; surround the caviar serving dish with crackers. Provide a small serving
knife.MAKES ABOUT 3 CUPS(6 DOZEN HORS D’OEUVRES)BOK CHOY STUFFED WITH
RED CAVIAR1 bunch bok choy* (page 256)8 ounces regular cream cheese spread1 tablespoon
finely grated onions2 ounces red salmon caviar3 hard-cooked, extra-large egg yolks, finely
grated*If bok choy is not available, celery may be substituted.Clean the bok choy thoroughly.
Split the white stalks in half lengthwise. Cut the split stalks into 2-inch-long pieces; dry with
paper towels; set aside. In a small mixing bowl, place the cream cheese and onions; stir to blend.
Add  of the caviar; stir carefully to combine. Using a knife, stuff the bok choy pieces with the
cream cheese mixture. Sprinkle the stuffed bok choy with the grated egg yolks; garnish the tops
with the remaining caviar. Cover carefully; refrigerate until ready to serve.MAKES ABOUT 4
DOZENCUCUMBER WHEELS2 seedless cucumbers, about 1 foot long each1 5-ounce jar
prepared horseradish½ teaspoon finely snipped, fresh dillweed2 teaspoons sugar¼ teaspoon
salt⅛ teaspoon white pepper½ cup whipping cream, whippedTiny sprigs of fresh dillweed for
decorationPare 1 cucumber (page 17). Cut evenly into 3⁄8-inch slices (about 30 slices). Using a
tiny, 3⁄8-inch melon baller, carefully scoop out a well in the center seed section of each cucumber
slice, leaving the bottom of each slice intact and uncut. Place the slices, well side down, on 3
layers of paper towels; let stand.Pare the remaining cucumber. Cut into ½-inch slices; cut each



slice into quarters. Measure 4 cups quartered cucumber slices; reserve any remaining slices for
other uses. Place the 4 cups quartered cucumber slices in a food processor,  at a time, and
process, using on/off turns, until they reach the consistency of pulp. Be careful not to completely
liquefy them. Secure 2 layers of damp cheesecloth in a medium-sized sieve and place over a
deep pan. Pour the cucumber pulp into the cheesecloth to strain. When strained, lift the
cheesecloth containing the strained pulp off the sieve; pull the 4 corners of the cheesecloth
together and twist to make a cheesecloth bag of pulp. Wring and squeeze the bag to extract
nearly all liquid until there remains ½ cup measured pulp; set aside.Place the horseradish in a
medium-sized sieve to drain. With your hand, firmly press the horseradish in the sieve to extract
as much liquid as possible until there remains ¼ cup measured, drained, packed horseradish. In
a medium mixing bowl, place the drained cucumber pulp, drained horseradish, ½ teaspoon
dillweed, sugar, salt, and white pepper; stir to combine. Add the whipped cream; fold in.Using a
decorating bag fit with large round tip number 1A (page 325), pipe a mound of horseradish
mixture into the well in each cucumber slice. Gently tuck a tiny sprig of fresh dillweed (using a
pair of kitchen tweezers, if you have them) into the top of each mound of horseradish mixture for
decoration. Place the Cucumber Wheels in a dome-covered container and refrigerate them until
serving time.MAKES 30CUCUMBER AND CHEESE CANAPÉS3 ounces cream cheese,
softened2 teaspoons chili sauce2 teaspoons light rum3 slices thinly sliced white bread12 thin,
seedless cucumber slicesIn a small mixing bowl, place the cream cheese, chili sauce, and light
rum; using an electric mixer, beat on high speed until smooth and blended; set aside. Toast the
bread. Using a sharp knife, cut off the crusts. Cut each piece of toast into 4 squares. Spread the
cream cheese mixture on the toast squares. Place a slice of cucumber on top of each square.
Cover and refrigerate them until serving time.MAKES ONE DOZENCHERRY TOMATOES
STUFFED WITH CURRIED CHICKEN SALAD3 dozen uniformly sized cherry tomatoes4 cups
finely ground (page 16), cooked chicken breasts (page 169)1½ cups minced celery2 teaspoons
finely grated onions¾ cup mayonnaise½ cup Miracle Whip dressing1 tablespoon curry
powder½ teaspoon salt½ teaspoon white pepper3 ounces cream cheese, softenedYellow paste
food coloring (optional)Using a very sharp, thin-bladed paring knife, cut a generous slice off the
stem end of the tomatoes; discard the slices. Using the knife, carefully remove the seeds and
cores from the tomatoes; as they are prepared, place them upside down on paper towels to
drain. After preparing all the tomatoes, turn them right side up and place them in an airtight
container; refrigerate until ready to stuff.In a medium mixing bowl, place the chicken, celery, and
onions; stir to combine and set aside. In a small mixing bowl, place the mayonnaise, dressing,
curry powder, salt, and white pepper; stir until well combined. Add the mayonnaise mixture to the
chicken mixture; stir to combine.Using a demitasse spoon, mound the chicken salad in the
tomatoes and pack it with your thumb. Set the filled tomatoes aside. Place the cream cheese in a
small mixing bowl; using an electric mixer, beat on high speed until smooth. Add a tiny amount of
food coloring to tint yellow; beat the mixture until evenly blended. Using a decorating bag fit with
small open-star tip number 15 (page 319), pipe a small star (page 324) on top of each stuffed



tomato.MAKES 6 DOZENPETITE POTATOES2½ dozen tiny, unpared, new red potatoes,
steamed (page 276)Vegetable oil16 ounces commercial sour cream¼ cup very finely grated
onionsBlack caviarRed caviarPlace the steamed potatoes on 2 layers of paper towels to drain
and cool. When cool, dampen a paper towel with vegetable oil and rub the potatoes to lightly oil
the skins. Using a sharp, thin-bladed knife, cut the potatoes in half lengthwise. Using a 7⁄8-inch
melon baller, scoop a 7⁄8-inch-diameter and ¼-inch-deep round section of potato flesh out of the
center of each potato half to form a cup. Place the potatoes on plastic wrap in a flat-bottomed
dish; cover and refrigerate them until cold.In a small mixing bowl, place the sour cream and
onions; stir to combine. Using a decorating bag fit with medium round tip number 8 (page 319),
pipe a mound of the sour cream mixture into the cup in each potato half (or use 2 demitasse
spoons to mound the mixture in the potatoes). Refrigerate the filled potatoes on plastic wrap in a
dome-covered container until shortly before serving.Close to the time of serving, place the black
caviar and red caviar separately on 4 layers of paper towels to drain. Using a tiny 3⁄8-inch melon
baller or 2 demitasse spoons, place a small amount of caviar on top of each mound of sour
cream mixture in the potatoes. Place the black caviar on half of the potatoes and the red caviar
on the remaining half. Placing the caviar on the sour cream mixture too far in advance of serving
may result in the caviar running slightly.MAKES 5 DOZENRED AND GREEN VEGETABLE
TRAYRed bell peppers, cut into ¼-inch stripsRadish Roses (page 339)Cherry
tomatoesPimiento-stuffed green olivesFresh snow peas, steamed 30 seconds (page 252)Fresh
green asparagus spears, blanched (page 29) 1 minuteBite-sized, fresh broccoli flowerets,
steamed (page 252) 1 minuteSmall, fresh Brussels sprouts, steamed (page 252) 2
minutesFresh green beans, steamed (page 252) 2 minutesFresh, frozen, or canned (in water)
artichoke hearts, cooked (if fresh or frozen) and cut in half lengthwise1 recipe Vegetable Dip
(page 44)Steam, blanch, or cook the vegetables separately (to preserve their individual colors
and flavors), as specified above. Then, immediately place each vegetable in a colander and
rinse under cold, running water to stop the cooking. Drain well. Place the vegetables carefully in
separate zipper-seal plastic bags and refrigerate until completely cold.To serve, spoon
Vegetable Dip into a bowl and place it in the center of a round tray. Arrange the vegetables in
pinwheel fashion around the bowl of dip.VARIATIONS: Any other red or green vegetables may
be added or substituted.MINI BAGELS WITH SMOKED SALMON20 presliced mini bagels,
about 2½ inches in diameter (available at most supermarkets)11 ounces cream cheese,
softened8 ounces thinly sliced smoked salmonAbout 5 ounces alfalfa sproutsSeparate the
halves of the bagels (each half is to be an individual hors d’oeuvre). Spread each bagel half with
approximately 1½ teaspoons cream cheese. Cut slices of the smoked salmon to fit on the bagel
halves; place 1 slice on each half. Sprinkle alfalfa sprouts atop the smoked salmon on each hors
d’oeuvre. Keep refrigerated in an airtight container until ready to serve.MAKES 40TARTLETS
WITH CRABMEAT FILLING1 cup boiled, fresh or frozen Alaskan king crabmeat (page 192),*
chilled and finely chopped¼ cup finely diced, pimiento-stuffed green olives¼ cup chopped
pecans2 tablespoons minced celery2 teaspoons finely minced onions1½ teaspoons freshly



squeezed, strained lemon juice¼ cup Miracle Whip dressing1 recipe Tartlet Shells (page 402)36
thin slices of small, pimiento-stuffed green olives for decoration*Canned and drained crabmeat
may be substituted.In a medium mixing bowl, place the crabmeat, ¼ cup diced olives, pecans,
celery, onions, and lemon juice; stir to combine. Add the dressing; stir to combine. Using a
demitasse spoon, mound the crabmeat mixture in the Tartlet Shells. Decorate the top of each
filled tartlet with an olive slice.MAKES ABOUT 3 DOZENVARIATIONS: The Tartlet Shells may
also be filled with finely chopped Lobster Salad (page 116) or other fillings of your choice and
invention.DILL PICKLE ROLL-UPS5 2-ounce packages lean beef (3¾-inch squares of thin,
pressed beef found in the cold-cut section of the grocery store)1 32-ounce jar Gedney kosher
baby dills (small dill pickles)8 ounces cream cheese, softenedTHE DAY BEFORE SERVING: On
a cutting board, place 2 pieces of the lean beef on top of each other symmetrically. Place a dill
pickle lengthwise along the bottom edge of the stacked beef, lining up one end of the pickle
evenly with the left side of the beef. Cut the right side of the beef, from top to bottom, evenly with
the right end of the pickle. Reserve the cutaway portion of the meat to make small roll-ups or for
other uses. Remove the pickle from the top of the beef. Spread a moderately thin layer of cream
cheese over the beef. Replace the pickle on the beef. Roll the beef, jelly-roll fashion, around the
pickle; place, seam down, in a flat-bottomed glass dish; cover lightly and refrigerate.SHORTLY
BEFORE SERVING: Using a small, sharp knife, cut the rolls into ¼- to ½-inch slices. Arrange in
a single layer on a serving plate.MAKES ABOUT 13 DOZENCHRISTMAS CHEESE BALL8
ounces cream cheese, softened1 tablespoon minced onions1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce2
ounces blue cheese, finely crumbled4 ounces medium cheddar cheese, finely shredded2
tablespoons finely chopped green bell peppers1 tablespoon finely chopped pimientos¾ cup
broken English walnutsAssorted crackersIn a small mixing bowl, place the cream cheese,
onions, and Worcestershire sauce; using an electric mixer, beat on high speed until creamy and
smooth. Add the blue cheese; resume beating on high speed until creamed. Add the cheddar
cheese; beat on medium speed until mixed, leaving some visible pieces of yellow cheddar
cheese; set aside. In a small bowl, place the green peppers and pimientos; stir to combine. Add
the peppers and pimientos to the cheese mixture; using a spoon, stir until evenly distributed.
Cover and refrigerate 1 hour.Scatter the walnuts on waxed paper. Remove the cheese mixture
from the refrigerator; form it into a ball and roll it in the walnuts until evenly covered. Wrap the
cheese ball in plastic wrap; refrigerate. Serve with assorted crackers of choice.MAKES ABOUT
2½ CUPS(5 DOZEN HORS D’OEUVRES)CHRISTMAS CRACKERS2½ dozen small, plain
water crackers8 ounces regular cream cheese spreadMint jellyCanned wild lingonberries in
sugarSpread the crackers generously with cream cheese, forming a slight mound in the center
of each cracker. Using the back of a melon baller, make a cup in the center of the cream cheese.
Fill each cream cheese cup in half of the crackers with ½ teaspoon mint jelly. Fill each cream
cheese cup in the remaining half of the crackers with ½ teaspoon lingonberries. Arrange on a
white doily-lined plate.MAKES 2½ DOZENVARIATIONS: Cherry jelly and strawberry jelly may
also be used as fillings.CHUTNEY CHEESE BALL8 ounces cream cheese, softened2 ounces



blue cheese, softened cup commercially canned chutney, chopped½ cup chopped, toasted
unblanched almonds (chop, page 4; then toast, page 10)Assorted crackersTHE DAY BEFORE
SERVING: In a small mixing bowl, place the cream cheese and blue cheese; using an electric
mixer, beat on high speed until well blended. Add the chutney; using a spoon, stir to combine.
Cover and refrigerate at least 3 hours until firm enough to form into a ball.Scatter the almonds on
waxed paper. Remove the cheese mixture from the refrigerator; form into a ball and roll in the
almonds until evenly covered. Wrap the cheese ball in plastic wrap; refrigerate overnight.TO
SERVE: Reshape the ball, flatten slightly, and place on a small plate. Serve with
crackers.MAKES ABOUT 2 CUPS(4 DOZEN HORS D’OEUVRES)COLD POACHED WHOLE
SALMONTalk about elegance—a cold, poached whole salmon gorgeously decorated and
shimmering with an aspic glaze is hard to top. Place a crystal bowl of Green Sauce (Sauce
Verte) (page 299) next to this sublime offering on the buffet, and you have a stunning delicacy fit
for the most sophisticated of epicures. (Plus, you’ll have great fun preparing it.)This recipe calls
for the salmon to be poached in a court bouillon, which is a flavored broth generally used for
poaching fish and shellfish. Court bouillon consists of a water base in which vegetables such as
onions, carrots, and celery; herbs (a bouquet garni [page 26]); and wine, vinegar, or lemon juice
(an acid) are simmered for a short period of time to impart flavor. Very often, thyme, parsley, and
a bay leaf are among the herbs. In this court bouillon, I used white wine (chardonnay); in fact, I
used one whole bottle of it.1 5- to 6-pound whole salmon, skin, head, and tail left on; scales and
fins removedCourt Bouillon (see headnote)3 large sprigs fresh thyme3 large sprigs fresh
parsley1 bay leaf3 quarts water1 750mL bottle (slightly more than 3 cups) chardonnay wine1
stalk celery with green leaves, sliced into ½-inch pieces1 medium carrot, pared and sliced into
½-inch pieces1 small, yellow onion studded with 3 whole cloves1 ¼-inch slice lemon (including
peel)8 black peppercorns (whole black pepper)¾ teaspoon saltUnflavored Aspic (recipe
follows)Optional decorations for salmon and platter (see Optional Decoration Suggestions
below)3 recipes Green Sauce (Sauce Verte) (page 299)Deluxe Crackers, room temperature
(page 382)If frozen, thaw the salmon in the refrigerator. Do not thaw the salmon
unrefrigerated.Place the salmon on one of its sides and precisely measure it at the thickest part;
make a note of the measurement. Then, wash the salmon under cold, running water. Wrap the
salmon in cheesecloth; using cotton string, tie it widthwise, somewhat securely, in 3 places.
Place the wrapped salmon (on one of its sides) on the rack of a 24 × 7 × 4 ½-inch fish poacher;
set aside.Using the thyme and parsley sprigs, make a bouquet garni (page 26); set aside. The
bay leaf may be included in the bouquet garni or added to the court bouillon separately. (I added
it separately.)Situate the poacher on the range so it covers 2 burners to achieve sufficient and as
even heat as possible. Pour the water and wine into the poacher (see Note). Add the bouquet
garni, bay leaf (if not included in the bouquet garni), celery, carrots, onion, lemon slice,
peppercorns, and salt. Cover the poacher. Over high heat, bring the court bouillon to a low boil;
reduce the heat and simmer the mixture moderately to slowly for 15 minutes.Then, carefully
lower the rack containing the salmon into the poacher. If the liquid does not entirely cover the



salmon, add more water. It is important that the salmon be covered with liquid. Return the court
bouillon to a simmer and poach the salmon 10 minutes for each inch of its thickness as
measured. It is very important not to overcook the salmon, as overcooking will cause it to fall
apart. Do not allow the court bouillon to come to a full boil, as this, too, will cause the salmon to
overcook.When the cooking time has expired, remove the rack containing the wrapped salmon
from the poacher and place the rack containing the salmon across the sink to drain briefly; let
stand.Lay an unfolded tea towel on a flat counter surface. Place the rack (with the salmon) on
the tea towel. Move the wrapped salmon from the rack onto the center of the tea towel. Very
carefully, unwrap the salmon to expose one side of it. Leaving the salmon on the tea towel, use a
small, sharp paring knife to remove the skin and scrape away the underlying dark flesh from the
exposed side of the salmon. (Removing the dark flesh will require a little time and patience. Try
not to roughen the red/pink salmon flesh.) Then, pull the front and back of the tea towel together
to encase the salmon; roll the salmon over on its other side. Turn back the tea towel; remove and
discard the cheesecloth. Then, remove the skin and dark flesh from the other side of the salmon,
leaving the salmon on the tea towel.Next to the salmon, place a long, narrow fish platter made
especially for serving whole fish (available at commercial kitchen supply stores). Holding the far
side of the tea towel, roll the salmon onto its side on the serving platter. Cover the salmon and
platter with plastic wrap; refrigerate.When cold, remove the salmon from the refrigerator; remove
the plastic wrap. Pour some of the Unflavored Aspic (syrup consistency) into a small pitcher or
measuring cup. Pour a fairly thin layer of aspic over the salmon. A very soft pastry brush may be
used sparingly to assist in covering all the exposed parts of the salmon, including the head and
tail, with aspic. The underside of the salmon will not be covered with aspic. Then, decorate the
salmon, if desired. After decorating, pour additional aspic over the salmon. Using a damp
sponge and cotton swabs, remove any aspic that has dripped onto the platter.Near serving time,
remove the salmon from the refrigerator and decorate the platter around the salmon, if desired;
refrigerate until serving time.To serve, place the salmon platter on the buffet or serving table;
provide a serving fork and small, sharp knife. Spoon the Green Sauce into a crystal or other
glass bowl and place it on a doily-lined plate; provide a small spoon. (Refill the bowl with Green
Sauce, as needed.) Arrange the Deluxe Crackers in a napkin-lined, silver or other attractive dish.
Place the plate with Green Sauce and the dish of Deluxe Crackers next to the salmon platter.
Diners use the serving fork (and possibly the knife) to remove small servings of salmon from the
whole fish and place it on a cracker. Then, they add Green Sauce, if desired. Or, diners may
place servings of salmon directly on a small plate and spoon Green Sauce either directly on the
salmon or on their plate.NOTE: After pouring the water and wine into the poacher, the rack
containing the wrapped salmon may be lowered into the poacher to assure that the water and
wine are sufficient to cover the fish. This step is advisable if a different size salmon or poacher
from that called for in this recipe is used. Remove the rack (and salmon) before proceeding to
add the other ingredients to the poacher.The rule of thumb is 1 cup of wine to 1 quart of water.
While the amount of liquid called for in this court bouillon recipe may be altered to some extent,



amounts of the other court bouillon ingredients may remain the same when making the
approximate amount of court bouillon this recipe yields.SERVES 25 AS AN HORS
D’OEUVREUNFLAVORED ASPIC½ cup cold water1 tablespoon plus 1 teaspoon (2 envelopes)
unflavored gelatin1 cup waterPour ½ cup cold water into a small sauce dish; sprinkle the gelatin
over the water; let stand 15 minutes.Into a small saucepan, pour 1 cup water. Over high heat,
bring the water to a boil. Remove from the heat. Add the gelatin mixture; stir until completely
dissolved.Refrigerate until the consistency of syrup. If the aspic begins to gel, it may be reheated
briefly over medium-low heat until it returns to a syrup consistency.OPTIONAL DECORATION
SUGGESTIONS: (see illustration) The following are merely suggestions for rendering fairly
simple salmon and platter decorations. If you are so inclined, use your imagination and finesse
to create more intricate decorations appropriate to the dish.SALMON DECORATION3 thin,
grooved, seedless cucumber slices (see Grooved Cucumber Slices, page 334)2 small, round
flower centers made from yellow bell pepper flesh (see Bell Pepper Leaves and Flower Petals,
page 338)1 small, round flower center made from red bell pepper flesh (see Bell Pepper Leaves
and Flower Petals, page 338)3 flower stems plus leaves fashioned from green onion leaves (see
Ribbons and Outline Designs from Green Onion Leaves, page 336)Arrange the 3 cucumber
slices like flower blossoms over the freshly aspic-coated salmon. Using decorating tip number
12, if available, (see page 319) or another small, sharp, round implement, stamp out the 2 yellow
and 1 red flower centers from the processed bell peppers. Add the centers to the 3 cucumber
flowers on the salmon. Then, using the pliable green onion leaves, arrange stems with leaves on
the cucumber flowers to simulate a bouquet. (Then, add the last coat of aspic over the salmon
and decorations.)PLATTER DECORATIONGrooved, seedless cucumber slices (see Grooved
Cucumber Slices, page 334)Grooved lemon slices (see Grooved Citrus Slices, page 334)Curly-
leaf and Italian parsley sprigsDecoratively arrange the cucumber slices, lemon slices, and
parsley sprigs around the salmon on the platter (see illustration).Other Cold Hors d’Oeuvre
RecipesDeviled Eggs (page 224)Hickory-Smoked Ham Mousse (page 65)Shrimp Mousse with
Dill (page 63)Hot Hors d’OeuvresHOT BOURBON-CHEESE DIP8 ounces cream cheese,
softened½ cup Miracle Whip dressing1 tablespoon bourbon1 teaspoon lemon pepper1 cup (4
ounces) shredded brick cheese1 cup (4 ounces) shredded Swiss cheese3 tablespoons minced
onions6 slices bacon, fried crisply, drained well between paper towels, and crumbled¼ cup
chopped pecans¼ cup rolled Ritz crackers Onion-flavored melba roundsPreheat the oven to
350°F.Place the cream cheese in a medium mixing bowl; using an electric mixer, beat on high
speed to smooth slightly. Add the dressing, bourbon, and lemon pepper; resume beating on high
speed until very smooth. Add the brick cheese, Swiss cheese, and onions; using a spoon, stir to
combine. Place the mixture in a 9-inch glass pie plate; using a small, narrow spatula, spread
evenly. Distribute the bacon evenly over the surface of the mixture. Sprinkle the pecans evenly
over the bacon. Just before baking, sprinkle the cracker crumbs over the top. Bake, uncovered,
20 minutes. Remove from the oven and place on a wire rack; let stand 5 minutes to cool slightly
before serving. Serve with onion-flavored melba rounds. Provide a small knife.MAKES ABOUT



2¾ CUPS(5 DOZEN HORS D’OEUVRES)ARTICHOKE DIP1 9-ounce package frozen artichoke
hearts cooked well, drained, and chopped (about 1½ cups chopped artichoke hearts)*1 cup
mayonnaise1 cup freshly grated Parmesan cheese (page 30)1 very small garlic clove, pressed1
tablespoon very finely chopped onionsAssorted crackers*Fresh or canned (in water) artichoke
hearts may be substituted. Canned artichoke hearts are precooked and do not require additional
cooking for this recipe.Preheat the oven to 350°F. Grease a 1-quart round baking dish.In a
medium mixing bowl, place the artichoke hearts, mayonnaise, Parmesan cheese, garlic, and
onions; stir well to combine. Place the mixture in the prepared baking dish; bake 20 minutes or
until bubbly. Serve warm with crackers. Provide a small knife.MAKES ABOUT 3 CUPS(6 DOZEN
HORS D’OEUVRES)ASPARAGUS ROLLSI receive more recipe requests from friends for this
simple hors d’oeuvre than for any other hors d’oeuvre I serve.36 medium-small fresh asparagus
spears*1 pound sliced bacon36 slices of thinly sliced, soft-style, very fresh, white sandwich
bread (the least expensive kind of bread works best with this recipe)1½ cups Miracle Whip
dressing½ cup plus 2 tablespoons butter, softened*If desired, 1½ 15-ounce commercial cans of
extra-long green asparagus spears, drained, may be substituted. Canned asparagus spears are
precooked and do not require additional cooking for this recipe.Wash the asparagus spears and
cut them exactly 4 inches long; discard the cutaway stalks or reserve for other use. Boil the
asparagus spears (page 252) 3 minutes; rinse them in cold water to stop the cooking. Drain the
spears well. Place the spears on a plate; cover and refrigerate. Fry the bacon until crisp; drain
well between paper towels. With your fingers, crumble the bacon. Place the bacon in a small
storage container; cover and refrigerate.Assemble the Asparagus Rolls no longer than 2 hours
before serving. To assemble, cut the crusts off the bread slices. Keep the bread slices covered to
retain softness. Using a small, narrow, angled spatula, spread dressing liberally on one side of
each slice of bread (about 2 teaspoons per slice) to within about ¼ inch of the edges. Sprinkle
about 1 tablespoon crumbled bacon over the dressing on each bread slice. Place 1 asparagus
spear diagonally across the center of each slice. Roll each slice diagonally around the
asparagus spear and place in a shallow, ungreased baking pan, with the unsealed corner of
bread down. Place the Asparagus Rolls side by side, touching each other, in the pan. Using a
table knife, spread about ½ teaspoon butter over the top of each roll. Cover the pan tightly with
aluminum foil until ready to serve.When ready to serve, preheat the broiler. Uncover the pan of
Asparagus Rolls and place under the broiler, 6 inches from the heat. Leave under the broiler just
a few minutes until the tops of the rolls are golden brown. Watch constantly as they can
overbrown very quickly. Using a spatula, transfer the Asparagus Rolls to a doily-lined tray and
serve immediately.MAKES 3 DOZENCRABMEAT SUPREME WITH SAUTÉED TOAST
POINTS1 pound cooked lump crabmeat, frozen or canned and drained11 ounces cream
cheese, softened2 tablespoons butter½ cup finely chopped green bell peppers¼ cup drained,
minced capers½ cup mayonnaise1 tablespoon finely snipped, fresh parsley1 tablespoon
drained, prepared horseradish, homemade (page 30) or commercially canned¼ teaspoon
saltDash cayenne pepper2 teaspoons Worcestershire sauce¼ cup dry white wine¼ cup



Buttered Bread Crumbs (page 33)Paprika2 recipes Sautéed Toast Points (page 364)Preheat the
oven to 375°F. Lightly butter a 1-quart round baking dish.Place the crabmeat in a small mixing
bowl. With your fingers, carefully remove any bits of cartilage or shell and discard; set aside.
Place the softened cream cheese in a medium mixing bowl; set aside. In a skillet, over medium-
low heat, melt the butter; add the green peppers and sauté until soft but not browned (about 3
minutes). Add the green peppers, capers, mayonnaise, parsley, horseradish, salt, cayenne
pepper, Worcestershire sauce, and white wine to the cream cheese; using an electric mixer,
beat on medium-high speed until the ingredients are well blended. Add the crabmeat; using a
spoon, fold in. Pour into the prepared baking dish. Sprinkle the bread crumbs on top. Bake
uncovered for 30 minutes.To serve, sprinkle sparingly with paprika. Place the casserole in the
center of a serving dish and surround with Sautéed Toast Points. Supply 1 or 2 small knives for
serving.MAKES 4 DOZEN HORS D’OEUVRESGOUDA IN PUFF PASTRY1 7-ounce round of
Gouda cheese1 sheet frozen puff pastry (½ of a 17.3-ounce package)1 extra-large egg1
teaspoon whole milk¼ teaspoon garlic powder1 tablespoon freshly grated Parmesan cheese
(page 30)Plain butter crackers3 HOURS BEFORE SERVING: Remove the red wax covering
from the Gouda cheese. Place the cheese on a small plate; cover with plastic wrap and let stand
at room temperature.1½ HOURS BEFORE SERVING: Remove 1 sheet of frozen puff pastry
from the package; place it folded on a floured pastry cloth; let stand 20 minutes to thaw. Unfold
the puff pastry carefully on the pastry cloth; let stand an additional 15 minutes to continue
thawing.Meanwhile, in a small mixing bowl, place the egg and milk; using an electric mixer, beat
briefly until blended; set aside.Preheat the oven to 400°F.Cover a rolling pin with a stockinet
(page 38); flour the stockinet lightly. Roll the pastry sheet to a 10 ½-inch square. Place an
inverted 9-inch pie pan on the pastry; using a small, sharp knife, cut the pastry around the
periphery of the inverted pie pan to form a circle of pastry. Lift the pie pan from the pastry. Lift the
excess pastry from the edges of the circle and reserve for optional cutout decoration (see Note).
Place the Gouda cheese, more-rounded side down, in the center of the pastry circle. Sprinkle
the garlic powder on the cheese round; using your fingers, rub the powder evenly over the
exposed surface of the cheese. Sprinkle the Parmesan cheese over the cheese round. Using the
back of a teaspoon, press the Parmesan cheese onto the exposed top of the cheese
round.Using a soft, small pastry brush, brush the egg mixture around the edges of the pastry
circle to help seal the pastry in the next step. Pull 2 opposite sides of the pastry circle snugly
over the cheese round; using your fingers, pinch the pastry edges together to seal (stretch
pastry slightly if necessary). Pull the remaining edges of the pastry snugly over the cheese
round, wrapping it like a package. Use your hands to lightly—and with minimum handling—press
the pastry against the Gouda to retain the circular shape of the round. Using kitchen scissors,
cut away ½- to ¾-inch excess pastry from the last edges of pastry pulled over the cheese round;
brush the cut pastry edges with the egg mixture and pinch to seal.Turn over the pastry-wrapped
cheese round and place, seam side down, on the pastry cloth. Brush all exposed pastry
surfaces with the egg mixture. (Do not brush the underneath seam side.) Decorate the pastry, if



desired, using the excess pastry (see Note). Using a spatula, place the pastry-wrapped cheese
round on a parchment-paper-lined cookie sheet. (If parchment paper is not available, place it on
an ungreased cookie sheet.) Bake 20 minutes.Remove from the oven; using a spatula, transfer
the baked Gouda to a serving plate. Let stand 15 minutes before serving; then serve
immediately. Supply a very sharp knife with which guests may cut small wedges of the pastry-
wrapped cheese. Arrange crackers in a dish next to the cheese. As warm Gouda runs slightly, it
is better to eat this hors d’oeuvre atop a light, buttery cracker.NOTE: To decorate the top of the
pastry-wrapped Gouda, use tiny, flour-dipped cutters in designs or an X-Acto knife to cut a
design, such as a flower, out of the rolled, excess puff pastry. Brush the back of each pastry
cutout with the egg mixture and very lightly press it onto the unbaked, pastry-wrapped Gouda
round, which has been brushed with the egg mixture. When all parts of the decoration have
been arranged, brush the top of the decoration with the egg mixture. Follow the baking
procedure in the recipe.MAKES ABOUT 16 HORS D’OEUVRESSAUSAGE PUFFS12 ounces
sage-seasoned bulk pork sausage¼ cup fine Dried Bread Crumbs (page 33)1 tablespoon
snipped, fresh parsley¼ cup minced onions1 extra-large egg, beaten1 sheet frozen puff pastry
(½ of a 17.3-ounce package)Sprigs of fresh sage for decoration (optional)Sprigs of fresh parsley
for decoration (optional)Preheat the oven to 400°F.In a medium bowl, place the sausage,
crumbs, parsley, onions, and egg; stir to combine. Divide the mixture into thirds and shape into 3
rolls, each 7½ inches long. Place the rolls in a shallow, ungreased baking pan; bake 20 minutes.
Remove from the oven and transfer the rolls onto 3 layers of paper towels to drain and cool.
Meanwhile, place 1 sheet of frozen puff pastry, folded, on a floured pastry cloth; let stand 20
minutes to thaw.Preheat the oven to 425°F.Unfold the puff pastry carefully on the pastry cloth; let
stand an additional 15 minutes to continue thawing. Using a sharp knife, cut the pastry into
quarters (approximately square). Cover a rolling pin with a stockinet (page 38); flour the
stockinet lightly. Roll 3 of the pastry quarters into rectangles approximately 6 × 9 inches; reserve
the fourth pastry quarter for other uses. Place 1 roll of sausage along the 9-inch side of 1 of the
pastry rectangles; roll the sausage, jellyroll fashion, in the pastry. With your fingers, seal the side
seam and ends of the pastry roll well. Repeat the procedure with the other 2 sausage rolls. Place
the pastry rolls in an ungreased 10½ × 15½-inch cookie pan; bake 12 to 15 minutes. Using a
sharp, thin-bladed knife, cut each roll widthwise into ½-inch slices. Serve immediately. The
serving plate may be decorated with sprigs of fresh sage and parsley.MAKES 42 HORS
D’OEUVRESPIGS IN A BLANKETSaucijzebroodjesA popular, traditional Holland Dutch pastry,
Pigs in a Blanket are most often enjoyed at Dutch coffee tijd (time) in the mid-morning or mid-
afternoon, when fairly substantial fare may be served. Pigs in a Blanket are most commonly
made in approximately 3-inch lengths; however, in this recipe I have shortened them to about 2
inches for serving as hors d’oeuvres.FILLING¾ pound seasoned, lean bulk sausage¾ pound
lean, pure ground beef¾ teaspoon salt¼ teaspoon pepper2 teaspoons finely crushed, dried leaf
sage½ cup Dutch rusk crumbs*1 tablespoon half-and-half or whole milk*Dried Bread Crumbs
(page 33) may be substituted.In a medium mixing bowl, place the sausage, ground beef, salt,



pepper, sage, rusk crumbs, and half-and-half; stir until thoroughly combined. Using a 1-inch
trigger scoop and your hands, form the mixture into 1-inch-diameter balls. With the palms of your
hands, roll each ball into a 1¾-inch-long by ½-inch-diameter roll; cover and refrigerate.DOUGH2
cups all-purpose flour1 tablespoon baking powder2 teaspoons sugar¾ teaspoon salt½ cup lard,
refrigerated1 extra-large egg, beaten½ cup whole milkAbout ¾ teaspoon lard to top
pastriesPreheat the oven to 350°F.Onto waxed paper, sift together the flour, baking powder,
sugar, and salt; place in a large mixing bowl. Using a pastry blender, cut ½ cup lard into the flour
mixture until it is the texture of cornmeal, with a few pieces the size of small peas; set aside.
Place the egg in a small bowl; using an electric mixer, beat on medium speed. Add the milk; beat
briefly to blend. Add the egg mixture to the flour mixture all at once; using a fork, mix quickly.
Lightly flour your hands; form the dough into a ball and knead 30 seconds on a floured pastry
cloth.Divide the dough in half; wrap one half in plastic wrap and place in the refrigerator while
working with the other half. Cover a rolling pin with a stockinet (page 38); flour the stockinet
lightly. Roll half of the dough to ⅛-inch thickness. With a sharp, thin-bladed knife, cut the dough
into 2 × 2½-inch rectangles. Place one roll of filling on each rectangle; roll the dough around the
filling; pinch the side seam and ends to close. Place, side seam down, in an ungreased 10½ ×
15½-inch cookie pan. Repeat the procedure with the remaining half of dough. Place a tiny dot of
lard (about half the size of a chocolate chip) on top of each pastry. Bake 30 minutes. Serve
hot.MAKES ABOUT 4 DOZENVARIATION: Pigs in a Blanket may be made in lengths up to 3
inches.PIZZA MUSHROOMS1 pound (about 4 dozen) medium-small (bite-sized), fresh
mushrooms cup white wine vinegar cup water¼ teaspoon dry mustard¼ teaspoon salt⅛
teaspoon white pepper cup commercially canned pizza sauce cup finely chopped pepperoni
cup finely chopped green bell peppers2 tablespoons finely chopped onions cup finely
shredded mozzarella cheeseTHE DAY BEFORE SERVING: Wash the mushrooms and remove
the stems by snapping them out of the caps. Set the mushroom caps aside, stem side down, on
3 layers of paper towels; reserve the stems for other uses or discard. In a pint glass jar, place the
vinegar, water, dry mustard, salt, and white pepper. Cover and shake vigorously until blended;
set aside. Place the mushroom caps in a ½-gallon zipper-seal plastic bag; add the vinegar
mixture (marinade) and seal the bag securely. Turn the bag until all the mushrooms are coated
with the marinade. Place the bag in a shallow, glass dish (in case of leakage); refrigerate. Turn
the bag several times during the 24-hour marinating period.THE DAY OF SERVING: In a small
mixing bowl, place the pizza sauce, pepperoni, green peppers, and onions; stir until combined.
Cover and refrigerate.3 HOURS OR LESS BEFORE SERVING: Drain the mushrooms in a sieve
or colander; discard the marinade or reserve for other uses. Place the mushrooms, stem side
down, on 3 layers of paper towels to continue draining. Lay another paper towel over the
mushrooms and pat dry. Using a teaspoon and your thumb, fill the stem cavities of the
mushrooms with the pizza sauce mixture, mounding the mixture generously and patting it until
smooth and symmetrical. Place the stuffed mushrooms in a very shallow baking pan. If not ready
to serve, cover with plastic wrap and refrigerate.SERVING TIME: Preheat the oven to 350°F.Heat



the stuffed mushrooms, uncovered, for 8 minutes. Remove from the oven.Preheat the
broiler.Sprinkle a generous amount of mozzarella cheese over the stuffing in each mushroom.
Place the pan of mushrooms under the broiler, 6 inches from the heat; watch carefully and
remove from the broiler as soon as the cheese melts. Be careful not to overbroil, causing the
cheese to overheat and become less attractive. Immediately remove the stuffed mushrooms
from the pan and place them briefly on 3 layers of paper towels to dry the round bottoms of the
mushrooms. Arrange the Pizza Mushrooms on a doily-lined serving tray or plate, and serve while
hot.MAKES ABOUT 4 DOZENSWEDISH MEATBALLS1 cup whole milk1 extra-large egg2 slices
white bread, crusts cut away1 pound lean, pure ground beef1 pound lean ground pork1 pound
ground ham2 tablespoons vegetable shortening1 cup packed dark brown sugar1 tablespoon
cornstarch½ cup red wine vinegar½ cup beef broth, homemade (page 70) or commercially
canned1 tablespoon tomato catsup1 teaspoon dry mustardGrease a 2-quart round baking dish;
set aside.In a large mixing bowl, place the milk and egg; using an electric mixer, beat on medium
speed until blended. Place the bread in the egg mixture and let soak thoroughly; then, using the
electric mixer, beat the bread mixture on medium-low speed until the bread is broken into tiny
pieces. Add the beef, pork, and ham; using a mixing spoon, mix until completely and evenly
combined. Using a 1-inch trigger scoop or melon baller, measure the meat mixture and roll in the
palms of your hands to form small, uniform meatballs. In an electric skillet or skillet on the range,
melt the shortening over medium heat (350°F in an electric skillet). Distribute the melted
shortening over the bottom of the skillet. Add the meatballs and brown well, rolling often to
maintain their round shape. Cook in batches if necessary. Drain the meatballs on 3 layers of
paper towels. Place the drained meatballs in the prepared baking dish; set aside.Preheat the
oven to 300°F.In a small saucepan, place the brown sugar, cornstarch, vinegar, beef broth,
catsup, and dry mustard; stir to combine. Over medium heat, bring the mixture to a boil, stirring
constantly; pour over the meatballs. Bake, uncovered, 2 hours. Serve in the baking dish or
transfer to a chafing dish. Provide fancy toothpicks in an attractive container next to the
meatballs and a small plate on which used toothpicks may be discarded.MAKES ABOUT 9
DOZENWATER CHESTNUT ROLL-UPS1 8-ounce can whole water chestnuts¼ cup packed
dark brown sugar½ teaspoon dry mustard¼ cup tomato catsup8 slices baconPreheat the
broiler.Drain the water chestnuts in a small sieve; place on 2 layers of paper towels to dry; set
aside. In a small sauce dish, place the brown sugar and dry mustard; stir to combine; set aside.
Place the catsup in a small sauce dish; set aside. Cut each bacon slice into thirds widthwise; set
aside. Dip each water chestnut in the catsup, roll in the brown sugar mixture to coat, and wrap in
a piece of bacon. Place, seam up, in a shallow baking pan. Broil, 6 inches from the heat, about 6
minutes. Remove from the broiler. Place a cellophane-frilled toothpick in each roll-up. Lift each
roll-up from the baking pan, lightly blot it on 2 layers of paper towels, and place it on a doily-lined
serving dish. Serve immediately.MAKES ABOUT 2 DOZENBOURBON BANGERS1¼ cups
tomato catsup½ cup packed dark brown sugar1 tablespoon finely grated onions2 teaspoons
prepared mustard½ cup bourbon1 pound fully cooked, smoked, cocktail-sized sausagesIn a



medium saucepan, place the catsup, brown sugar, onions, mustard, and bourbon; stir to
combine. Bring the mixture to a simmer over medium-high heat. Reduce the heat to low and
slowly simmer, uncovered, 5 minutes, stirring occasionally. Add the sausages and heat through.
Serve in a chafing dish with an attractive holder full of cellophane-frilled toothpicks on the
side.MAKES ABOUT 4 DOZENWINGLETS ORIENTAL1½ pounds (about 16) drumstick
sections of chicken wings¼ cup packed light brown sugar½ teaspoon dry mustard2 tablespoons
butter¼ cup soy saucePreheat the oven to 350°F. Butter an 8×8-inch baking dish.Place the
drumsticks in the prepared baking dish; set aside. In a small bowl, place the brown sugar and
dry mustard; stir to combine; set aside. Place the butter in a small saucepan; melt over low heat.
Add the soy sauce and brown sugar mixture. Bring to a boil over medium heat, stirring
constantly; pour over drumsticks. Bake 45 minutes, turning once after 25 minutes baking time.
Drain briefly on paper towels.MAKES ABOUT 16SPINACH BARS1 cup all-purpose flour1
teaspoon baking powder1 teaspoon salt2 extra-large eggs6 tablespoons butter, melted2 pounds
fresh spinach, cooked, well drained, and finely chopped (not buttered; page 285) (about 1 cup)¼
cup finely grated onions1 pound Monterey Jack cheese, shreddedPreheat the oven to 350°F.
Using a pastry brush, grease a 10½ × 15½ × 1-inch cookie pan with vegetable oil. Using paper
towels, remove the excess oil; set aside.Onto waxed paper, sift together the flour, baking
powder, and salt; set aside. Place the eggs in a medium mixing bowl; using an electric mixer,
beat lightly on medium speed. Add the butter; beat on medium speed until blended. Add the
flour mixture; beat on low speed only until blended. Add the spinach, onions, and cheese; using
a mixing spoon, fold in until evenly combined. Spoon the mixture into the prepared cookie pan;
using a large, narrow spatula, spread lightly and evenly. Bake 40 minutes.Remove from the oven
and place on a wire rack; let cool 5 minutes. Then, using a sharp, thin-bladed knife, cut into 64
bars. Using a small spatula, remove the bars from the pan and place momentarily on 3 layers of
paper towels to dry the bottom surfaces before transferring to a serving plate. Serve
immediately.MAKES 64First-Course AppetizersSHRIMP MOUSSE WITH DILL¾ pound raw,
unshelled shrimp, boiled (page 191), shelled and deveined (page 191), and chilled½ cup tomato
juice1 tablespoon plus 1 teaspoon (2 envelopes) unflavored gelatin1 cup tomato juice2
teaspoons sugar¼ teaspoon salt16 ounces commercial sour cream1 tablespoon freshly
squeezed, strained lemon juice1 tablespoon cider vinegar2 teaspoons onion juice (page 29)½
teaspoon Worcestershire sauce2 dashes Tabasco pepper sauce1 tablespoon packed, snipped,
fresh dillweed2 recipes Dill Sauce (page 298)Sprigs of fresh dillweed for decorationLightly oil
(see To Lightly Oil a Salad Mold, page 89) a 4½ × 8½-inch loaf pan; set aside.Using a food
processor, process the shrimp in 2 batches, pulsing until finely flaked (about 1½ cups finely
flaked shrimp). Place the processed shrimp in a bowl; cover and refrigerate. Pour ½ cup tomato
juice into a small sauce dish. Sprinkle the gelatin over the juice; stir in; let stand 15 minutes.Pour
1 cup tomato juice into a small saucepan; bring to a boil over high heat. Turn off the heat; add the
gelatin mixture, sugar, and salt; stir until completely dissolved. Remove the saucepan from the
range; set aside. In a blender or food processor, place the sour cream, lemon juice, vinegar,



onion juice, Worcestershire sauce, and pepper sauce. Add the tomato juice mixture; process in
the blender or food processor until completely blended. Add 1 tablespoon dillweed; process very
briefly only until evenly distributed. Add the shrimp; process very briefly only until combined. Turn
the mixture into the prepared loaf pan. Using a small, narrow spatula, spread smoothly.
Refrigerate until cold; then cover with plastic wrap and aluminum foil (over the plastic wrap).
Return to the refrigerator; wait until completely set (at least 8 hours) before serving.To serve,
unmold (page 89) on a flat cutting surface. Cut widthwise into 183⁄8-inch slices (page 89). Spoon
about 1½ tablespoons Dill Sauce into the center of small, individual serving plates; using the
back of the spoon, spread the sauce over the center section of each plate. Lay 1 slice of Shrimp
Mousse over the sauce on each plate (some of the sauce should be visible beyond the edges of
the mousse slice). Decorate the top of each Shrimp Mousse slice with a small, feathery sprig of
fresh dillweed.SERVES 18VARIATION ~ TO SERVE AS AN HORS D’OEUVRE: Mold the
Shrimp Mousse with Dill in a lightly oiled 4-cup curved fish mold (mold the remainingShrimp
Mousse in a small 1-cup mold for later use). Unmold the mousse (page 89) on an appropriate
serving plate; decorate the plate with fresh dill sprigs. Supply a small, wide-bladed knife. Arrange
small, plain water crackers on a dish or in a napkin-lined basket and place beside the mousse
serving plate. (Eliminate the Dill Sauce.)SHRIMP COCKTAILLeaf lettuce¼ cup plus 2
tablespoons chopped celery½ cup chopped boiled, fresh or frozen Alaskan king crabmeat
(page 192)*30 to 36 medium-sized, raw, unshelled shrimp, boiled (page 191), shelled with the
tails removed, and deveined (page 191)½ recipe Cocktail Sauce (page 296)*Canned and
drained crabmeat may be substituted.All ingredients should be cold before assembling the
Shrimp Cocktail. Line crystal sherbet glasses with leaf lettuce. Sprinkle 1 tablespoon chopped
celery in the bottom of each glass over the lettuce. Distribute 1 tablespoon plus 1 teaspoon
chopped crabmeat over the chopped celery in each glass. Arrange 5 or 6 shrimp, depending
upon their size and the size of the sherbet glasses, on top of the crabmeat. Spoon Cocktail
Sauce over the shrimp.Place each sherbet glass of Shrimp Cocktail on a small, doily-lined plate.
Cocktail forks should be provided with each diner’s table service.SERVES 6SCALLOPED
LOBSTER¼ cup plus 2 tablespoons all-purpose flour½ teaspoon saltDash of cayenne pepper¾
cup (¼ pound plus 4 tablespoons) butter¼ cup plus 2 tablespoons dry sherry1 quart half-and-
half6 extra-large egg yolks, slightly beaten2½ cups boiled lobster meat (page 192) cutinto small,
bite-sized pieces (about2 pounds uncooked lobster tails)1 cup Buttered Bread Crumbs (page
33)Sprigs of fresh lemon thyme (optional)Preheat the oven to 350°F. Butter twelve 5-inch-
diameter by 1-inch-deep round baking dishes appropriate for serving; set aside.In a small bowl,
place the flour, salt, and cayenne pepper; stir to combine; set aside. In the top of a double boiler,
over low boiling water, melt the butter. Remove the top of the double boiler from the bottom pan.
Add the flour mixture to the melted butter; stir until perfectly smooth. Add the sherry and half-and-
half; stir in. Return the top of the double boiler to the bottom pan. Over low boiling water, cook
the mixture until heated through. In a small bowl, spoon some of the hot mixture into the egg
yolks and stir in. Add the egg yolk mixture to the mixture in the double boiler; stir vigorously to



blend. Continue cooking and stirring until the mixture begins to thicken. Add the lobster and cook
just until the mixture thickens, stirring constantly. Remove the top of the double boiler.Using a
slotted spoon, distribute the hot lobster meat among the 12 prepared baking dishes, spreading
the meat evenly on the bottom of each dish. Then, fill each dish with sauce. Top with buttered
crumbs. Bake 5 minutes or until hot.Preheat the broiler.Place the baking dishes of Scalloped
Lobster under the broiler; brown lightly. Garnish the top of each serving with a small sprig of
lemon thyme, if desired. Place each baking dish on a doily-lined, salad-sized plate.SERVES
12SCALLOPED KING CRABFollow the Scalloped Lobster recipe, above, substituting boiled
Alaskan king crabmeat (page 192) for the lobster meat.HICKORY-SMOKED HAM MOUSSE¼
cup cold water1 tablespoon plus 1 teaspoon (2 envelopes) unflavored gelatin cup boiling
water3 tablespoons Miracle Whip dressing2 tablespoons beer mustard*2 tablespoons cream-
style, prepared horseradish, homemade (page 30) or commercially canned¼ teaspoon paprika2
tablespoons snipped, fresh parsley3 cups (about 13½ ounces) fully cooked, finely ground,
hickory-smoked ham1 cup (½ pint) whipping cream2 tablespoons powdered sugarSprigs of
fresh parsley for decoration1 recipe Horseradish Sauce (page 297)*If beer mustard is not
available, Düsseldorf mustard or a brown mustard with smooth consistency may be
substituted.Lightly oil (see To Lightly Oil a Salad Mold, page 89) a 4½ × 8½-inch loaf pan; set
aside.Pour ¼ cup cold water into a small mixing bowl. Sprinkle the gelatin over the cold water; let
stand 15 minutes. Add  cup boiling water to the gelatin mixture; stir until completely dissolved.
Pour the gelatin mixture into a blender or food processor. Add the dressing, beer mustard,
horseradish, and paprika; process until fully blended. Add parsley; process briefly to combine.
Add ham; process briefly until combined. Set aside.Pour the whipping cream into a medium
mixing bowl; using an electric mixer, beat on high speed until the cream begins to thicken. Add
the powdered sugar; beat on medium speed until stiff; set aside. Turn the blender or food
processor on, briefly, to recombine the ham mixture. Transfer the ham mixture to a large mixing
bowl. Add the whipped cream; using a large mixing spoon, fold in. Turn the mixture into the
prepared loaf pan; using a small, narrow spatula, spread smoothly. Refrigerate until cold; then,
cover with plastic wrap and aluminum foil (over the plastic wrap). Return to the refrigerator; wait
until completely set (at least 8 hours) before serving.To serve, unmold (page 89) on a flat cutting
surface. Cut widthwise into 18 3⁄8-inch slices (page 89). Place 1 slice of Ham Mousse on each
individual serving plate; decorate with parsley sprigs. Pass the Horseradish Sauce in an
attractive crystal or silver serving bowl at the table.SERVES 18VARIATION ~ TO SERVE AS AN
HORS D’OEUVRE: Mold Hickory-Smoked Ham Mousse in a decorative, lightly oiled 4-cup
mold. Line a serving plate with red-tip Boston lettuce leaves. Unmold the mousse (page 89) on
the lettuce leaves. Serve with stoned rye crackers; provide a small, wide-bladed knife. (Eliminate
the Horseradish Sauce.)Other First-Course AppetizersBroiled Grapefruit (page 293)Creamed
Mushrooms in tiny rice ring molds (page 272, see Serving Suggestions)Fettuccine Alfredo (page
236–237)French-Fried Onion Rings (page 273–274)Venison Pâté (page 199)Wild Duck Pâté
(page 199)Wild Goose Pâté (page 197–198)SnacksMUNCHIES11 cups (¾ of a 1-pound box)



Corn Chex cereal1½ cups (about 7 ounces) deluxe, lightly salted mixed nuts¾ cup (¼ pound
plus 4 tablespoons) butter1½ cups packed light brown sugar cup light corn syrup¼ teaspoon
baking sodaPreheat the oven to 300°F.In a very large mixing bowl, place the cereal and nuts; stir
to combine, being careful not to crumble the cereal; set aside. Place the butter in a medium,
heavy saucepan; melt the butter over medium heat. Remove from the heat. Add the brown sugar
and corn syrup; stir together. Bring to a full boil over medium-high heat, stirring constantly.
Remove from the heat. Add the baking soda; stir until well blended. Pour over the cereal mixture;
using a large mixing spoon, stir until evenly coated. Transfer the mixture to an ungreased 9 × 13-
inch baking pan; distribute evenly. Place in the oven for 15 minutes.Remove from the oven; invert
the pan of hot mixture onto a large area of waxed paper. Using a large mixing spoon, distribute
the mixture over the waxed paper; let stand 1 hour to cool and dry. Then, using your hands,
break into small clumps; store in an airtight container. Keeps up to 1 week at room
temperature.MAKES ABOUT 12 CUPSBEER NUTS1 cup sugar½ cup water10 ounces raw
Spanish peanutsSaltPreheat the oven to 300°F. Butter a 9×13-inch baking pan; set aside.In a
medium skillet, place the sugar and water; stir together. Over medium-high heat, bring the
mixture to a boil; add the peanuts and boil 7 minutes (no more). Using a slotted mixing spoon,
place the peanuts in the prepared baking pan; sprinkle with salt. Discard the syrup. Bake the
peanuts 30 minutes, turning 3 times with a spatula. Remove from the oven and place on a wire
rack to cool. Store in a covered quart jar. Keeps up to 1 month.MAKES 2 CUPSOYSTER
CRACKER SNACKS1 10-ounce package oyster crackers¾ cup vegetable oil1 1-ounce
package ranch salad dressing mix2 tablespoons dried dillweedPlace the crackers in a large
mixing bowl; set aside. In a small mixing bowl, place the vegetable oil and salad dressing mix;
using a spoon, beat until blended. Drizzle over the crackers and toss. Sprinkle the dillweed over
the crackers and toss again. Let stand several hours at room temperature, stirring lightly several
times. Store in an airtight container in the refrigerator up to 1 month.MAKES ABOUT 6
CUPSGRANOLA1 18-ounce box (about 6 cups) quick-cooking rolled oats, uncooked¾ cup
untoasted (raw) wheat germ cup sesame seeds1 cup coarsely chopped hazelnuts¾ cup flaked
coconut½ cup packed light brown sugar½ cup (¼ pound) butter, melted½ cup honey1½
teaspoons pure vanilla extract1½ cups raisins1 8-ounce package dried mixed fruit, coarsely
diced (2 cups) (optional)Preheat the oven to 350°F.Pour the oats into an ungreased 9 × 13-inch
baking pan. Bake 10 minutes, turning once with a spatula after 5 minutes of baking. Meanwhile,
in a medium mixing bowl, place the wheat germ, sesame seeds, hazelnuts, coconut, and brown
sugar; stir to combine; set aside. Place the butter in a small saucepan; over very low heat, melt
the butter. Remove from the heat. Add the honey and vanilla; stir vigorously until completely
blended; set aside. Remove the oats from the oven and transfer to a very large mixing bowl.
Leave the oven on at 350°F.Add the wheat germ mixture to the oats; stir until evenly combined.
Add the honey mixture; stir until the mixture is evenly dampened. Spoon the mixture equally into
two 9 × 13-inch ungreased baking pans. Bake 20 minutes, turning the mixture every 5 minutes to
achieve even browning. Remove from the oven and place the pans on wire racks; cool 5



minutes. Add the raisins and mixed fruit (if included), dividing equally between the 2 pans; stir to
combine. Keep the pans on the wire racks and stir the Granola occasionally as it cools, breaking
up any clumps of mixture sticking together.When completely cool, store in zipper-seal plastic
bags. Keeps up to 2 weeks at room temperature and up to 1 month in the refrigerator.MAKES
ABOUT 10 CUPSSERVING SUGGESTIONS: Serve dry as a nutritious snack or serve with milk
as a breakfast cereal.Other Snack Recipes
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Logical thinker, “A basic cookbook that every American should have in their kitchen.. I love this
cookbook. My mother's family was from the Midwest, and this book is like looking into my
grandmother's kitchen. If you want a solid foundational cookbook devoted to Midwestern
cooking this is it.Just good, tasty home cooking which is, to me, the best.”

NWIOWA, “Great, detailed, cookbook. This is a great cookbook, even for a beginner, or
someone of any age!! Great midwest recipes and beyond Iowa cooking ideas, that are well
explained in easy to understand detail to help you get the best results! I had an opportunity to
meet the author at the 2012 Iowa State Fair in Des Moines at her booth in "AG" building, and
have my personal copy autographed by her,(what an added treat)! She has also been in recent
past on TV such as PBS, and you can be assured she really knows her "stuff"! I was so pleased
with what I found in this great cookbook, I purchased several more as gifts. The cookbook is
quite thick and interesting from front cover thru to the back; it is filled with marvelous cooking
and tips, and pictures found throughout book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good solid American country recipes.. I had purchased this cookbook in
print years ago, and the binding fell apart. It's my go-to for a couple of specific recipes, so I was
happy to find the Kindle version available for easy reference. Nothing I have made from this
cookbook has been a disappointment thus far.”

Jennifer V., “Tons of delicious home style recipes.. My go to homemade food recipe book. Don’t
know how to make gravy? It’s in there. Pie? It’s in there. Roast? In there. And all are delicious! I
bought copies of this book for my children when they moved out too. Get the book. You’ll love it!”

Cec, “Excellant recipes that work. Very happy. Excellant recipes. Made pancakes and a yellow
cake. Recipes that work”

Lorne G Hammer, “This cookbook is full of good recipes and gives a lot of hints for both new and
experienced cooks.. The cookbook covers many down home or farm type recipes. My wife and I
enjoyed comparing some of our recipes to the ones in the book which we grew up with.”

Annie, “Four Stars. There were no picture”

The book by Diane Roupe has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 59 people have provided feedback.
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